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Abstract
Amharic is a Semitic language which is characterized in its
syntax by subordination and in its morphology by synthesis.
Four different investigations are described which attempt to
identify areas of difficulty of comprehension experienced by
Ethiopians in the use of Amharic. Comprehension may be defined
in terms of the ability to comprehend and to retain the information
conveyed by a sentence, as ability to perceive and project
grammatical structure in the context of an incomplete sentence,
and as the ability to generate a sentence of specified structure
by a process of translation.

The testing procedures examine these concepts of comprehension,
^articular attention is given to the influence on comprehension
of sentence length, sentence type, information load and sentence
structure, and to the conditions under which the pendent nom
inative appears.
It is concluded that although such features as sentence length,
information load and sentence type may adversely affect sentence
comprehension the decisive influence is that of sentence structure.
The feature of suspense is identified as a specific factor
inhibiting comprehension* The study also suggests that there is,
at present, a decided preference for the simple verbal form rather
than the compound form, a preference which is not to be attributed
to lack of ability in Amharic.
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CHAPTER ONE:

INTRODUCTION

The Amharic language: classification; Transcription;
Punctuation: hul&t nUt ab, n&t&la s&r&z, derreb sHr&z, arat
natsb; Dialectal variants? Characteristics of Amharic: synthesis
as characteristic of Amharic morphology, subordination as
characteristic of Amharic syntax; Previous grammatical studies:
Ethiopian scholars, non-Ethiopian scholars.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

The Amharic languages classification

The family of languages termed Semitic is sub-divided in
geographical terms in such a x^ay that the divisions
"correspond 'tolerably well to the distribution of
gross linguistic features" ,
The Semitic languages of Ethiopia belong to the South-West
Semitic group and are themselves also divided, again on a
geographical basis, into Northern and Southern groups, Amharic is
assigned to the latter group.

The term "Semitic" is understood as being
"conventionally applied to a group of languages spoken in
western Asia, or generally originating from that area, and
characterised by a large number of common elements in their
2
phonology, morphology, vocabulary and syntax" •
In the Amharic language we have, hottfever, an example of a Semitic
language in which the syntax does not, in fact, reflect the

1

C G S X j , p ,4

2 CSSfr.p.3

1*f

principal syntactic features of the Semitic group:
"all the cherished principles of Semitic syntactical
structure have been upset in Amharic"' •

However, Amharic is a Semitic language* In discussing the prob3.em
of defining a Semitic language Ullendorff has written:
"While it may be easy to recognise, through experience and.
impression, a Semitic language of the type represented by,
say, Arabic or Ethiopia or Ugaritic, where the Semitic
character is most ful3-y and clearly developed, the position
would be very different with regard to modern Hebrew or
2
Amharic or Soqoi^rin •

U13.endorff goes on to consider the various features usually taken
to identify the Semitic languages: the predominance (although not
the preponderance) of the consonant over the vowel, the concept
of tri~literality (although an original bi-radical system to
which a later, modifying, third radical vjas added is recognized),
A
CA, p.1^ and AC, p.8; in both places Ullendorff refers back
to Praetorius* Die amharische Sprache, p .3 and there is little
need to e3.aborate on this characteristic feature of Amharic*
Subordination rather than parataxis, qualifier preceding and
not following the qualified, verb in sentence final and not
sentence initial position and the lengthy periods typical of
the language adequately support the statement.
^ "What is a Semitic language?", Qrientalia, P? (1958), p*&7
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the system of laryngals (which however occur in other, nonSemitic, languages also) and parataxis. In the case of Amharic
he concludes:
"•..I should myself feel inclined to attach sufficient
weight to the essentially unimpaired verbal system to
'i
tiphold the Semitic identification” •

Transcription

The Amharic syllabary has its origins in the Syro-Palestinian
area, descending through, or with, Epigraphic South Arabian to
the Ga*©z and, with further modification, to the present
2
inventory of characters • The feature of Semitic in which the
consonant bears a significance not, in general, accorded to the
vowel, is reflected in the essentially consonantal structure of
the script employed for writing it. The script employed for
writing Ethiopia exhibits an adaptation of the basic forms which
originated in the 3rd or Vbh century

and indicates association with

a system of seven vowels. Even so the vocalisation of the script
does not impinge on the essential primacy of the consonants.
"I

"What is a Semitic language?", p. 73

2 CGSL,pp.18-21
3

E. Ullendorff, "Studies in the Ethiopic Syllabary", Africa, 21
(1951), p.207* D.Diringer, however,says "vocalised Ethiopic
script.- may have been used already in the first and second
centuries A.D." (The alphabet, 3rd edition, p.180).
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It is not surprising that a syllabary which has so long a.pedigree
should fail to meet precisely the needs of the. language,with
which it is now principally employed. The laryngals are, in
Amharic, reduced to only h, and the infrequent, and usually
inter-vocalic^glottal stop, but the symbols for. the laryngals,
0 *

andTl

are all retained1 • 1$ addition the first order

symbols for the laryngals, 0 , <h , *» t j\

and fl

associated with the fourth order vowel, only*?!

are, in fact,
being available

to render hg. There are thus seven,ways of writing ha: U
i

f ** * ^1

aix&

while h

,h

,0

and °j

,H

*

all represent a.

With the exception of a comparatively few words,whose etymologically correct spellings are retained with some regularity, the
symbols for the laryngals tend to be used interchangeably. They
are therefore transcribed alike: U
ih

and 0 as consonantally zero. In

, fh ,

and Tl

addition rt

as h and

and &

are

transcribed alike as s. The emphatic series of consonants are,
in Amharic, ejectives, and they are distinguished in transcription
by a dot beneath them. The two characters ft and 0
alike and are rendered £*

are. pronounced

The development of palatalisation in

Amharic led to the modifying of the syllabary for theiaccommodation
of new forms. Originally palatalization was indicated by:
"two points which were attached to each side of the head of
the letter. Later this was generally written as a small line

1 Thus the word for a picture,

, may be pronounced seel ..or

sa?el» The subject of Amharic phonology is dealt with

exhaust

ively in E. Ullendorff, The Semitic languages of Ethiopia.
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on top of the letter* ..The invention o f .these signs must
have taken place some time between the 9th and 1]?th
'j
centuries11 *
The palatalized series of consonants is distinguished in the
transcription used here by a wedges
¥

is rendered s and

is rendered as J,.

The ambivalence of the sixth order character* which may. represent
either the consonant alone or the consonant plus the central
vowel* here transcribed as ja, is a serious defect in the script.
A further defect is the absence of any sign to, indicate gemination
(corresponding with the Arabic tttsdid). Thus

a n d ^ A ^ J both

consist of three sixth order characters but are transcribed
tellek and talk.

The function of gemination in the Amharic verbal system is well
understood but outside the verbal system the matter of gemination
remains unclear and a sign for it would be most helpful. In a few
manuscripts the symbol

appears over a consonant which is to.be

geminated* to be referred to the imperative of the verb

*

11to guard11^*
Variants in Amharic spelling may be attributed to a number, of
factors: the coalescence of the laryngals is a major factor and

^ E* Ullendorff, **Studies in the Ethiopic syllabary1*, p.21*f
2 ibid..p.215
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the generally low level of literacy another. Prosthesis affects
some wordes the word for a pigeon may be spelled C°Wl:

or

metathesis is fairly common. In speech
is frequently heard in place of ‘&a?HtMlrh,C , "God",and

*

"church11, may become

Transcriptions consonants
Palatalized
Voiced

Voiceless

z

7

g

Voiced

tn %

a
If s

* t

K d
H

Emphatic

rt^

n b

s

ft 8

§

1\ k

+ $

T

ft *

p

Voiceless
*

I

*1 n

Emphatic

I

n g

*s &
L

r

laryngals:

m

<u S

Urh'fft

h

* 0

<D w

Semi-vowels:

A 1

zero

* y

Transcription: vowels
1st order &

2nd order u

5th order £
'i

3rd order i

6th order £

4*th order a

7th order o

cf# also the Ethiopian’s rendering of English 11scout11; Addis
Z&mUn. Tahsas 8 1959 E.C* spells

2 And YS, p. ^

, ‘XTf'JC : . I n

contraction (YG, p*22 )•

: , "scouts11.
' metathesis follows

19

notes on the transcription
1• As has been indicated the transcription of the first order
characters for the laryngals does not follow the general
pattern, the consonant being generally associated with the
fourth order vowel*

2* Except for well-established spellings the transcription set
out above has, in general, been adhered to. Thus Haile Sellassie
and not Hayla S ellase. but WHld& and not the usual Wolde.

3* Capital letters are, however, used in rendering proper names
and the transcription of personal names, where given in the
sources, is retained even where it may not conform to the
system of transcription adopted here*
k* A geminated consonant is written double in the transcription*

Punctuation
*
1
M&rsee Haz&n lists fourteen punctuation signs in his grammar ,
but of these only five are used with any degree of regularity:
the hulUt n£tsb* ”two points” , the n&t&la sHr&g. ”single stroke” ,
the derrQb s*dr£z. ”double stroke” , the mulu n%tsb or arat n&teb,
”four points” and the mark of interrogation ,(?),which displaces
the arat n&teb at the close of the interrogatory sentence.

1 YSMH. p.207
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His comments on the four principal punctuation signs are
repeated here as a convenient summary of their functions,
although it must he record&d that practice does not always
co-incide with theory.
M .......
Symbol
|L.._

Function

Name

*
*

*.
' tt& »
This is the word separator

drop,
point
?•

1
7

.--—

--.- ■■■-,----- j""

.

nats-f. : »1C :®.hT!

:

single

The sign for a minor division or

stroke

pause within the sentence

J5rC'fl'.u’CH:

noi.S+ : tic

flS*?

double

The sign for a major division or

stroke

pause within the sentence
:

nw>rt> i
:fflVilC*
: tic •
H®<« iVWftifc*! 0 : t'V.fl ••

••

full

The sign for the close of a sentence,

point

that is to say of a complete utter
ance. It is sometimes called "four
points"

21

T*dkl£-Maryam Fantaye, while perhaps using his punctuation marks
with greater precision than does M r s # e HazHn/does not explain
the functioning of the various signs as systematically. He
writes:
© <|&src>-'VT?‘>
g 'C -fl:

: ftC -fl: A l.^ + : W

••
V i

>A ftd -A :

!

<&*• W ' f l * * !
SA'flSV • * » >

V ^ K I M O : AA f t •• u < * + • S n c :

^>K35C+:

••flW A :u'CH *

: A ft :

: ^<fhinAA"

!tWe employ the natala sarSz in separating word© or con
secutive phrases or minor clauses, the derreb s&r%z in
compound or complex sentences and the arat ngteb, the
question mark, the exclamation mark to indicate the end
i
of a sentence” *

Punctuation signs have been introduced only comparatively
recently into Amharic writing, that is, of course, apart from
hulat n&tQb and arat natab. In manuscripts where other symbols
did appear they were often used incorrectly; Dillmann states:
”Smaller marks of division (than *,l ) are not employed as a
rule; \ , however, serves this purpose; frequently placed
^

between the several words.**In later manuscript© 1 , «

*

**'/*

are oftener employed, but mostly in the wrong place through

2

the ignorance of the copyists” •

1 HISS, p.138

2

Ethioxdc grammar. p*33
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And yet comprehension of written Amharic can be materially
assisted by the proper use of the punctuation signs, and,
conversely, can be hindered by their neglect. For example, in
the novel

U>C$* tfo<?£?'• f

work ana to live" , the punctuation

is minimal:

WVtfll +

• bnl\: KvAnc*t f

Here derrob sHr&z

is used to marls: off the speaker's identity

in the second sentence but not in
punctuation leads

*

the first, and the paucityof

to a measure of opacity. He-punctuation of

the passage, however, is seen to assist comprehension:
£ ,< V f it 4-1 «

Th*tn I «

Xj

:htofo'.

p

» - Art® 1 m ? * “•

I S M t fc'win*':

-nA®" : AS'T^-©*

••rt<«’+*•••

Director: "What is it sir? Are you ill?" he asked.
Mayor;

"Much worse; a grave sickness I Take this letter
which

I have received and

read it" he said, giving

it to

the Director of the

Security Department.

Since we are concerned with the comprehension of Amharic sentences
and this comprehension is affected by punctuation some reference

^ By K&bb&d& HabtM-Maryam, 2nd edition, 1953 E.C., published in
Addis Ababa. The book does not use the hul£t n&t®b as word
separator, nor does it employ either quotation marks or the
n*at&la sar&z. The example quoted here comes from page 48*
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to the system of punctuation is necessary. But this is also neces
sitated by the need to identify the boundaries of sentences for
the experimental part of the study, and it will become evident
that for this purpose the punctuation of the text under consid
eration may be an inadequate guide. The employment of the four
principal punctuation signs is examined in texts taken from news
papers, from books and from the Bible. This last is placed in a
separate category since the punctuation of the "Emperor" version
has been much influenced by the non-Ethiopian members of the
translating committee.
1. HulUt nSt^b

Words were originally separated from one another
2
by a small vertical line , but the line has given way to

two dots, the one above the other. There are three considerations
to be made of the use of hulStt n&tQb: in relation to the prep
ositions, in indicating the breaking of a word at the end of a
line, and its employment in the textual apparatus in the Bible.
The preposition is treated sometimes as a word and sometimes as
an affix, although the mono-syllabic prepositions

A ”’
* and Yl-*

are regularly written as affixes. Pei and Gaynor, in defining the
word "preposition” , state:
"unlike prefixes, prepositions do not fuse with the word
which they modify" .
The complete

translation was published in 19&2* The new version

is discussed briefly by E. Ullendorff in Ethiopia
pp. 66-67*
2 TE, p.135

3 DL, p.17^

and the Bible,

2k

This, however, is a question of transcription and no consistent
principle is followed in Amharic:
«>£ ••+ W

i a ?®*

: ^ n ? >*<? ' V ^ A f ! t

1

,fthat he might return to a proper and normal way of life",
*

but the same author writes, on the same page:
•*

urMlV.

11he turned his face homewards11
and again, in the newspaper Addis Z&m&n ■
:

: H>*! ^ , "to school11, but
, nto bring to our country11#

The Bible is more consistent in its usage, always writing <D£ t
as a word, when preceding a nominal (&&'•%%'
never

* "to me,! and

) but treating it as an affix before the relative

construction:
flH ,£

n o iW lfr: 3» £ C : © S t H p J iv A T ^ - r

P90ftC31>: th/V' -•i'V:

•-o^C:

:<JD£C:

11X promised them that day that I would bring them out of
the land of Egypt into the land which I had prepared for
them, to a land flowing with milk and honey, to the land
which is the glory of all lands11 •
1 MB, p.298
P
The issue for Tahsas 3 195& E#C.
^ Ezekiel 20.6
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The inconsistent treatment of the preposition, however, has
only a very minor effect on comprehension although I have
encountered confusion between

, "towards” , written as

a word, and Qft* , "he having loved", 3rd person masculine
singular gerund of the verb

, "to love"*

The particular value of the hulat nateb is as an aid to comp
rehension when a word is divided at the end of a line* Then the
non-appearance of hulat n&^ab is the infallible sign of the broken
word. And since word division may occur at any point in the word
it frequently happens that the first part of a divided word is
itself a complete word. Less frequently we find both parts of
the divided word constituting complete words or at least structures
which plausibly resemble words* In the first category we find
the following examples, all taken from the novel

,

"To work and to live", pp. 59-100*
, "the town(accus)1;
which I was raised";

i

— Ob?:

"that which they said";

i "the place in

, "for he said to him";
, "their agreement1!,h p —

,
Vf"‘*

"eight". More confusing still are examples falling within the
second category: 0$ — H(?’
- , "Madam"; nlp^ — ^4** *
, "our Governor and"; 4'L—
— h^Vfu , "as inheritor";

<K:

contract";

, "he came near and";
, "our brothers".

Selecting at random three pages from this book and considering
only complete lines of text (that is, omitting lines which close
a paragraph) we find that out of 252 lines there are 101 which
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close with a broken word, almost k0% of the total. There is no
suggestion that this figure is typical of Amharic literature as
a whole but clearly,where hul£t n&tQb is not used, word division
at the end of a line may occasionally result in a failure of
comprehension. This will normally only be momentary* But it is
because of the possibility that Stephen Wright has made an appeal
for the retention of hulat n’
d^eb .
One further use of hul’
at na^eb may be noted, the use in the Bible
as a separator between numerals which are not to be read together.
This is an obvious extension of its function in separating words.
n

Thus 5% is read as twenty-six, but 7!

r*

as twenty and six. The

formula appears in the reference apparatus. Thus on p. 95 of the
Hew Testament we find the reference
9^* iS

*3 :£ "

2* M t & l a s'dr&z

* "chapter 17* verses 1,^ and 5n *
Praetorius omits this from his discussion of

punctuation as does Cohen from his Traite. Although
second in the hierarchy of punctuation signs it is often used
interchangeably with derreb s%r‘
d z:

"Daclafc Faris begat D&cla£ AbbSy; D&5a£ Abb£Cyfs children are many11,
but
fcq: W V ® H

f M

:7 * r fiq :*>4.: 3 ‘1'frii'V © A £ k

"Wlille begat Abba GUtyH; Abba GKty& begat Abba Seru Gwangoln .

^ "The transliteration of Amharic", JES. XI, 1(196*0, pp.1-10
2 YIHT. p A 9
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Again, while the subject of the sentence may be marked off by
derrQb saraz it is not uncommon to find n&t&la sMr&a functioning
in the same way;
■-nrtVAr

: f|C"i:M ' T H ® ’!

V H : ni;M»V. •• •

1

"Dadat Be^ul married VJUyz'dro Taw8b Dar, of Me^a and begat
Itege $aytu";
‘irvn'!ji t £ t \ w :nf»T\ ••n ton*}*®':%$£,Laini■f f f W A '
■
<n>St4,$£V-

2

"Punctuation signs are the means by which we divide words
into their respective groups11#

The most common and most regularly observed use of n&t&la sUrMz
is in separating the items of a list;
eft**)* ••fr’H'd: ?V»ft : rt>30: ©TP'Ji't

:

PkftkkA: H U V 1
fT^

T

rttfo ;

t
7

t
: V®. **■'

3

,fComplete confirmation of the fact

that theAmhara are a Semitic

race, children of Joktan, and Israelites, ife provided by their
character, customs, appearance, name, the name of their
country and their language11#

1 YIHT. p.49

2 HTSS, p.138

3 YIHT. p.23
I
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In the Bible the use of n£t&la s’
arHz is very regular, preceding
such indicators of a continuing period as

"however” and

the suffixed co-ordinating conjunction -JJO:
: flA fl

IPS :

4

•*

fflArt s©**: Wifld*®<?: m r?% :

"And seeing in the distance a fig tree, with leaves on it,
He came, thinking that He might find something on it* But
it was not the month for figs and He found nothing on it
except leaves” ,
kfrt>h$D:-

XS’Vt’S©

-5-

"Jesus (said), *I will ask you one thing; you answer me and
then I will tell you by what authority I do these things” *
A further Biblical function of nUtMla sMraz is as separator between
chapter numeral and verse numeral in references:

- Z ‘ is

read as Isaiah chapter 58* verse 7*

3* Derrab sSrgg

Just as n£tHla s%r&z« second in the hierarchy

of punctuation signs, sometimes adopts the functions of
the third member, derrob sgrHz, this, in its turn, sometimes
adopts the functions of the highest member of the hierarchy* Thus
in the novel

!©If*

: (The title is cryptic* It might be

rendered, "As she went so she remained” ) the author introduces

1 Mark 11.13
2 Mark 11.29
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four consecutive parallel constructions, each, commencing
ft?® :

/K'Vf* ‘

^ , nwith your blood” . The first two of these are linked

by dorrob sStrSte and the sequence closes with arat n&tab. But the
two remaining structures are treated as independent sentences,
each closing with arat nat ob.

This usurping of the role of arat nHtob by darreb sgrgz; is found
also in the novel

f *’5Jo work and to live”, in which

five paragraphs close with derrob sSrgz. And on pages 37-39 we
1
2
have a sequence of 184 words punctuated by derrob sgrSz and with
arat nat'eb only at the close of the sequence. As an example of
punctuation at its worst and comprehension seriously affected
part of the passage is repeated here:
flKV ! %H> :

•A ft -

© £ : ?># ‘+ h ^ :+<ro(his : tft:
90 V

tfVn ?

■HHO'-W

^

1

'fcJA •.

:

••

:

V ? Ku.'J*;£y<; j+rtsi’fl’t’V

: +h4,: m3 j-nA®1••

••

••(Pii'iA®':

t e h S '■

SpTClrWf*

nn*i

: m / b p y , .■ a

w

*>; n A + m w

’W

c

?.

"Then the villager, his heart quaking and troubling him
returned to Ato TSsfa and, falling down, kissed the ground.
What is it, my brother? Whatfs the matter? What-1a happened?
Bid you not just leave me contentedly? asked Ato T&sfa,
drawing near. But, retiring nervously, (he said)
The book is written by Asaffa G&brU-Maryam. The sequences
occur on page 93 •
p

And the mark of interrogation,used somewhat erratically .
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It was because I did not know that it was you that I spoke
to you so boldly before. Pardon me. If you wish to do anything
in your own Governorate it is not for us to query it...11

Comprehension is materially assisted by re-punctuating the passage:
flU U >

Z

H

:

1 ft#

ft® 1* Aft*: £ « £ •.

4. :

'•

:

X£alfi'i

r t . J f t l f 'l i . f f ' :

1 H ,

•• <K>d,q> ; A<n>

cK>v-u>vn? 3»>v-

? AiKVfrufi + rt^iHW! w y.-ft<frtnd9u,H »

■flA®1 •• f t # • + i H ! m p

'■

*

r

t

A

4

a

doll"}?! *. <iiA®'4>- hMS 1+4>£$»
mn-qttf1? 1 P<u<J-*v a $ e a ^ T X? ••

v

f

c

c

f

t

f

f

s

: 3 ‘iPTCYH3,# Ij6 ^ C ;£rwv$“
=AAO> a,: n A + a q ^ :

*jac"»
Indeed it is frequently the case that an apparently complicated
passage of Amharic loses much of its opacity when it is properly
re-punctuated. DerrQb s&r&z, limited to its proper function, could
certainly assist in the clarification process. Cohen describes
its function as follows:
!tTJne division en membres de phrases peut etre marqu&e par
le signe 1 , en amharique ftq'H*. * sarUz. Ce signe vaut
r'‘
^
g^nlralement un point et virgule, quelquefois une virgule*1 •
It would be helpful if nStSla s‘
dr&z could be retained as the
general equivalent of the comma and the darrab sKrSz for semi-colon
and colon.
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4. Arat natQb. or

, as it is sometimes called, is used to

indicate the close of a period. In older works it is
'I
also employed to separate the items which are in apposition
or juxtaposed. Cohen writes:
"Le m§me signe sert souvent a separer dee notions opposees
ou juxtaposees dans une enumeration (cas ou 1*usage
2
europeen comporte des virgules ou des tirets)n •
3
The arat nMtab is simply a doubling of the word divider^ and
indicates a rest or pause. The sign may occasionally be augmented
to indicate the close of a larger division, such as a paragraph
or chapter. This may be by simply repeating the sign:
or, in handwritten works, by the use of coloured ink to elaborate
the sign: ■K*

, or, where a new line or paragraph is to be com

menced and the current line is not filled, by an extended double
line: *•—

k

.

Two points follow from this brief discussion of Amharic punctuation;
firstly that punctuation is employed inconsistently and secondly
that this inconsistency constitutes an unnecessary barrier to
comprehension. Ullendorff writes:
"While the absence of punctuation might be considered disturbing
in Ga^es, it becomes a most seriops matter in the modern
languages, where all Semitic syntactical
'I

For example in Heruy W&ld&~Sellassie, YS-heywat tarik,
"Biographies", published in 1923 (1930-31).

2 TLA, P.25

3 EG, p.35
.

See the texts in S. Strelcyn, Medecines et plantes d fEthiopie
for examples of this device.
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rules are in complete dissolution and the most involved
and lengthy periods are the normal forms of sentence
construction" ,

Dialectal variants

It is generally recognised that there are dialectal differences
between the Amharic spoken in,the Shoa district and that current
in the north, in the Gojjam area, The position is summarised
by Ullendorff:
"There is general agreement that, considering the wide area
covered by Amharic, there are remarkably few dialectal
variants of any real significance* Nowhere do these
variants impair mutual intelligibility, and such distinctions
as do exist occur principally between the speech forme

2

current in the Shoa and Gojjam provinces" •

The subject of the dialectal variants has not attracted much
3
attention from scholars . Published works of the present century
would appear to be almost entirely in the Shoan dialect. The
materials examined in the experimental part of the present study
are all from the Shoan dialect,
A
"Studies in the Ethiopia syllabary", p,2l6

2 AC, p.11
3
^ Abraham Demos, however, has written briefly on morphological
and vocabulary aspects of the problem: "The peculiarities of
the Gondarene Amharic", BES, M1955)* PP* 11-1****
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Characteristics of Amharic

In its morphology Amharic is characterised by synthesis and
in its syntax by subordination. These two aspects of the language
may conveniently be examined at this point.
1. Synthesis as characteristic of Amharic morphology. This
aspect of Amharic is discussed in some detail with
regard to the verb, the noun and verbal noun in chapter three
below. It is in the verbal system, perhaps, that the synthetic
character of Amharis is most clearly evident. Hot only may the
stem of theverb be modified
rt nnc

,

11to smash11,from

to give some extension of meaning:
, "to break", but an extensive

range of affixes is employed to indicate person, number, gender,
aspect; and pronominal suffixes may be used to indicate direct or
indirect object. Subordinating conjunctions and indicators of
mood further complicate the total structure of the verb.
A few typical examples, all taken from the novel

t ,

best illustrate this feature of Amharic complexity:
, "because he did not give to me"
toft.?7 ^ A*:

,

"so that they might obtain for him"
that it

will reach me (to my disadvantage)"

that you provoke me and"
to A n n * ® *0+: , iithat they play with it"
that which you(pi) do for me (accus)"
« * "and by that which is found against them".

3^

Z . Subordination as characteristic of Amharic syntax* While it
1
is true that subordination occurs in G<e*&2J itvis
V

characteristic of Amharic. An example best illustrates the point:
Jn k v

: +h4.-.

A*V
V w !n j«,nc9o:
V«M*.

■S c ^ 9 » •
2

,f What I noitf beg of you, so that those who set their hope
on me, that they should not give up the hope they had,
that those who loved me should not cast me off
that God may fit me for honest service
that you may help me by your prayers
that the assistance which you give me in labour or in advice
that you should not be niggardly with it, it is'1
It is noticeable, even in this passage, that it is the relative
construction, together with the complexity of subordination, which
leads to the typically extended periods:
"Long and complex periods without adequate marks of punctuation
naturally form the major stumbling block. The relative complex,
in its various guides, represents the central feature in this
process of subtle and intricately poised enclosures and
3
encasements11 •
** of. paragraphs 180-183 of Dillman^s Ethiopic Grammar.
2 MLKM. p.35
3 E. Ullendorff, CA, p.15
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The problem of brachylogies in Amharic has been best illustrated
by Ullendorff in his now celebrated sentence from the D&bt&ra
Zaneb version of the Chronicles of King Theodore* The sentence
consists of nine words in Amharic. Ullendorff paraphrases in
sixteen words in English and Moreno employs 25 words in his Italian
*1
rendering , Two factors combine to produce complexities of this
kind: the use of verbal nouns and of verbs without any explicit
subject and secondly the use of direct speech constructions in
almost all situations involving thought or decision.
The lengthy sentences which result from subordination and the
relative construction lead not infrequently to anacoluthon, and
in particular to that form of it involving the pendent nominative.
Clarification of structure is sometimes effected, in suitable
circumstances, by the epexegetical introduction of the object
suffix:
fn c fttS V

fl'i'l**’ '•‘i K . *

•'When the Christian king, Anb&sa Wedd reigned
these F&Lashas, he scourged them and
repaid the debt of the blood of the Christians".
1 CA, PP.7-11
2 YIHT, p.35
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The typically Amharic litotes structure

literally

"without being so it will not be lacking", with the meaning
"it is fairly certain", is a further example of the use of
subordination* Actually litotes is rather common in Amharic
and is by no means restricted to the one formula;
« 0 tfV

1

"A word which produces unnatural suffering
it ought not to be",
‘fc't, :

<*: KAft.V -flf ‘

2

"What I will choose, one only
it is not",
tiH fT K

*.

: n ^ ;

fA n ^ J © :*.

3

"That it should be less than ninety dollars
it ought not to be"*

Previous grammatical studies; Ethiopian scholars

We do not have any large body of grammatical studies of Amharic
by Ethiopian scholars. The first grammar of the language by an
Ethiopian was by Af&warlf G&br&-Y3sus, published at Rome in 1905 •
Perhaps the most valuable part of this work is the body of texts,
extending over 75 pages and including examples of correspondence
and poetry. Gemination is indicated irregularly

1 MLKM. p . 85

2

MLKM.p . 88

3 MLKM. p.92
/,j,

Grammatica della lingua amarica. by"G.J. Afevork".

yBUSa)
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and hard and soft-0 - are distinguished: OtU* » bgtr&ha, "desert",
1mm

but TOioi

« p&vare. "farmer".

In 1911 this work was followed

by his II verbo amarico in which the verbs are conjugated under
twenty divisions.

In 1923 Khntiba G&bru published in Amharic his

*. ,

"Guide to Amharic grammar", which contains an interesting section
on *r%--, "poetry". The work, however, is a brief one and the
grammar by Ya*£ob G&brh-Iy*asus,

* tlCfhfr'* « "Brief

grammar of the Amharic language!/,published in 1928, is even more
brief, extending only to 4-5 pages.

None of these books, however, has exercised any great influence
on the teaching of Amharic in Ethiopia* This has been the privilege
of two more recent publications, M8rse*e Haz&n WhldS-girkos*
"Amharic grammar", and Thklh-Maryam Fantayefs
"Fundamentals of literature"* The former was first
published in 19^3 and the latter in 193^* Both of these books
have passed through several editions*

Blatta M&rsefce Hazhn wrote his grammar in 1927 as an aid to his
work as a teacher of Ge*ez and Amharic in the T&fhri M&konnhn
school in Addis Ababa. It is thus a pedagogical grammar, with
")

According to the Introduction to the book, p*3*.
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abundant exercises and examples, extending over more than 200
pages. Particular attention is paid to problems of syntax and
sentence analysis, the section on syntax (Amharic

* "manner

of entering") occupying 65 pages.

Sentence analysis is presented in tabular form best illustrated
*1
by an example :

?3.*\ *ftte? :<\2> ■

••W # * * :

:

+0^"*
"The Emperor of Ethiopia, Ase Menelik,
after he had defeated the Italians at Adua
w &b

(0 )

called Menelik the Great by the people"•
(<n>)

I

I
HC$:

+©^*fl !

:

Predicate
+ 4>ni ^ :

Subject Genitive

•(A<n)i*i6 £ s M<t>S? 0

ft*.
•Hia,;

or
apposed
noun

Finite Object

W

6 :

Modifier

verb 2•evealing

Adverbial comp
lement
(of the principal
clause)

action
:

£ir*‘n ,iu>’sflfy\;

90^ ^ - .

(?) n a i ' v w 1 )s$s
A^e Men-i romper or
elik

of Eth
iopia

(1) After he def

! he was Menelik
called
the

eated the Ital

Great
.....

1 i s m - p . 166

ians at Adua
(2) By the people
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As can be seen from the above analysis grammatical terminology
suited to the task of description is presented but both gram
marians are dependent to a considerable extent on the principles
of English grammar. Thus both attempt to retain the concept of
subject and predicate. M r s e * e Haz&n writes:
C1U+ ' "lie* OA-:n i M * i'juitysf+^jaoionuv^ :
fcSCiV?® :nrtfl,*? : Vhtft"- ‘iT®’"

1

"We must recognize that every sentence consists of two parts.
These are subject and predicate",
but the verbal system defeats the attempt to project this analysis
so that in analysing
: W'-

2

"He collected about five dollars from Andarge"
T£kl&-Maryam Fantaye has to supply Xert*;, "he", as subject.
Previous grammatical studies:non-Ethiopian scholars

This is not the place for an extended survey of the many gram
matical studies of Amharic which have been published. Some,
such as Massaia’s Lectionea grammaticales. published in 1867
are of diminished value because of a failure to take proper note
of the work of earlier writers on the subject. Mahler’s Praktische

1

P»159

2 HTSS. p.103
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Grammatik der amharischen Byrache of 1906 can be neglected
since the author's knowledge of Amharic was clearly inadequate*
On the other hand although C*H* Armbruster!s Xnitia Amharica*
published in 1908, is very accurate it is also very brief and
cannot be reckoned a major contribution*
Particularly important, however, are the grammars by Ludolf, 1698,
by C.W. Isenberg, 1842, by Franz Praetorius, 1879* by Xgnazio
Guidi ten years later and the two principal publications of
Marcel Cohen in this field, his Traite de langue amharique of
1936 and his Nouvelles Studes d*£thiopien meridional, 1939*
Ludolf's Grammatics linguae Amharicae extends to only 60 pages,
divided into six books which cover orthography, morphology, the
noun, the pronoun, particles and syntax. Ludolf*s informant, Abba
Gregory, supplied not only the material on which the grammatical
analysis is based but also a few pages of continuous Amharic text*
These texts, however, are religious texts and thus their structure
probably testifies as much to the Go*$z originals t'asi to the syntax
of Amharic in the seventeenth century;
-M*t4>A •. <T»+ : + + 1 1 *. '•

nyJh* 14*.:

‘‘i t u M '- OLf,

s;

:o<,n .••+4<ro(n •

< b & :4 V -

"He was crucified, He died, He was buried, He went down to Sheol.
On the third day He arose, He ascended to heaven, He eat down
at the right (hand) of God"•
op* cit*,

p . 57

The two striking

features,even of this brief text,are the

asyndetic structures involving sequences of verbs and the
displacement of the main verb from the sentence final position
which is almost invariable today* But it is impossible to
determine whether this represents the state of Amharic in Ludolf*s
day or whether the Amharic is a learned variant.
It is unfortunate that C.W* Isenberg*s Grammar of the Amharic
language is also of limited value since we cannot be sure of the
sources he used. This is unfortunate since the texts at page
185 show some provocative features; the verb is replaced, as the
almost infallible indicator of the end of a period by a range of
other structures;

*

lfAnd all of them are your brothers,
all of them; great and small, wise and foolish,
good and evil
your kinsmen, children of your father Adam".
We know that Xsenberg published materials in the Amharic language*
The above passage he quotes from his own Geography. It is very
A
P*183,

but quoted from the preface to his own Geografiya, ya

rneder temhert* published in 1841.

k2

probable that he wrote the book himself in Amharic, or at least
that he wrote the English original and then supervised the
translation into Amharic. In either event it is clearly not
possible to use the textual materials as evidence of genuine
Amharic sentence structure.

No such strictures are necessary when we consider Frana Praetorius*
Die amharische Sprache. The Introduction deals with the history
of the language and discusses the sources used for the analyses.
The main part of the book is then divided into three sections,
dealing with orthography and phonology, accidence and syntax.
The book closes with a range of texts including parts of the
Doyal Songs and correspondence of the Emperor Theodore. The
grammar itself is a historical grammar, with constant reference
to original material in Amharic. Caution should, perhaps, be
taken in view of the fairly large body of references to biblical
sources. Since this is translation material it must almost
inevitably display evidence of the structure of the original
language from which the translation was made.

Guidi’s Grammatica elementare della lingua amarica

is very

concise, with 33 pages devoted to morphology and 19 to syntax
although questions of syntax are treated throughout the book*
Guidi acknowledges his indebtedness to Praetorius and in spite of
its conciseness, or perhaps because of it, the work is most

^3

valuable* Ullendorff says that It
’’still affords the quickest and most effective orientation
in this complex linguistic structure11 *
Mention may also be made of the same author’s Vocabolario amaricoitaliano* published in 190'fywhich is very much more than a simple
vocabulary*
And finally mention must be made of Marcel Cohen’s two works
mentioned above* Nothing has appeared to challenge the breadth
of the study made here of every aspect of Amharic* It is true
that they are most useful to those who already have some knowledge
of the languagejbut there are other and more elementary works
available for those who need them*
More recent studies in Amharic include Major Alone’s Short Manual
of the Amharic language* published in 1909 and revised by D*E*
Stokes in 19^6>and C.H* Dawkins’ The fundamentals of Amharic
published in Addis Ababa in 1960* This last is an attempt to
survey, at a very elementary level, the entire range of colloquial
Amharic *

1 AC,
2

And the Supplement» with Francesco Gallina and Enrico Cerulli,
published in 19^0 *

*i4

CHAPTER TWOi

AMHARIC SYNTAX

The Amharic sentence: definition, classification of sentences;
The compound and complex sentence: the classification of clauses,
clause analysis; Syntactical analysis; Ethiopian grammarians,
transformational approach; Sentence structure: in books, in the
newspaper»
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CHAPTER M O : AMHARIC SYNTAX
The Amharic sentence

The examination of punctuation as employed in writing Amharic,
which was undertaken in the preceding chapter, makes it clear
that punctuation can usually he no more than a general guide
to sentence boundaries# Both arat nStsb and derreb sKr^z may
indicate the close of a sentence, but the absence of these signs
is no certain guide to the existence of a continuing period#
Since in the course of this chapter we shall be examining the
distribution of sentence lengths in Amharic prose we need to
consider the definition of the term sentence #
Definition

Concerning the sentence Bloomfield wrote:
"In any utterance, a linguistic form appears either

as a constituent of some larger form##*, or else as an
independent form, not included in any larger (complex)
linguistic form# When a linguistic form occurs as part of
a larger form, it is said to be in included position;
otherwise it is said to be in absolute position and to
constitute a sentence11 •

The criterion here is that of grammatical completeness. This is
also the criterion suggested by Robins:
"Traditionally the longest structure within which a full
grammatical analysis is possible has been taken as the
2.

sentence11 t
^ Language, p*170

^ GL, p.190

ke

and, to quote Robins again:
•i
nA sentence is by definition grammatically complete’* •
Perhaps a little less satisfactory are the definitions of Pei
and Gaynor and A.F.L* Beeston; the former offer this definition;
"A number of words arranged grammatically and syntactically
2
so as to constitute a grammatically complete sense unit”
and Beeston suggests that a sentence is
”A word or group of words constituting a complete and
3
satisfactory communication” *

For our present purpose we shall accept the following definition;
”A sentence is a grammatically complete utterance” ,

From this definition two requirements emerge, one concerning
the internal structure of the sentence and the second concerning
the external environment of the sentence.

Firstly, then, the definition requires that if any element in
the supposed sentence is in included position then the entire
included structure must lie within the sentence. Thus if we consider

1 GL, p.191
Written Arabic, p.6

2 DL, p.19^
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rV., "people” , in

the word hi

the following sentence we note that

it is the head of an extended structure:

•na>(!ii<g :
(17i«Hc5 :

*.<TS(1C: Tn<t>££<n>:
••tf’Wrt-fK:

rt?V-

'

: Cjo^i

,

"The National Literacy Campaign has determined that no-one
who has learned to read and write since its inception shall
relapse into illiteracy as a consequence of the non-availability
of reading books".
Since the word

is within the boundaries of the sentence

our definition requires that the entire included structure
should also lie within the sentence boundaries.
It may not, however*, be sufficient to investigate the structure
of the extended text supposed to comprise a sentence* For even if
this structure is grammatically complete an element outside the
text may indicate a continuing period. For example, in general,
we may say that the sequence preceding Amharic

, "he said",

will constitute a sentence:
0*4,4. :

niiTic: <?<?I

^ Oh 4 * ^ 1

: ^ * ^ 4* :

? -flfr:

.■r\‘i$4;fcni?«|>n'*:'inc::2

"Knowing that a plague is ordained, if I failed to cry, "The
land is about to be lost I" then in my heavenly abode, in my
spirit, I would be called to account for it".
1 Addis zamHn. Tahsas 8 1959 E.C., p.1

2 2§» p.126

A8

In this sentence the three words Alf? *

MThe world is

about to end11 are grammatically complete but the following
gerund *0fa*

indicates that they are, in fact, in included position

and so form part of the larger unit.

In general the definition we have given will suffice for the
identification of the boundaries of sentences* It should, perhaps,
be noted, however, that the enclitic

a co-ordinating conjunc

tion, is frequently suffixed to the opening word of a sentence
as a stylistic device. It cannot necessarily

be taken as an

indication of a continuing period. Thus taking a page of YS-Ityopya
hszb tarik at random I find sixteen sentences of which seven
display suffixed -JPD; on the opening word.
\

The appearance of a main verb is, of course, a very valuable
p

indicator of the close of a period. In a mimeographed report^from
the Ethiopian Ministry of Education R.G.Davis indicates that in
an analysis of 1697 Amharic sentences generated by schoolchildren
there were only twenty in which the main verb was not in sentence
final position. And in all but two of these twenty sentences an
interrogative sentence closed by an enclitic was found.

But compare DAS, pp.A38-Ml-2 , where the function of

is set

out in detail. I am not suggesting that the particle has now
lost all function apart from style, only that it cannot be
taken as the infallible indicator of a continuing period* It
parallels, perhaps, Greek Sfi «
p

ALR, published in Addis Ababa in May 195&* Although deficient in
many respects the report contains statistics of sentence analysis
which are of great interest and value.

**■9

While this is the position today it has not always been so.
Thus, considering the flAbu Bumi'* version of the Amharic Bible
and taking fifty chapters from the Old Testament (Joshua, chapter
one and part of chapter two) and fifty from the New Testament
(Mark chapter two), we find thirty sentences out of the one
hundred ending in some item other than the verb. In the Emperor
version, however, over the same passages, we find that every
sentence closes with the verb. It is true that we cannot take Bible
Amharic as necessarily representative of the Amharic of other
literature of the same period. However other Amharic literature
of the nineteenth century and earlier displays a similarly less
fixed word order. Thus in the passage taken from the DMbtSrS
Zaneb version of the King Theodore Chronicle reproduced by
TJllendorff^we find the following sentences:
0
|? i,:

: ZH,:
‘if c 'V : |

lbA*:

:1 r]T

o v fts jo ;:

!lAnd when the livestock and all the supplies were finished
he entered the Amba of Magdala: some two thousand rifles
and two field guns'*,

‘n V n r t . M r f v c

••

•'And they journeyed on to AmSde B&ser; they returned without
reaching it, to the Bridge of God*1,
-I

For details of the two Bible versions referred to here see
E. Ullendorff, Ethiopia and the Bible, pp.62-67*

2 M.

P'?2
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* rta>* *©rtft *
• <s^oo>'::
"The $&r&£a river took many people, that is, its water",

$0 rt, 0* A <V•• + Yr*rt : g,u*,; HL#,+:

“n H.S

*0.<V"And as he returned from there he sacked T&kul& M r e n
and all its animals".

In modern written Amharic, however, the appearance of the main
verb is a most useful marker of the close of a period. It is
true that there are exceptions, especially where the style is
colloquial or conversational:
»)»•*£ : A 5 :
*• ttat% «

1

"I don't suppose that there is even one youth capable
of repaying this blood",
or, of course, where the Amharic terat, with its elliptical form,
is used:

U-A-: M > :
"Until the rain comes every house (is a good one)
Until a visitor arrives every woman (is a ?faithful? one)".
But the appearance of a main verb is the most usual indicator
of the close of a period* In the indicative mood the final verb
(of a sentence) will be a verb in the perfect, either the main
Z
verb itself or an auxiliary •
1 WL» P ‘^7
p
G. Goldenberg, "On the Amharic tense system", JSS,IX,1(1964),
pp.47-49*
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Classification of sentences

Blatta M&rse*e Hazsln finds

categories of sentence:

*.

four
and

’
• , Indicative, Imperative, Interrogative and ExclamatoryAs examples he gives the following:
ton*

<P& ••ft*
©£

■ntifc

/'KabbSdU went to bis house",

::
: flH.ftr.

to>t ••%£©£>?

/'Let KUbbhda go to his house I",
/'Has KShbUda gone to his house?",
,“How is it that you are so lazy I11

His examples give emphasis to the fact that in Amharic there is
often little structural difference between the sentences of the
various categories which may be proposed. Even the enclitic 4>£; ,
in the interrogative sentence, may be dispensed with, intonation
being an adequate indication of the sentence type. The fourth
category set up here does not present any one pattern of structure
2
but contains a variety of minor-type sentences *

In fact if the simple sentence, that consisting of only a single
clause, is considered, then it is not easy, for Amharic, to set
up a system of sentence classes based on structure. Even the
copula sentence does not always differ radically in structure
from the non-copula sentence form and it would not be difficult
to construct a transformational programme which would derive the
one sentence form from the other. This is particularly so where

1 Y S M , pp. 158-9* T&klh-Maryam Fantaye finds the same four types
of sentence: HTSS, p.97 *
2

Robins specifically points to exclamatory sentences as examples
of minority pattern sentences: GL, pp.252-3*
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the copula sentence displays a relative as subject:
, l!He is the one who took the book",
■fcCrtni

d>rt£s:

, "He took the book".

The transformation appears to take place by the nominal!zing of
the finite verb (<Drt&:

) and this is then

displaced from sentence final position by the copula which
attracts the disjunctive personal pronoun into its environment*

There are other ways of classifying sentences* Fries, for example,
suggested that the situation in which the sentence is generated
might itself form the basis for classification* Sentences may
then be termed initiating, continuative or responsive • The
initiating sentence opens a conversation or sequence, having the
potentiality for silence on one side of it. The continuative
sentence follows the initiating sentence without change of speaker,
and the responsive sentence follows an initiating sentence but
with change of speaker. M.B* Lewis sets up three categories of
sentence, declarative, interrogative and imperative and further

2

recognizes two types of sentence, simple and compound •

For the classification of Amharic sentences it is, perhaps, most
helpful to consider the form of verb appearing in the main clause.
We may make use, here, of the system of verb classes set up by
%
M£rssfce Haz&n. His first basis of division establishes three

C.C* Fries, The structure of English* New York, 19^2*
Sentence analysis in modern Malay, p . 66
^ S J S * PP*75-79* Takl&-Maryam Fantaye notes only the first
two verb classes (HTSS. pp*52-39)*
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classes of verbi+fiJ6

* and *?HCi

.

In the first class

the action of the verb "passes over11 to a person other than
the subject of the verb, in the second it does not, while the
third group consists of verbs of existence such as

}sA

•

This basic division, when applied to sentence classification,
leads to a system similar to that of J.B. Carroll

who divides

sentences into two main classes, existence assertions and
predications. Existence assertions would correspond to sentences
containing verbs of M&rse*e Haz&n*s class three and predications
would be sentences employing verbs of the other two classes.
M&rsefce Haz&n's second line of verb classification makes possible
a further sub-division of sentence classes. He classes verbs as
TfUC r

* orO)A<Pj&1 , that is they take a direct object,

cannot take a direct object or else sometimes do and sometimes
do not take one*

Thus although the order in which the items in a sentence appear
is fairly fixed,the actual items which may appear in a specific
sentence are determined by the form of the main verb. This verb
may be an existence verb, a transitive verb, an intransitive
verb, an active, a passive or a reciprocal verb* It is the main
verb which provides the best indicator of sentence structure for
the simple sentence.
"I

Language and thought, pp.2K-25

5^

The compound and complex sentence

The various expansion processes make possible the extension of
a given structure to produce compound or complex sentences# In
the former structures qualifiers are added to given items, or
co-ordinating processes may permit items of equivalent syntactical
status to be joined together# For complex structures some
included portion of the sentence attains the status of clause*
The classification of clauses Following Pei and Gaynor we define a
clause as:
n ###a subdivision of a sentence, containing a subject and
a predicate (or a word which implies or replaces a
predicate)11 •
For Amharic we may say that the predicative part of the clause
will include a verb or verbal noun (infinitive or relative).

Clauses may be classified on theilbasis of their relationship
to the kernel sentence assumed to underlie the expanded structure ,
or on the basis of the structure of the clause itself# Thus in
the sentence
<

V

W

■■ W

‘V f’1 ® ’ S V rt> +

W

■•"Ids!+'7:W . - fflV W ,* ‘P A ::

-

M

i

l

2

”Last Sunday, when His Majesty the Emperor went to Washington,
members of the Poyal Family, honourable Ministers and Leaders
being at the airport saw him off” ,

^

DL, p*^0

2 AZ, Hsdar 16 1956 E.C.
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we have a clause, subordinated by the conjunction
may be described

as an adverbial clause

which

its relationship

to the verb of the main clause, or as an imperfect clause because
of the nature of the subordinated verbal form employed.

If the basic structure of the sentence be considered as
consisting of one or more of the following: subject, object,
verb, it is clear that clauses may qualify or, alternatively,
may constitute any one of these. We might then follow the
example of Zandvoort

and label the various alternatives to

give a comprehensive analysis of clause types. A subject Glause
then becomes one in which the subject of the kernel sentence
has been expanded to the status of clause. Since we are concerned
rather with the structures of the clauses than with the expansion
concept which underlies Zandvoort's system it is more useful to
adopt the alternative and label clauses descriptively in accordance
with the verbal forms they display. We shall thus refer to
relative clauses, imperfect clauses and infinitive clauses.

Clause analysis

Ihe isolation of clauses and the consequent

presentation of the analyses may be effected in prose
or by tabulation, as is done by the Ethiopian grammarians we have
been principally concerned with thus far, or by the more refined
techniques of transformational theory.
R.W. Zandvoort, A handbook of English grammar, in chapter 2
of part 5.
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1» Syntactical analysis; Ethiopian grammarians Takla-Maryam
*1
Fantaye considers the analysis of extended sentences
in some detail and his analysis is repeated here for two rep
resentative sentences*

Sentence 1•
'hPb ‘fcaoto- *t o sf-Hltfh®’:f ^ C *

:mg4» :*•

"The eucalyptus tree that you planted a fortnight ago
has taken root"
Analysis:
T i ? * thun(Subordinate clause)

(Main clause)

<T3i C - m &

4>:

"The eucalyptus tree has

4

1fcjpfrh :4<\!P^1<0ATi «•;

"That which you planted a fort

taken root"
4©»j(p,:_

night ago"
: 'S'l? :

0 ^Cj_H£:W A O h ^ ih 90:

Function: Adjectival subordinate
clause, modifying the
noun "eucalyptus tree"

1 m s s , pp.103-105
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Sentence 2

n<ni£*. KM*:

W* •’

0% ^ - - ^ :

a ^ J P : fiOb :
“Everyone knows D&<iazma£ B&yyMhU, the man who did so nobly
on the (battle)field of May 3J&w"

gpfen? t <h^.q:

T I? '-

(Main clause)
g ? i :n m

(Subordinate clause)
n o w '.sciP'
(Ufa: fl»irW:

«WS<>!*<► ••

"Everyone knows Da&azmat

t h i A :

fj^nfp--

"he who did so nobly oh the

BUyyana

(battle)field of May $£w"
< r f c £ a > > :f n ? !<hl/nT
+rt|<n}£H6P: Ao«&fl?flK
OAfWhnf*i:
"1
Function: Clause in apposition •
The clause is in appos
ition to the subject of
the main clause,
Dadazma-6 B&yy&na.

1

The construction involving the noun in apposition is discussed
cursorily on page 15 of the grammar. The construction is, of
course, quite common in Amharic.
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2, Syntactical analysis: transformational approach* Until the
introduction of transformation theory into syntactical
analysis the classical approach to sentence structure was through
the examination of immediate constituents. There was thus built
up a range of constituents whose relationships to one another
could be illustrated diagrammatically. It is not difficult to
analyse Amharic texts using the principles of immediate
constituent analysis although the synthetic nature of the language makes this approach less fruitful than it is for languages
of the analytic type.
The fact that languages may be analysed syntactically in terms
of expansion processes has been recognised for a long time.
1
Indeed Praetorius, in 1o79» had proposed that the cleft sentence
!<n>$ ; s©.?

, "When was it burned?"

should be treated as a derivative of the shorter W'F :'hifrmA ? .
The transformational theory associated particularly with the
work of N. Chomsky and 2.S. Harris would attempt to include
morphology within its scope so that sentences generated from
kernel sentences by application of transform rules would be
grammatical both as regards morphology and syntax.
In considering the problem of Amharic morphology in terms of
Z
transformation theory A* Koutsoudas has examined the third
DAS, p#j559$ of* also Cohen TLA, p*120 and G. Goldenberg^ comments innStudies in Amharic syntax” , JES ,111,1(198?), p.18.
Z

Writing transformational grammars, p p .63-6k
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person masculine singular and the third person plural of the
perfect and compound imperfect of five verbs:
(OlSfc* , "to take",

t "to feed", fid,A:

• , "to love",
, "to pay"^ and

£7*rt>: * "to repeat"# He isolates two important features which
must be taken into consideration in producing transformational
rules for the generation of the selected verbal forms: reduction,
where the final -e of the singular form (his transcription) does
not appear in the plural form assumed to be its transform, and
discontinuity, in which the affix of the compound imperfect,
assumed to be one for the purposes of his grammar, is separated
into two parts by the verb stem: ye^kefil-al#

Koutsoudas*‘treatment is set out here in some detail# His own
defective transcription is employed at first and then corrected
and his formulae amended to produce an acceptable transformation.
It will be noted that Koutsoudas is, at once, confused by the
first example he has selected, a verb with a repeated radical,
the verb then failing to follow the pattern of modification of
the other forms# His presentation follows: in his transcription
he uses j.

represent 9 , the first order vowel is rendered £ and

the sixth order vowel is i# He appears to be quite unaware of
the role of gemination in the conjugation of the verb in Amharic.
1 Or "to divide" .
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Problem 7i Amharic, a language of Ethiopia,
Present
Singular

Plural

1. jigewidal

he loves

1a. jigewidalu

2. jiwesidal

he takes

2a. jiwesidalu

3 * jimegibal

he feeds

3a. jimegibalu

4-* jikefilal

he divides

4a. jikefilalu

5. jidegimal

he repeats

5a. ^idegimalu

Past
1b. gewede

he loved

1c. gewe&u

2b. wesede

he took

2c. wessdu

3b. megebe

he fed

5c. megebu

4b. kefole

he divided

4 c . kef elu

5b. degerne

he repeated

5c. d eg emu

The errors in transcription are very evident. The problem may
be re-stated using the transcription employed elsewhere in this
study, and employing the verb a>rt*s only:
2* •

yewKsdal

2b*• w&ssSdH

2a* • yewHsdallu
2c* • wUssSdu

We must now examine Koutsoudas1 transformational rules*
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Koutsoudas sets out his transformational rules as follows:
1*
2.
3.
k*

W —» Vs + Afv
Afv

T(?l)

3*

Vs

6.

Tob

T -*■ Fresf pas
PI

u

wsd
CGC *f pas

7.

Tob
CCC + pres

8.

GeCeC©

jiCeCiCoal

Tob reduction
e + Vw

Vw

These rules are to be interpreted:
1* Rewrite the word as a verbal stem plus an affix to the verb
H# Rewrite the affix to the verb as either tense or tense plus
plural form
3♦ Rewrite tense as either present or past
Rewrite plural as u
5. Rewrite the verbal stem as wsd
6* Apply the obligatory transform
3 consonants + past to be written as consonants plus ®
7. OR follow the obligatory transform
3 consonants + present to be written with prefixed ji,
suffixed al and the consonants followed by the vowels as
indicated
8* Apply the obligatory vowel reduction: where ® precedes any
vowel the combination should be replaced by that vowel alone.

Application of the rules results in the generation of the
(incorrect) forms jiwesidal, ■jiwosidalu, wasede and wesedu.
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In order to obtain the correct forms we must modify rules
3,^ and 6:
Rule 3 becomes

T -+■ ^
Fas

and this makes allowance for the fact that the suffix to
be supplied in the two cases is different#
Rule 4 becomesPI

*^u

u

which then provides the correct suffix for each tense.
Rule 6 becomes

Q?ob
CCC + past =»• c&cc&ca

By

$he substitution of these new rules and the adoption of a

suitable method of transcription we do obtain the four required
forms. And there is no reason to suppose that correct rules
could not be formulated to cover the remaining forms. Having said
which, however, it is reasonable to ask if the complex assembly
of forms still untouched will require treatment on the same,or
similar, scale as that required for the four forms discussed here*
For not only have we to deal with the remaining persons of the forms
now generated, but provision must also be made for tri-radical
B and C type verbs, verbs with medial and final vowels other than
<£, verbs with repeated radicals, reciprocal verbs, defective verbs
and so on.

But if it follows that the transformational approach cannot provide
a practical means of codifying the entire range of morphological
variations, not because of any inherent weakness but because of
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the sheer complexity of the solution, it may be that, as
1
Robins has suggested , the method may prove helpful in specific
areas of grammatical analysis. If this is so we shall be unaffected
2
by Hockett*s appraisal of transformational grammars since his
objections would appear to apply only to attempts to use the
approach to,provide a total grammar.

Sentence structure in books
Since the publication of the first Amharic novel in 1908,
hundreds of books have been published, although few of these
could be classed as literature. From this amorphous collection
six works were selected and an analysis made of the salient
points of syntax found in them. Of course there can be no such
thing as a book typical of a period. These six books were chosen
more or less at hazard, although an attempt was made to select
representatives from each decade over the period 1900-1965 •

1 General linguistics, p.2^3; The passage is concerned primarily
with transformational analysis as applied to syntactical
problems and Robins says: ”In many cases the syntax of longer
sentences can be satisfactorily explained either in established
immediate constituent terms or in transformational terms, and
often jointly by the application of both methods11.
C.F. Hockett, The state of the art. The Hague, 1968, partic
ularly the chapters on ”The status of language11 and nThe
Chomskyan view dissected” .
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To avoid a completely subjective appraisal of the books the analy
sis was based on one hundred consecutive sentences from each.
In general the passage analysed was selected at random, but
where the passage examined consisted largely of conversation
it was rejected and another chosen. Clearly conversation neces
sitates the repeated use of the typical formulae

•

,

JCTOAfiA+i , ”he said” , "he replied", and these formulae would
unduly affect the verb counts. In the novel it is not easy to
avoid conversation entirely over an extended sequence and, provided
that the conversation was not obtrusive grammatically, it was
not always taken as ground for the rejection of a passage.

When the texts had been selected they were carefully re-punctuated,
using the principles discussed in chapter one, above, and the
sentences identified in accordance with the principles given in
the present chapter. The following aspects of syntax were then
considered:
1. Distribution of sentence lengths

A simple count was made

of the numbers of sentences in each sample with lengths
lying within a git?en range.
2. Calculation of average sentence length

Over the selected

text the total number of words was counted (where
numerals appeared they were treated as the equivalent words)
and divided by the total number of sentences to give an average
sentence length. Prepositions and conjunctions were treated as
affixes..
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3 + The verbal structure

A classified count was made of the

numbers of subordinated verbs, gerunds and main verbs
occurring in the passages* The verbal nouns, infinitive and
relative, were also counted.
Miscellaneous features

A count was made of co-ordinating and

subordinating conjunctions and of the number of occurrences
of accusative

(to be distinguished from interrogative -*V).

This particle functions primarily as direct object marker but
may also indicate indirect objects or even an adverbial modifier*

In selecting these items for analysis it was assumed that an
assessment of the frequency of occurrence of the various syntac
tical forms and particles might indicate the general character
istics of the written language and suggest some of the comprehen
sion difficulties which might be produced.

Turning to a brief examination of each of the books we consider
firstly Af&warls: G&bra-Y*asus1 book, published in Home in 1908,
the title of which represents the proper term for the new genre
of literature , lebb wHll&d tarik* literally, nA story born of
the heart” , ”A novel” . The novel indicates a marked predilection
for the co-ordinating conjunction
J+

with verbal sequences:

t "they thought and discussed” , JSA*T *

, !the said

and told him” . These constructions occur together with those
A C * p.12. Type-setting in Home was not without difficulty; one
notes page numbers inverted on pages *f,7 and 10. The serifs
above and below the numbers witness to the error.
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structures featuring the gerund which are more common today*
In the passage analysed k9 out of 59 occurrences of the
co-ordinating conjunction -*?*•

were associated with verbal

forms. Apart from this one feature the novel does not appear to
differ in its syntax from the Amharic of today.

The second book, Wgdaclcle lebbe. ’'My friend my heart” , by Heruy
WaldH-Sellassie, was published in Addis Ababa in 1915 (1922-25).
It is a homiletical work, somewhat in the style of Pilgrim’s
Progress. The text is conversational and this has resulted in
generally short, uncomplicated, question and response sentences,
averaging only 10.1 words per sentence. The author’s style is
notable principally for his preference for the compound verbal

2

form where other writers might have used a simple form . He uses
the relative construction somewhat less frequently than the other
five authors. For the six books the relative appears on average
once in 1*f words, but in this book once in 55 words.
The well-known novel Araya. by Germa^fcaw TMklS-Hawaryat was written
in 1958-59(19^5-7) and first published in Asmara. The story is,
perhaps, dull (the theme re-appears in Yh-dahot k&t'dma, "City
of the poor” , by Pas M&konn&n 3ndalka££&w), and the style
repetitious. The phrase Ssd\(i?*.h&fjs, "again and again” , adds little
to the numerous structures in which it appears.
-^'♦may be used as a co-ordinating conjunction OR as a causal
conjunction: cf. G. Goldenberg, "On the Amharic tense system",
PP* 53-56 and M. Cohen, TLA, p.166 and pp. 510-511.
2

See the discussion in chapter six, below on the principle of
selection of simple and compound verbal formsCpp. 25^-261).
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5?here is one interesting feature of sentence structure by which
the copula sentence is expanded, the temporal subordinating
conjunction being employed:
C 1V 9D: hA-- rt-flA?: h / m

■fcSrt.

‘Ww.

rt.1i.inh : <inc ::

■X1C •• U

.-oyA:

•*

1

”And while he asked them about the crops and the well-being
of the land and
they also, while asking him about Europe and the customs of
the foreigners,
it was while they marvelled” ,
and again:

: fllMs :£ $ $ r

:41Ao:

JJKcV ©•n-K ’ XAYl tiroes'):

A T :

: <p.n% :
n+£rt*:<h<Prt^:f l W ^ > :WC-:2
”While seated at the door of his house, Araya
the beauty of the land and
this eternally unwearying beauty of creation
it was while his delighted senses absorbed it” .
This particular construction, ft-'*. +. simple imperfect + copula,
is a recurring feature of Germa^^^w*s style.

The average sentence length is 16 A

words, the highest for the

six books. This length, however, is not to be associated with
the complexity of subordination, but with the use of the
^

*1 p*1^

^ ibid.
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co-ordinating conjunction - ft with nominals to produce extended
qualifying phrases. In the text analysed this conjunction had
a frequency of occurrence of

times per thousand words, the

highest of the six books examined.

The book Armun is a collection of the works of Has Bitw'dd&d
M’
dkonnUn 3ndalkatt3w. It includes the play Almotkum beye alwasem,
which was successfully produced in Addis Ababa,and Y&-dehot
katama, the story of a young man who visits Europe and then
returns to Ethiopia. There is little of note to record of the
syntax of this book; of the fifty occurrences of the co-ordinating
conjunction -*J * all but nine were associated with nominal forms,
in marked contrast to the distribution of this particle in
Lebb wallad tarik. The book was published in 19*5*5 E.C. (19521955) and it is noticeable that the passage chosen for analysis,
from Yg-deho% k&t&ma displayed a sentence length of 15*9 words,
averaged over the sequence, compared with the figure of l6 .*f
words for Araya. whose subject matter is so very similar.
Asaffa G&brS-Maryam published his 3ndK w'attat k&rrSt in 19*5-6
although it was written, according to the author’s note, p*l8?»
in 19*5*1 (19*5-8-9)* Lack of funds delayed publication. The book
contains a great deal of dialogue in which the word order usual
for prose is disturbed, the verb no longer invariably closing
the period:
« fix i

••» Isa ••ha4»”1

"YUsi AXami" he called, zailH%H,
op.cit.. p. 9
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"Both Bulga and MUnz have risen1
." he ©aid, Z'dll&kSL,
AA3»:fH :rt+%"l :

:*<

z

11Your wish?i” she cried, YMsi, in an angry tone,
<??:

tool'll:<P£? ? » f\/V. *. m f % :*.

2

The Captain, "Why have you come to us?M saying, he asked him*
Lastly there is the hook by Abbe GobSnna, Malkam (the name of
the principal character of the book) , which has as sub-title
Sgyfg ngbglbal, '‘Flaming sword'1. The book is, in fact, a thinly
disguised political tract of a faintly revolutionary character,
consisting largely of speeches by Melkam. It is this which
explains the very many staccato sentences, copula sentences in
particular consisting often of a few words only:
i+<n *
••l-fl'lf *
. SHCi*

t»it Was a proper feast”

: SAC*1

"it was held in the forest”
"The place was thickly forested"

ln?C<P:

"It was but ten leagues from the

:
.* g, C £

^

capital, Diorna" «

That the average sentence length is as high as 1*f*0 words is
explained by the occasional very lengthy sentence: one extending
to *f0 Xtfords occurs at the bottom of the page from which the
above extracts are taken*
^ 3nda wSttaE k&rr&%, p*10

2 ibid*

^ ibid*, p*23

^ op*cit*, p*l6^
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Perhaps typical of Abbe Gehenna*s style is the use of the
articular infinitive:

i *n

no'»U)S-7<ro4AT»^

t

<n>if’V',i :

4

appear between pages

39 and 43 as examples of this useful device.

We have briefly indicated some of the characteristic features
of the six books investigated. Statistical tables follow and
the contents of the tables are then further discussed.'
Table 1s Sentence length
N o • of words

LWT

in

1908

sentence

WL
1923

ARA

IWK

ARM

MLKM

1943

193^

1953

1964
15
18

140

TOTAL

9

21

6

10

6 -1 0

30

31

17

17

3
27

11 - 13

30

26

29

28

26

28

167

16 - 20

11

14

22

16

20

23

106

21 - 23

15

6

13

12

7

9

62

26 - 30

2

1

3

6

7

3

22

31 - 35

4

1

4

6

5

3

23

36 - 40

-

-

3

2

1

6

40+

2

-

3

2

4

-

11

103

100

97

100

101

100

601

1466

1083

1388

1640

1602

1399

8778

14.2

10.1

16.4

16.4

15.9

14.0

1^.6

1

-

5
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Total no. of
sentences
Total words
in sample
Avge. words
per sentence
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Histogram illustrating the distribution of sentence lengths
in six novels

180
160
140
Number of
sentences

120

in

given

range

100

of

length

80
60

20
0
0

10

15

20

25

30

35

Sentence length (no. of words)

*f0
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Table 2: Syntactic structure

1 Syntactic feature

LWT

WL

AHA

IWK

ARM

MLKM

TOTAL

:

with verbs

49

16

17

22

9

2

115

-? ;

with nouns

10

20

72

55

41

55

253

-V*

accusative

89

71

83

101

65

98

507

5

8

1

2

9

25

82

33

28

57

43

39

302

117

72

117

123

99

98

626

Gerund

99

81

84

63

87

32

446

Relative

71

31

122

142

121

139

626

Simple imperfect
2
Primary verbs

10

39

-

-

4

16

213

194

84

111

107

68

Copula

30

34

25

22

12

43

166

Infinitive

38

26

31

74

40

67

276

Disjunctive X^li,1
Conjunction -

»

Subordinating

-

*

particles

2

. .

.

*

Since the total numbers of words analysed from the various books
varied considerably some of the more significant statistics from
‘ the above table were re-calculated to give the frequency of
occurrence of the feature per thousand words.
■i

Not including occurrences of the simple imperfect preceded by
a subordinating conjunction.

"

2

Non-subordinated finite verbs, but excluding those forms
tabulated separately.
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Table 3 s Comparative syntactic structure

The figures in this table indicate the frequency of occurrence of
the feature listed ,per thousand words *
Syntactic feature

LWT

WL

AHA

IWK

ARM

MLKM

- f *, with verbs

33

15

11

13

1

13

-<J *. with nouns

19

45

34

39

29

— ^ * accusative

7
61

5
23

66

52

62

41

70

58

Conjunction - 90 :

36

49

18

35

28

34

Subordinating

80

67

74

75

27
62

70

72

67

73

33

38

54

23

51

48

29

77

87

76

71

180

33

68

67

99
A9

OVERALL

particles
Gerund
Relative

j

Primary verbs

»IP.

88

Copula

20

31

16

13

7.5

31

19

Infinitive

27

24

19

45

23

48

31

...............

1

"rrr*,■

^ -- ,

The books are listed in the tables in general chronological
order, 9nd& w&tta£ karr£% being placed out of order so far as
date of publication is concerned in view of the author*s own
clear statement regarding the long interval between writing and
publication*

7^

The period of approximately 60 years between the appearance of the
first and last of the books examined is obviously too brief to
expect any clear trend in the development of syntax to appear.
One factor may, however, be commented on. There appears to be
a fairly consistent decline in the frequency with which the
copulative conjunction -1?* is employed with verbal forms. This
offers objective confirmation of the subjective impression gained
when reading early Amharic (that published before 1920) that the
conjunction is frequently used where today the gerund would be
more acceptable.

The value of the tables,however, is not limited to chronological
comparisons for the statistics display the very bare bones of
Amharic sentence structure. We note first of all the average
sentence length of 14.6 words. Subordinating particles have a
frequency of occurrence of 72 per thousand words and the relative
construction 71 por thousand words. These figures show that an
average Amharic sentence would contain one subordinating particleand one relative construction, and in addition either a gerund
or an infinitive would be present. The figure applicable to the
relative construction is particularly valuable as confirmation
of Ullendorff1s judgement which placed the relative construction
*1
at the centre of the system of ’’enclosures and encasements” .

1 CA, p . 15
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k note of caution needs to toe added with regard to the total
of main, or primary, verbal forms# The figure of 777 is swollen
toy the first two works analysed* The first of these exhibits
a tendency to asyndeton, but the second consists largely of
conversation with the accompanying repetition of various forms
of the verb XA; , nto sayH . There are 25 occurrences of this
verb in its primary forms and 6 gerund forms so that some
allowance needs to toe made in interpreting the figures given in
the tables.
Making allowance for this fact we find that again there is
approximately one primary verb for each average sentence* This
would confirm the deduction that sentence expansion is not
through asyndeton as applied to verbs, nor by the co-ordination
of verbs (for each of these processes would swell the total
of primary verbs counted) but by subordination processes and
the use of the verbal nouns.

Finally we note that the histogram illustrating the distribution
of sentence lengths in the various books shows that the long
sentence forms only a minority segment of the overall sentence
distribution. In fact 90% of all the sentences had 25 words or
fewer in them. And only 11 sentences out of the total of 601
examined, 2%, had more than 40 words in them.
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Sentence structure in the newspaper

A summary analysis of the Amharic used in newspaper articles
was made, following the general pattern of analysis employed
in the preceding section* Since a total of only one hundred
sentences was identified and analysed it is not possible to
draw anything more than tentative conclusions from the analyses.

The articles appearing in a newspaper are written by a range of
authors and reflect a broad spectrum of subjects. Quite a large
number of the articles are based on translations of news agency
reports. Other articles are transcriptions of speeches. There is
usually a section for letters to the editor.
In considering sentence structure in the newspaper, then, care
must clearly be taken to ensure that translation material is
not included in the sample analysed, nor materials, such as might
occur in the letters section, from correspondents who use
Amharic as a second language. In the present analysis two sources
were used, the leading article on the front page of Addis ZHmUn,
and the column headed

\

, which might be paraphrased

as "A gentle reminder11. It usually deals with some failure on the
part of local authority. The issues used were those for N&hase 2
1955 E.G., Ter 2 1956 E.C., and Hedar 16 1956 E.G.
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The average sentence length was 12*0 words, lower than that for
any of the six books analysed except for the a-typical W&da&cle
lebbe whose sentence structure, as we have seen, is influenced
by the conversational style adopted. To compare this figure with
another type of literature an analysis of sentence length
distribution was also made of T&klS-Sadek M&kuriya's Y&-Ityopya
tarik, nA history of Ethiopia11, published in three volumes in
Addis Ababa in 1935* Again one hundred sentences were isolated
and analysed. An average sentence length of 23*3 words was found.

The detailed sentence distributions for the three types of lit
erature are tabulated below* It must be remembered, of course,
that only one hundred sentences from the newspaper and one hundred
from the History were analysed and the figures can thus not be
taken as necessarily representative of the sources*
Table 4: Comparison of distribution of sentence lengths
Range of sentence lengths

Source of

o j
r
A j
i
* j
I
|

1 - 10 11 - 20

oj

materials

31 - 40 ■ 40+

Total

Newspaper

51

34

10

5

-

100

Six novels^

34

46

14

5

2

101

5

33

50

10

4

102

History

The figures for this line are averaged from the totals for the
six novels.
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The total number of words in the newspaper sample was 1199
and this represents an average sentence length of 1 2 .0 compared
with an average of 14.6 words for the novel and 23-3 for the
History. Considering the longer sentences we note that those
containing more than 30 words provided y/o of the total for the
newspaper, rising to 7% for the novels and 14% for the History.
It is possible that the markedly longer average sentence length
for T’
dklU-^adek* s work is to be attributed to the more scholarly
nature of the book, but it may equally well be idiosyncratic.

Table 3: Syntactic structure in the newspaper
Occurrences per
Syntactic feature

Total occurrences

:

with verbs

3

— *?;

with nouns

24

— 'y,

accusative

62

Disjunctive

1

Conjunction — 90 ?

thousand

2.5
20
I

52
—

29

24

33

44

Gerund

26

22

Relative

95

80

Simple imperfect

-

—

Subordinating

:

particles

Primary verbs

words

113

94

Copula

40

33

Infinitive

51

48
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In considering the above figures, and the average sentence length
of 12*0 words for the newspaper, we find that the average sentence
would contain one primary verb, a relative construction, a gerund
or infinitive but there is only slightly more than an even
probability of there being a subordinating particle. The frequency
of occurrence of these particles for the six novels was 72 per
thousand words, but it was only kk per thousand words for the
newspaper (and 7^ per thousand words for the History)• These
results again suggest that expansion processes in Amharic are
dominated by subordination.
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CHAPTER THREE:

THE PROBLEM OUTLINED

Sources of complexity: word structure, sentence length,
sentence structure; Comprehension: as retention of information,
as projection of grammatical structure, as ability to generate
a structure
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CHAPTER TOBgB: THE PROBLEM OUTLINED

Sources of complexity

Speech is the most common form of communication and the measure
of the efficiency of the communication is the measure in which
the information conveyed is comprehended. The individual features
of speech may be arranged in a hierarchy, commencing with the
phone and phoneme, passing through the word to the phrase, the
clause, the sentence and the complete utterance. Superimposed
on these elements are prosodic features of intonation which
cannot be assigned to any rigidly limited point of the speech
stream.
These elements are combined by the speaker to form a communication#
The combination will be determined in the main by the speaker's
control of the diverse features of the language# On the one hand
a child's utterances may be brief and often elliptical yet
readily comprehended, while on the other hand a pedant may so
expand histstructures with co-ordination and subordination
processes that his sentences, although we11-formed, are opaque
to comprehension. Thus well-formed

sentences of a minority

pattern may be more opaque to comprehension than ill-formed
sentences of a favourite pattern.

The items in the sentence will exhibit not only the proper
concordial features and syntactical relationships but will also
be properly related to one another collocationally; of. ,
R.H. Robins, General Linguistics, pp. 67-7^* •
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The main features of complexity in Amhai-ic have already been
vindicated in chapter one above* Word structure, sentence length
and sentence structure must now be considered in more detail,

a* Word structure

In Amharic we are concerned with a synthetic

language in which extension of the meaning of a root
may be effected through a modification of the vocalisation
scheme of the root (fMllMgM* "to seek", fMileg, "seekl", fMllagi,
"a seeker"), or by affixes (yMfMllMgM* "he who sought",
selMfMllUgM, "because he sought") or by both methods* It is
convenient to examine separately the structures of verbs,
nominal forms and verbal nouns.
The structure of the verbal system remains the clearest evidence
of the Semitic origin of the language* The root of a verb may
consist of more than three radicals but most frequently of three
radicals or of only two radicals which may be shown to be derived
from original three-radical verbs* This reduction is usually to
be traced to the dissolution of the laryngals which may be
preserved in a nominal form of the root:
^A,*. , "to write",

f »a book",

R/h& :

, "a scribe",

The dissolution of the laryngals has also resulted in the
appearance of homophones \-/hich may be traced
different laryngals:

* "to have pity" ,(^TDrh£-3*:
i 11"to teach",

both become, in Amharic,
1

to roots employing
, "pity"),

, "education"\

P

R* Cowley discusses homophones and problems of Amharic spelling
in "The standardisation of Amharic spelling", JES, V,2, pp,1-8#

^ cf*<J*Jt'. "to p i t y " 1 "to be pitied" or "to learn"*
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The tense system is notable for the use of auxiliary verbs
and while

and U>S-.

have retained their status as

independent words the verb ftA: is incorporated into the
structure of the main verb: 3 * Cf'V'j'U'*** "you (pi) will take1*.
But internally the structure may also be modified by the
infixed preposition, infixed -dS - in general indicating an action
to the advantage of, and infixed -'H - action to the disadvantage
of (pejorative) a person:
!

"he gave judgment in my favour",
"he found him guilty".

Basic verbal structure may be extended by the use of passive or
causative prefixes H'1*'* rbni~ ■

Ti— **

i

and by re-duplication of the medial radical: ftnfld.’ , "to smash",
or of two radicals:

*•

, "to shine, flash",

and to such complexity may be added the prefixed subordinating
conjunctions:
ntVi) s ’JH. :

ftfloH HV fn C (rt t

©ifrfcC :

'
■

IPS :i

"Now, as weapon was measured against weapon, and warrior
against warrior the battle became more fierce".
And lastly in this brief survey of the affixes to the verb
mention must be made of the pronominal suffixes, indicating
number, person and gender for direct or indirect object and for
the subject.
^ Y&-ltyopya tarik. Volume 3. ? p *53
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The load of Information appearing on a verbal form may, then,
be very large, including the semantic indications of the root
and of any extension to the root, indications of person, number,
gender, tense, indications of the relationship of the verb to
other items in the sentence and possible indications of an
assimilated passive prefix* Thus considering the 22 main verbs
appearing on page 53 of Y&~Ityopya tarik we find five explicit
occurrences of the passive prefix but a further four verbs are,
in fact, passive, in each case a preceding affix leading to the
assimilation of the passive prefix resulting in gemination of the
radical foil oiling*

It is true that not all of the information load carried by a
verbal form is necessarily new. Thus the subject of a verb may
be expressed explicitly by a nominal or nominal phrase in the
sentence and it is not uncommon to find the object, explicit in
the sentence, re-iterated as a suffix in the verb:

nln order that Gran should not be captured his warriors
2
quickly lifted him up and carried him awayn *
In this sentence both the direct object and the subject of the
main verb are explicit in the sentence so that the load of new
'I
2

Volume 3* The page x^as selected at random.
ibxd.

35

information in the verb is significantly less than the total
information load it carries.

In considering norainals and the complexities introduced by
affixes the situation is confused by the rules governing the
distribution of affixes in nominal phrases. Thus accusative

i

may be suffixed to the first of a sequence of qualifiers as in

PSD1

, ,fthis woman” , or it may be repeated :
*
p
”the wounded Dom Christopher” . Again the use of

the suffixed co-ordinating conjunction -*?: together with -5^4
pleonastically suffixed to the following nominal form,illustrates
the manner in t-zhich affixes may appear which do not seem to
contribute to the information load:
”both the Portuguese and the Ethiopians” .

If the page already used in the analysis of verbal forms is used
for an analysis of nominal forms it is found that the first twenty
nominals or nominal clusters involve 45 words with which are to
be associated 42 affixes, twenty of them prepositions. Examination
of individual words shows that 15

free of any affix, 16 carry

only one affix each, ten have two affixes each and two have three
affixes each*

But this is not a measure of the complexity of the structures for
in addition to the semantic contents of the items their ordering
may also be significant.
'I

All the examples on this page are taken from the same page of
Ta-Ityopya tarik. p. 53 of volume 3*

^ The suffix is almost invariably repeated where two nouns are in
apposition.
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If then we allow not only the
contents of the

-bC'V’%

:

k-3 words

k2

affixes but add also the semantic

and the ordering factor in

§ * 71 Jh :

, 11two thousand Turks", we find a total of 86 items

of information for the 20 nominals or nominal clusters.
One additional point of complexity should, perhaps, be noted
here, since, although not particularly common*it is an example
of the structural and semantic niceties which may be expressed
in Amharic. It involves the suffixing of the definite article
to the personal pronoun:

*n S (V

pC:

, "with those very people" ,
, "I am the very one’*!

Concerning this construction Cohen wrote:
"Pour une insistance plus grande, avec diverses nuances,
3
on ajoute 1 'article" •

k

There are two verbal nouns , usually termed the infinitive and
the relative. The infinitive carries the distinctive prefix dO-t
and is negatived by the proclitic ftA-' :
go". It may be articular, <&%£*;

, "his going", (and this usage is

extended to the pronominal suffixes: <HE>

1 IG, p.46

, "not to
I , "their going"),

2 YG, p.57

3 TLA, p.135
1±
..
Actually there are four, only two of Vfhich function grammatically
both as nouns and as verbs. The other two are the agent and the
instrument •
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and may take the accusative suffix. It may, however function
as a verb and may govern a direct object,being frequently
encountered as the verb in a subordinate clause:

: M ’fK *
A rt® *:

:

: T -fift !

A.7A'?: O A ^ / V

: nd>* :

: fcrtYl: Ife •.ftirt : H 7 ?

"Since He cannot reveal the day when man’s hopes
and God's will coincide
before He has consummated it
<1
He has held back until today” .

This passage introduces, also, the complexity of the relative
construction, in which the prefix p-:is associated with the
perfect and prefix

with the simple imperfect form of the

verb so that while conjugating as a verb it may function
nominally. This duality leads to interesting complexities:

\yX,
Here the relative construction
preposition

"you know where I am going" •
is preceded by the

; (leading to assimilation of the semi-vowel)

and followed by three further affixes, to give a total of ten
items of information.

One aspect of the problem of the comprehension of Amharic is
seen to be the synthetic structure of the words; nouns, verbs
and verbal nouns.
^ Sarto manor, p,25
2

John chapter 14-, verse

k
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b, Sentence length

One of the factors which might be expected

to influence comprehension is sentence length. We have
seen in chapter two, above, that in Amharic novels of the
twentieth century almost 80?-o of the sentences contain up to
twenty words, leaving just over twenty percent with more than
twenty words each. It must, of course, be remembered that these
are Amharic words, exhibiting a high degree of synthesis and
therefore equivalent to a very significantly larger number of
words in an analytic language.

In discussing sentence length we have to consider how it is to
be measured. The question of the boundaries of the sentence has
been examined in chapter two and having once settled the sentence
boundaries it might seem a simple matter simply to count the
words within the boundaries. But that this might lead to misleading
results follows from the discussion of synthesis in the section
above. It is clearly objectionable to assign to the word

,

"house11, equal weight with a synthetic structure such as
"because I am going". But even a count of Amharic characters in
a passage may be misleading as a measure of length since certain
affixes may be concealed:
it is not

thus

, "it was said" but

said", where the negative prefixhas

led to the assimilation of the passive indicator.

This lack of precision in

the apparently simple problem of

measuring sentence length

is theconsequence of a synthetic

word

structure and a defective script. We might, perhaps, re-interpret
sentence length in terms of information load but this concept is
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already far removed from the central feature, length.

In order to examine the problem of measuring sentence length
ten of the sentences used in the tests in chapters five and six,
all with word counts beti-ieen 30 and *1-0 vjords, were examined
to see to what extent sentence length as measured by a simple
word count could be correlated with the number of Amharic
characters used in the sentence, and to determine the actual
number of hidden affixes involved. The results are tabulated:
Sentence

ho, of

no •

words

characters

affixes

A1

32

126

*f

130

C5

32

133

1

134

B3

32

1*1-2

1

1^3

B*f

33

1*f2

3

1^5

C*f

33

1*1-8

2

150

B1

33

1*i-3

1

-iVf

B6

37

1^3

2

147

A11

37

161

!

2

163

C3

37

180

;

zl-

18^

C6

39

136

I

2

157

Amharic

Concealed

Compensated
110, characters

The table demonstrates firstly that there is no need to be
concerned unduly with the hidden affixes. They account for
approximately one percent of the sentence length and the
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testing procedures employed here could not be expected to take
such small differences into account.

However it would apx^ear that as a measure of sentence length
a simple word count could be misleading, Taking the three
sentences \*/hich each have 37 words we note that B6 uses only
1^7 characters but C3 uses 18^ characters, a difference of
37 characters, or 33 if the hidden affixes are neglected for this

purpose* Over the 3^*7 words of this sample the average word length
is almost exactly

k characters

so that the difference beti'/een these

two sentences is of the order of nine words. The difference in the
numbers of characters in the two sentences is approximately 25%
>
and this difference might well be large enough to conceal the
influence on comprehension of sentence length as shown up in the
testing.

As a consequence of this brief analysis it was decided that in
section A of the testing, where particular attention is paid to
the effect on comprehension of sentence length, both the number
of words in each sentence and the total number of Amharic characters
should be recorded and used as a basis for comparison of the
results for the various sentences#

There is, of course, no agreed theory to explain the manner in
which the brain takes up the information encoded in a written or
spoken sentence and interprets it to the auditor. Thus we do not
know how many of the items of information which may be identified
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analytically are recognized by the brain as such. In his studies
of the speed of understanding, Philip B. Gough assumed a rather
conceptual theory of the brain1s interpretation of language. He
used 32 sentences and measured the verification times for various
sentence types. The results appeared to suggest that sentence
type was determinative in the verification process, but he adds:
lf....the several sentence types vary in length, and while the
most obvious potential effect of this variable was controlled
by presenting the event only at the end of the sentence, still
the differences in length correspond to the obtained differences
in verification time. It is not obvious that length should
influence verification time, for the length differences are,
in a sense, superficial; each sentence, regardless of type,
contained the same three items - actor, action and victim - and
theumessageu length was thus equal across sentences. Nevertheless
the present results might, in the absence of relevant evidence,
1
I
be attributed to differential lengths1* *
The later study of Martin and Roberts

2

suggests very strongly

that Gough's assumption,that the information load may be consid
ered without due reference to the length of the structure which
conveys it,was ill-founded. Nor our present purposes, therefore,
the mechanical, rather than conceptual, measure of length is used.
"Grammatical transformations and speed of understanding11,
JVLVB. W1965), PP. 107-111.
2

"Grammatical factors in sentence retention", JVLVB, 5(1966),
pp.211-2 1 8 .
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c» Sentence structure

In addition to the effect of word structure

on comprehension, and that of sentence length, we have
the further problem of sentence structure. This may be labelled
as the most serious of the three aspects of the problem of comp
rehension, both as regards the inhibiting effect on comprehension
of the complex structures of Amharic and as regards the difficulty
of locating, isolating and quantifying that complexity.
There are two principal means of associating elements within the
sentence, co-ordination and subordination, the former leading to
endocentric, the latter to exocentric, structures. The complexity
of the sentence arises,firstly,from the expansion of individual
items by these processes, and, secondly, from the combination of
these expansions to yield the total structure which is the sentence.

Leaving aside the elliptical sentence, we note that the Amharic
sentence consists $ r basically of two nuclei, the verb and the
subject of the verb, the two being connected by concordial features.
Wot every sentence contains both nuclei, although M*drsfc9e Haz&n
states the contrary:
a t.$ + i s t c

•• u>iV *. n t M * ••

fcHcrt.?® •• n r t i u ? > fcvfcfr»

• .o n ? y ,i

'.a'lafyi

v,

11

flWe must recognize that every sentence has two parts. These
are the subject and the predicate11 •
^

P*^595 His example trtf)£ :CP£n>*fc ;

j; , "K&bb&dS went to

his home", is still a good Amharic sentence without the "O/MV'fr*” ,
‘nnft:

.
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In addition to these two nuclei we may have the objects of the
verb, direct and indirect, the latter usually being distinguished
from the former by a preposition. Takla-Maryam Fantaye writes:
s

: ( + < M m * fiJ o O

<7'flC : f + 7 A « n S | > ••

P in t

Wc •.«?'* :

f+lH !

if*:

+
R, =«i-nc * /X&7rtfrn+= n£n>ft+<P6£!

: ftoh+fSft. + 7"fr :• M A * :

-i

nIf a noun or pronoun indicates the object upon which the
verb effects its action it is called the direct object•
However, if the action of the verb is not directed upon that
object, but the noun is governed by a preposition then it is
termed the

: +7fr :

, "Governed-of-the-preposition**^ *

In the sentence we will find varying degrees of complexity
determined by the number of items present and the extent to which
those items have been expanded and modified* In the simple sentence
we will have one or more of the basic items present* In the com
pound sentence these items are expanded by modifiers* In the complex
sentence one or more expansions have attained the status of clause*

The complexity of a sentence may be measured in terms of the
number or nature of the grammatical entities which occur in it.
Its opacity, however, is best measured in terms of the atiditor

1 HISS, p.14

response to it, a response which may be measured in various
ways, each of which corresponds to a different interpretation of
the basic concept of comprehension* Three approaches are developed
here, firstly the examination of the extent to which the inform
ation conveyed by the sentence is perceived by the auditor,
secondly an analysis of the ability of the auditor to project
grammatical structure to follow an incomplete structure, and
thirdly the auditor’s ability to generate a given structure in
his own language, as signalled by a corresponding structure in
English•
Comprehension as retention of information
If the purpose of the sentence is to convey information then the
opacity of the sentence may be measured in terms of the success of
the auditor in perceiving and comprehending the information*
Comprehension may be influenced by subjective and objective factors:
the auditor's comfort, alertness and interest, the visibility
or audibility of the text would be some pertinent factors* These
are dealt with in more detail in chapter four, below*
The questioning technique was not intended to test any specific
areas of the sentence structures; this would imply some measure
of a priori assessment of the problem. The purpose was the less
precise one of locating structures which appeared to present the
auditors with perception problems so that they could then be
analysed syntactically in an attempt to define the source of the
difficulty.
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Multiple-choice type questions have been employed by the
College Entrance Examination Board in the United States of
America and the function of these tests is defined as follows:
"Reading comprehension questions test what you are able to
do with your knoivledge of vocabulary, grammar and the like*
They take the form of connected passages of about 100 to 150
words each, followed by a series of questions based on these
passages* Some of these questions will be factual in nature
and are designed to test your ability to extract the infor
mation given* Others may deal with the total meaning of the
passage, or with a special point or detail essential to a
full understanding of the author1s point of view. A few
questions may go beyond factual comprehension by asking for
inferences concerning such matters as mood, atmosphere, the
author’s attitude and the feeling of the characters presented" •
This is, of course, a description of testing procedures used by
various examining Boards* The questions used in the present study
are restricted to those of the first type*

It has already been pointed out that a number of factors will
influence comprehension as measured by the ability to perceive and
to retain information. Amongst these factors is memory. The auditor
must first perceive the information and then store it in his
memory from which it will be more or less rapidly erased. But it

A description of College Board Achievement Tests, published by
the College Entrance Examination Board, Princeton, N.J., 19&2,
P-97 •
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is important that the testing should not be of memory only. To
obviate this problem in comprehension testing of this type the
authors of the Report state:
"When a passage is of such length that memory might become
a factor the passage is repeated before the questions are
i
asked" •
It remains true, however, that memory is involved in the recall
of information. Fortunately the present indications are that
the rate of forgetting is the same even where the syntactical
complexities of the materials used are decisively different,
E. M. Spencer examined the amount of information retained by
students at various intervals after auditing a selected range of
texts , and found no difference in the rates at which various types
of material were forgotten. Thus,given that grammatical structure
selectively determines the amount of information perceived,a constant
decay rate will operate for all information sets.

There remains one further problem involved in the assumption that
grammatical complexity can be measured in terms of perception and
retention of information. Traditional teaching methods in Ethiopia
have been directed towards reading but not towards comprehension.
The Ethiopic syllabary has been learned by children through a
process of chanting, hour after hour. But if at any point in the
'j
ibid., p. 81
2

"The retention of orally presented materials", JEP, 32 (19M),
pp
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lesson the chanting is stopped and a character in isolation is
presented to the children it is rarely recognized. As Germa Amara
'I
expressed it the children will stare in amazement and assure us
that they have never seen such a letter before.

But the process of learning with comprehension goes beyond the
study of the syllabary for the first three books studied by the
children are Mai* ekt& Hawaryat (The Acts of the Apostles), Wangel
(The Gospel) and Dawit (Psalms). But these books are all read in
Gowaz with little or no attempt to translate into Amharic* Thus
children complete their basic education having learned by heart
the characters of the syllabary and having read at least three
books but having been exposed throughout to the concept of reading
without comprehension. Germa AmarK states
"That Ethiopian children memorise with little understanding
2
is now a well established fact" .

Fortunately these antiquated methods are now rapidly passing
away,especially under the impetus of new methods devised by the
Ministry of Education and the National Literacy Campaign. But
most bf 'the’

i,6$

subjects vised for the present series of tests

will have been subjected to the concept of learning without
comprehension.
"Memorisation in Ethiopian schools", JEB, 1,1.(1963)* PP* 27-31
^ d^bid.., p .27
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A further interesting sidelight on the problem of comprehension
is provided by Ullendorff's experience

with an Ethiopian

informant# The informant was able to read newspapers fluently,
although he had received no formal education# However, he was
quite unable to read the verbal paradigms presented to him#
The definitive contribution of the context was essential before
comprehension was possible# I have observed this even with
children from the eighth grade (that is, children in the eighth
year of their schooling) who, when reading, perceive the context,
partly identify a word and then proceed to supply a semantically
suited word, with a generally similar contour, which may then
be followed, because of syntactical requirements, by two or more
wordsifor which there is no evidence whatever in the text# They
will then take up the text again*

It is, therefore, recognized that the factors discussed here
make the formulation of multiple-choice type questions on the
factual contents of sentences, and the interpretation of the
auditor-response to those questions difficult. Such results as
are obtained can be tentative only# Some questions, to which the
answers appeared obvious, attracted unexpectedly large numbers of
incorrect responses. It is precisely these areas of anomalous
response which are of significance#

1 C£. pp.20-21

&
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Comprehension as projection of grammatical structure

Although it is not possible directly to investigate comprehension
in terms of the technical appreciation of grammatical structure
yet it is possible to examine an auditor’s recognition of the
structure of a given sentence. This may be effected by presenting
him with an incomplete structure which he is then required to
complete.

Sentences may be divided into favourite and minority pattern
1
classes. This division is effected simply on a statistical basis.
Of course when we speak of a sentence type we do not refer to
the individual lexical items which comprise a specific sentence
but to the gross syntactical features of the sentence.

It is a common experience that in conversation we are frequently
able to identify the conclusion of a sentence before it is
enunciated, by projecting forward that part which has already been
expressed. As a consequence some people will supply the conclusion
to the sentence for the speaker, and others will initiate their
response without waiting for the sentence to be concluded.

In the extended periods of Amharic, in which the verb almost
invariably occupies sentence final position,it is often almost
essential that the auditor should have some idea of the conclusion
of the sentence before it is reached so that he might properly

-■j

Robins, General linguistics, pp.232-^
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interpret the immediate structure. Of course the conclusion
posited, and the ending actually presented may differ in detail,
but the detail will generally be unimportant.

As any sentence is generated the process is essentially linear,
each item, in some measure, determining structure to follow. The
signals of structure to follow will vary in precision, but in
Amharic may include the interrogative pronoun, a subordinating
particle, the subject of a verb, then held in suspense, the
adversative

, and others. Where a sentence is of a favourite

pattern,and its constituents not extensively modified, the
markers might be expected to provide almost unambiguous pointers
to the end structure. Where the structure is modified by sub
ordinate clauses and extended by sequences of qualifiers it
might be expected that the end structure would no longer be
so apparent.

Amharic is particularly suited to the type of exqrcise which
requires the completion of a sentence, since the verb in sentence
final position is an almost invariable feature of the language.
Where only the final word is missing the auditor is required only
to provide the verb for the main clause. His ability to do this
will depend on his comprehension of the sentence structure and
of its semantic contents.
He is expected to provide a suitable conclusion, one which
satisfies not only grammatical requirements, particularly
concordial relationships, but also collocational requirements.
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The break in the sentence, however, may not leave merely the last
word omitted, but may be so designed that a sequence of words
is omitted, the missing sequence being signalled by the final
word of the incomplete structure. This may be an adjective,
signalling a nominal to follow, a verbal form,perhaps preceded
by a subordinating particle, or, less obtrusively, a particle
such as the accusative suffix or passive prefix which determine
the nature of the main verb required.

Comprehension as ability to generate a structure

The third approach to measuring comprehension is beset by many
difficulties. It is assumed that a structure which is generated
by a native speaker of a language only with difficulty is an
essentially difficult structure. If a sentence is constructed in
English and its equivalent in Amharic is of a known pattern then,
provided that the subject of the test comprehends the structure
of the English sentence,the correctness of his Amharic sentence
is a measure of the difficulty of the structure of that sentence.

In the case of certain formalised sentence structures, particularly
conditional sentences, it is not difficult to ensure that the
type of sentence required in the translation i£ unmistakeably
identified. More frequently, however, an English sentence may
qui.±e correctly be rendered in a number of ways, some more elegant
than others. Even in such cases, however, useful deductions may
be drawn for,if a student of generally lower ability in Amharic
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rejects a sentence structure favoured by students of generally
higher ability (as indicated by some independent criterion), it
is reasonable to label that structure as difficult.lt may thus
prove possible to consti'uct a sentence hierarchy by examining
translation patterns.

As has been indicated in passing, however, the interpretation of
the results is still ambiguous, for failure of comprehension may
arise in the English text or in the Amharic translation. Thus
precisely the same type of test was used by A. Traill in an attempt
to isolate aspects of complexity in the English language. In his
tests

he constructed quite artificially nested dependencies

and these were then presented to a Zulu student for translation
into his own tongue, failure being interpreted as difficulty of the
jSnglish text.

The interpretation of this type of test, will, therefore, be
very tentative, but may be expected to give some indication of
favourite and minority pattern sentences and possibly of a more
general hierarchy of structural difficulty.
"I

"Concerning the diagnosis and remedying of lack of competence
in a second language", Language Learning, XVIII,k
-, Dec 1968,
pp.252-8.
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CHAPTER FOUR:

COMPREHENSION TESTING

%

The selection of auditors; The selection of sentences;
The selection of testing procedures: control of parameters,
test administration, test marking; Testing comprehension
through translation*
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CHAPTER FOUR:

COMPREHENSION TESTING

We have seen that complexity may be measured in terms of auditor
comprehension and that comprehension may be indicated in three
ways: in perception of information, in projection of grammatical
structure and in the ability to generate a given structure in the
context of translation. In testing this third concept use was
made of the examination scripts of Ethiopian students talcing the
General CeitLficate of Education Ordinary Level examination in
Amharic set by the University of London, There was thus no control,
for our purposes, either of the sentence structures selected or
of the students being tested. In testing the first two concepts
of comprehension, hxwever, it was possible to control sentence
selection, student participation and testing procedures. In this
chapter we shall consider the principles underlying the testing
and the interpretation of the test results for all three concepts
of comprehension.

The effectiveness of the experimental part of the study is clearly
dependent on the control exercised over the various factors
involved* These factors may conveniently be divided into the
selection of auditors, selection of sentences and the testing
procedures. We will consider them in this order since the type of
auditor will in some measure determine the semantic content of the
sentences but the actual sentences selected will also be influenced
by the features towards which the testing procedures are directed.
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The selection of auditors

Consideration of statistical significance in tests of comprehension
makes it apparent that the tests would need to be carried out
on groups of test subjects rather than on individuals. Since it
might well prove desirable to compare the results obtained with
one group with those obtained with another and independent group,
and since both visual and oral presentation of the test material
was envisaged a total of four groups was required.

Since all four groups would be required to audit

the same

sentences all participants would need to share similar interests
so that the semantic contents of the test sentences could fall
within the interests of all. Again some common measure of the
participants1 ability in Amharic was required so that matched
groups could be constructed and the performances of the groups
meaningfully compared.

These conditions and requirements are met by students, provided
that they come from generally the same background, socially, as
one another and have similar educational standing, with a Government
educational test to indicate ability in Amharic.
'I

The noun auditor and the verb to audit are used in this thesis
in the sense in ivhich they are used in accountancy, "to examine",
and not in that sense which would restrict auditing to audible
procedures; x^e thus include both listening to and reading a
sentence in the concept of auditing.
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Two schools were selected to provide test subjects, both in
Addis Ababa, one a boys* school and the other a girls* school.
Two groups were selected from each school on cluster sampling
1

principles . Children in the ninth grade were selected since
they would have taken the Ethiopian Ministry of Education
Grade Eight Amharic examination. Marks obtained in this examination
could be used in constructing matched groups for comparison
purposes. The students from the two schools were divided into
a total of four groups, two in each school, the division within
the school being made arbitrarily on the basis of the first names
of the children, i.e. an alphabetical sub-grouping was adopted.

The two schools selected were the General Wingate School and the
Girls* Christian Academy; both are boarding schools and both are
situated in quiet suburbs of the capital. General Wingate School
is much the larger of the two schools, with several divisions to
its ninth grade. Thirty two girls and 36 boys were to have taken
part in the tests but some of the girls failed to arrive for the
testing in time and had to be left out#
*1

cf . Robert Plutchik, Foundations of experimental research, New
York, 1968 , p.76 . Although cluster sampling is the foundation
principle involved in the selection of students for these tests ,
systematic sampling was later employed in setting up sub-groups
on the basis of their ability in Amharic•

In the testing Group W from the girls* school read Set A of the
sentences and so did Group Y from the hoys’ school. Group X from
the girls* school and Group

Z from

the boys* school listened to

them from a tape recording. The total number of boys participating
was larger than the total number of girls and the boys were
generally of a higher ability in Amharic, This was due to the fact
that General Wingate School is able to select the most able students
to fill its vacancies. These discrepancies between the groups,
however, were not important since it was the relative difficulties
of the sentences which were being examined, not the relative
abilities of the auditoi’s.

The selection of sentences

A number of criteria were set up to give a basis for the selection
of sentences. In the first place was the need to keep the subject
matter of the sentences within the general range of interests of
the students to be tested. Clearly a student who found the subject
matter of a sentence irrelevant or unfamiliar might respond to
questions inaccurately even though the sentence structure might be
notably transparent.

Subject matter was selected somewhat arbitrarily, on the basis of
personal acquainance with student interests.Ddring almost a year
in Debre Birhan I enjoyed frequent contact with students at the
Teacher Training College there, and for 18 months I was Headmaster
of a boys* boarding school in Kambatta. For some

years I was in
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charge of the Girls* Christian Academy property and was on the
Board of Grace Bible College, Jimma for three years. This
continuing contact with school-children and students provided
a reasonable basis for determining the range of their interests
although there remains an arbitrary element in the selection of
subjects believed to be relevant. Although it is not felt necessary
to justify the subject matter of the sentences selected perhaps
it shgnld be stated that Ethiopian students show a much greater
interest in domestic and international politics than do English
children.

With Africa Hall situated in Addis Ababa and also the headquarters
o'f the Organization of African Unity young people are interested
in the activities of the United Nations and particularly in
African participation in them. Newspapers are read with some care,
but apart from this few children who have reached the eighth grade
or beyond read Amharic literature in anything approaching the
extent to which English children read English literature. More
attention is paid by them to English literature, probably because
English is increasingly the language of education in the higher
school grades.

Thus attention was directed towards the Amharic newspaper as
representing that type of material and that style of presentation
with which the students might be expected to be familiar* It was
decided to make use of the daily newspaper

, "New Age"

as the source for the test sentences. This newspaper was studied
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for more than two years and sentences dealing with suitable
subjects noted for possible use.

The first of the criteria used in selecting sentences was, then,
subject matter. The second criterion was sentence length. It
was felt that perhaps 50 or 60 sentences should be accumulated
with sentence lengths extending from about twenty words to
more than sixty words. While it was not difficult to find sentences
of suitable lengths the majority had to be rejected on fairly
elementary grounds: too me^r neologisms, subject matter not
relevant, reasonable suspicion that the matter was translation
material or that the author was one to whom Amharic was an acquired
language. There was even a small proportion of grammatically illformed sentences$ here the most usual feature was the pendent
nominative and this is not surprising in view of the lengths of
soma -of the sentences examined.

Thirdly was the need to select as wide a range of sentence types
as possible* One possible means of classifying sentence types in
Amharic is by a consideration of the verb of the main clause:
active, passive, copula, the

V'^° say” , verb'would be examples

of principal divisions using this principle. But while this
division might be helpful in the simple sentence the classification
of complex sentences presents greater difficulty. For not merely
is the number of subordinate clauses important but their ordering
and nature must also be considered* if they are to be classified.
See dise'ussion above, chapter 2, pp. 51-
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Where detailed clause structure is to be examined it becomes
clear that, while it is not difficult to describe structures
and sequences,it is less simple meaningfully to classify them.
This problem is discussed in more detail in chapter two above.
Here it may be stated simply that an attempt was made to select
sentences of suitable subject matter and appropriate lengths, and
with varying internal structures.

The following table indicates the distribution of sentence
lengths amongst the sentences selected*

Sentence length
(no. of

words)

Details of sentences falling within
this range of length

2 1 -3 0

23?B11; 26;C8; 27,C13

31-4-0

32?A1,B5,C5; 33:B4*,C4-,C10;

Total

35:B1,C1; 37: A11,B6,C3,C6;
4-0:A9,Al0
4-1-30

4-1:B2,C7; 4-2:02,012; 4-3:B7,C11;
44-:B9,B12; 43 iA2,B3; 4-7:B10;
30:B13,C9

31-60

52:B8; 35:A4-; 38:A3,a6

60+

66:A3, 76:A75 109:A8

14-
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It will be noted that sentences of equal length occur within
a single sub-group of the sentences. Thus both C*f and G10
contain 33 words, but examination of the structures of the two
sentences at once indicates their total dissimilarity, the one
to the other# Sentence C& consists of a single subordinated
clause preceding the main clause. Sentence C10, however, displays
two gerunds modifying a relative clause, which is itself included
in an infinitive clause, in its turn subordinated to the main
clause.

Since the complexity of a sentence will depend not only on its
length, but also on its clause structure, sentence selection
took into account both factors, and this explains the appearance
of several sentences, within a single sub-group of sentences,
all with similar sentence lengths.

1

It is interesting to note the way in which the infinitive
functions in an environment parallel to that of a subordinated
finite verb:
CD£ *.fVfc '
•flA4»£ *

:n>

*

, 11...since he went to the house",
, "... since he went to the house",

and it is under these circumstances that the infinitive
functions most clearly as a verbal form.
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The selection of testing procedures

The aims of the experimental section of the study were as follows:
1 . To determine the effect of sentence length and sentence

structure on comprehension
2. To attempt to identify constructions which tend to lower
sentence comprehension
3. To observe any difference in comprehension between reading
and listening
A. To observe the effectiveness of markers in signalling
grammatical structure to follow
5. To investigate auditor reaction to sentences employing passive
verbs
6 . To examine the principles underlying the employment of simple

and compound verbal forms

The design of the experimental procedures was governed by the
following principles :
1, Control of parameters is important

A very large’number of

subsidiary factors could seriously influence an auditor1s
comprehension: the legibility or audibility of the sentence,
the measure of co-operation offered by the subject, fatigue and so
on. Any one of these factors might become an intrusive variable
'I

See R. Plutchik, Foundations of experimental research, pp,27-29
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which could introduce bias into the test results so that control
was exercised where possible.

Firstly, then, the time allotted to auditing was controlled. In
the case of those who listened to the tapes the procedure was
to play the taped sentence twice and then to allow the auditors
to record their responses. The written sentences were displayed
for varying lengths of time, determined by the length of time taken
to read the sentence aloud, twice* It is true that for English
this would be quite unsatisfactory since speed of reading is of
the order of three to four times the speed of listening with com
prehension to the same material (500 - 700 words per minute as
\1

compared with 150-200 words per minute) . But it is very unusual
indeed to find an Ethiopian below the level of the undergraduate
who can read Amharic without forming the words, a process indicated
by visible lip and tongue movement.

Of course this process would mean that the better student might
be able to read the sentence through more than twice, the less
able student only once, completely. But since inter-group comparisons
were made only with matched groups this problem was not serious.

J.B. Carroll, Language and thought, pp. 61- 6 5 * It would be
useful to have experimental evidence relating speed of reading
and speed of listening with comprehension for Amharic.
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Since it is by no means easy to read typewritten Amharic,
unless the reader is familiar with the type-face,the sentences
were hand-written on large sheets of heavy-weight paper. One
sentence was written on each sheet which was then displayed on
a specially prepared framework. Each sheet was approximately
two feet wide by three feet deep and the lettering was two inches
high, clearly visible from the fifth row of desks in the rooms
used for testing. The paper was white, the lettering black.

Sketch of framework used in
displaying the test sentences

Rods from which the sheets
were suspended

Retaining catches for keeping
sheets stretched
O0
Hinge
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The recording was made by Ato Masfen Tasfaye. A previous attempt
using a different speaker was unsuccessful as his voice had
insufficient fullness to it and word endings tended to be
inaudible. Before the final recording i^as made we

went

over

each sentence together to ensure that the general structure
was appreciated, each word recognized and the intonation, especially
of the encased clauses, correct. Each sentence was given a number
and this number appeared on the charts and was announced before
the sentence was read* To facilitate the location of the sentences
the number was also marked on the tape at the commencement of the
sentence.

We have seen that to ensure a fairly homogeneous selection of
auditors they were chosen from ninth grade students. The abilities
of individual students were measured by their performance at
the Ministry of Education*s eighth grade examination in Amharic;
they would all have taken the examination in the same year thus
obviating the problem of changing standards from year to year.

It was felt important that the maximum of co-operation should be
obtained from the students. The principles and purposes of the
tests were clearly explained to the participants and the measure
of involvement of the University of London made plain. To alleviate
the fears of some students that T,failure,r in the tests might in
some way be communicated, to their disadvantage, to the Ministry
of Education the system adopted to ensure complete anonymity of
all participants was explained. And finally, to encourage a measure
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of competition and to foster a spirit of rivalry each of the two
major groups of students was told of the existence of the other
group. It may be stated here that all students taking part in
the tests co-operated fully* Particular thanks is due to the
Principals of the two schools for their ready co-operation*

2, Test administration must be uncomplicated

Instructions to the
i
students being tested were kept to the minimum but they

were repeated until all participants signified their understanding
of them* Instructions were given in Amharic but were also written
in English at the top of the test papers provided.

In all the tests the responses were recorded on prepared forms
on which the students had only to write their code numbers, the
date and the type of test, audio or visual. The forms were laid
out on the desks before the students entered. A card was also
provided with a code number written on it. The student simply
added his own name and age to this card which was then the only
link connecting him with his test paper.

The students sat at individual desks, to obviate copying. The
display frame could be clearly seen from any part of the room.
The sentence number displayed on the sheet or preceding the taped
sentence co-incided with the number on the answer sheet in front
of the student. In visual tests the appropriate sheet was placed
on the frame for the pre-determined length of time and then removed*
'I

cf. David A. Payne, The specification and measurement of
learning outcomes, pp, 40-^f2
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The next sentence was not displayed until all were ready to proceed.
Thus, as suggested hy Payne, the students were allowed sufficient
time to complete their answers although time allowed for the
auditing of the sentences was controlled. In some instances a
student found himself unable to provide any answer to the question
and he was simply instructed to leave a blank. It was made clear
that it was anticipated that it would not always be possible for
all students to provide a response and they were encouraged to
supply a blank rather than to make a guess. No difficulties were
experienced in carrying out the procedures described here.

3. Test marking should be unambiguous

This is, of course, a counsel

of perfection. We are here dealing with a language and
not with a scientific abstraction. In contrast to many tests
Involving comprehension, where the sentences are artificially
constructed, the sentences used here were selected from independent
texts.

By contrast we may consider Philip B. Gough1s approach in which
active and passive, affirmative and negative forms of the kernel
sentence nThe boy hit the girl" were paired with pictures which
illustrated the actions of the sentences. Time taken for subjects
to verify the correspondence of sentence and picture were then
'l
measured • Even m such brief sentences it was later shown

"Grammatical transformations and speed of understanding",
JVLVB,

k

(1963), pp.107-111
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that the factor of sentence length had not been controlled, but
more serious must be the criticism that all that can be deduced
from this type of experiment is that for these elementary
structures one type of sentence appears to be less quickly
comprehended than another* In the context of an extended sentence
completely different factors might produce contrasting results*

It must at once be conceded, however, that where genuine and not
contrived grammatical structures are used an important measure of
control is lost and the conclusions, while perhaps valid over a
wider range of structures, must be correspondingly more tentative*
In these tests, then, precision has consciously been allowed to
take second place to the need for involvement with living language*

Three tests fall to be considered: answering questions on factual
content, supplying the main verb and supplying a closing phrase*
We shall consider these three tests individually.

Set A; Answering questions on factual content* In this set of
eleven sentences we have a representative range of
grammatical structures which convey information concerning which
questions of the multiple choice type could be formulated. The
questions were prepared in the form of duplicated booklets, with
one page for each sentence. The auditor had only a limited time
to hear or read the sentence but virtually unlimited time to
complete his answer sheet. He had only to place a tick by the side
of the correct answer on the sheet in front of him.
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Obviously there is more information likely to be found in a long
sentence than in a short sentence so that in most Gases there
were three questions, in a few only two questions to a sentence*
In comparing responses to the different sentences the total errors
recorded in the responses to two questions were simply scaled up
by proportion to what might have been expected had there been
three questions* Thus 12 errors from two questions would
proportionately represent 18 errors from three questions.

In this type of test the significant results are the incorrect
responses of the auditors, and the significance lies not only in
the number of incorrect responses but also in the nature of those
responses* Thus in tabulating the results of the first set of
tests the nature of the incorrect response is indicated: if the
correct response should have been (a) then the tables show how
many and which students responded with answers (b) or (c).

Deductive processes then follow. The incorrect responses are
examined in an attempt to determine why they i^ere made. In some
instances there is a possibility that the formation of the three
alternative responses made one of them significantly different
in structure from the others and therefore obtrusive. Thus
response (c) to question

3 on

sentence

is (both in English

and Amharic) markedly longer than the other two responses and
8 auditors selected this clearly incorrect response.
^ See below, p* 1j8.
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Again in two cases it was clear that the information asked for
and contained in the sentence was a matter of common knowledge
and this was revealed in the absence of any incorrect responses
to the question* Thus the deductive process involved the scrutiny
of all results, both instances in which there was a high number
of incorrect responses and those involving a negligible number
of incorrect responses* Only after this was any attempt made to
relate the numbers of errors reooided to specific features of
the sentences*

It was not expected that this part of the testing could do more
than to suggest the existence of a relationship between gross
syntactical features and comprehension or to suggest the contrary.
The graph showing the relationship between sentence length and
number of errors, for example, suggests that increasing the length
of a sentence may decrease its transparency but that a longer
sentence is not necessarily more opaque than a shorter one.
Set B: Supplying the verb.

Here the test procedure was in essence

the same as that used in the preceding section except that
here the student had to write down the final verb of the incomplete
sentence presented to him. He was provided with a single duplicated
sheet of paper on which he entered his own code number, the date
and the type of test, audio or visual, and then entered the verb
against the sentence number already listed for him. Here a number
of factors were being examined and in addition to the distribution
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of the acceptable verbal forms an analysis was made of the incorrect
forms in an attempt to determine the features of the sentence
which influenced these incorrect responses. The long sentence
encourages the pendent nominative and other forms of anacoluthon
are to be expected. Breakdown of concord where the subject is
held in suspense for an extended sequence*or where a pseudo
subject is in proximity to the main verb,was also examined.

It was also anticipated that an analysis of the numbers of simple
and of compound verbal forms offered, when compared \tfith those
appearing in the original sentences, might indicate the basis on
which the one is selected in preference to the other.
Set C: Completing the phrase. The final group of sentences, a total
of thirteen, was selected to examine the effectiveness
of various markers in signalling phrase structure to follow.
Breaks in the sentences were made at points following selected
markers and the ability of the student to complete the missing
phrase investigated. Here both the main verb and the preceding
strticture were analysed, the experimental procedure being in all
essentials as for the preceding two sections.

To avoid boredom each group listened to some sentences and read
others. Between tests a five minute pause was permitted as a
rest period.
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Testing comprehension through translation

This final section of testing may be viewed as supplementary
to the more controlled and more extensile tests described above*
As we have seen it was not possible here to control the type
of sentences to be generated nor to select the students involved
in the testing. However it was felt that»since it was possible
to obtain access to materials written by Ethiopians in the context
of translation, materials which had already been marked,(thus
providing an objective measure of the success of the students
in generating the required structures),that some examination of
these materials should be attempted.
When the examination scripts were examined it at once became
clear that only in the question involving the translation of
comparatively limited sentences could the student response be
adequately and meaningfully analysed. For in the questions which
involved the translation of extended texts there was no regular
one-to-one correspondence between the sentences of the original
and the sentences of the translation.

The first step taken was to examine the system of marking adopted
to ensure that sentence difficulty was meaningfully differentiated
by the overall distribution of marks. Scripts were divided into
two groups and it was found that in each group the marking
indicated the same general order of difficulty amongst the
sentences.
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Having established both that an order of difficulty was indicated
by the marking and that the system of marking was meaningful
the sentences in the original English and the translations offered
were examined in an attempt to discern areas of difficulty
associated with them* These included the difficulty of the original
sentence, the information load carried by the sentence, sentence
length and, in an extended consideration of Yngve*s concept of
depth of embedding, structural complexity of the Amharic sentence
assumed to be required by the examiner.

Note It will be observed that throughout this section on the
principles of testing of comprehension it is recognized
that the selection of spontaneously generated extended structures
as the basis for the research limits experimental control and
the precision of the possible results* This limitation is
acceptable since our concern is not with an artificial abstraction
1

but with Amharic in that rich diversity which characterises it *

'j

cf* E. Ullendorff, The challenge of Amharic* p*15:
!tA properly controlled investigation into the optimum
(i.e. to the native speaker of average intelligence) length
and structure of Amharic periods is an important desideratum1*•

The present study might be seen as an introduction to such an
investigation•

CHAPTER FIVE:

COMPREHENSION AS RETENTION Off INFORMATION

Summary of results; The sentences: Amharic, English translation,
discussion; Synthesis of results: validity of results;
Comprehension related to sentence length, to syntactic structure,
to mode of auditing, to information load
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CHAPTER FIVEi COMPREHENSION AS RETENTION OF INFORMATION

In this chapter the results are discussed of the attempt to
measure the extent to which sentence type, sentence structure
and other factors influence the auditor’s ability to comprehend
and to retain the information conveyed by the sentence#

The eleven sentences may be divided, in the first instance,
into three groups# In the first group the main verb is an active
form, in the second group a passive form and in the third group
we have existence verbs* Within each group sentence types and
structures again vary, with particular attention paid to the
occurrence of the suspended subject and subordination processes.

The questions deal only with the factual contents of the sentences*
Ability to respond to the questions depends on the ability both
to perceive the information in the first instance, and then to
retain that information. As we have already seen in chapter four,
above, four groups of students were involved in the testing, two
groups READING the sentences from large wall charts and two
groups LISTENING to them from a tape recording*
A summary of the total numbers of errors recorded in connection
with the testing is given before these results are discussed*
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The complete test results, however, appear in the appendix.
Reference to the appendix, for example, shows that for group W
the student W4- gave the incorrect response (b) to question 1 on
sentence A2, and failed to give any reply to question 2 on the same
sentence. Again, considering the summary of results, it will be
noted that for reading group Y there were 4 incorrect responses
to question three on sentence A2.

After the summary of the test results the eleven

Amharic sent

ences are given. They are set out so as to indicate their general
structures, and are followed by rather literal translations.
The translation is then followed by the questions set. These are
given in English translation only, and the multiple choice
responses also appear in English only. Eor each sentence these
matters are then followed by a brief discussion of the test
results as they concern the specific sentence.

At the close of the chapter the results of the testing,as they
reflect problems of comprehension,are discussed with reference to
the whole range of sentences. Attention

is given to

suchfactors

as sentence length, syntactic structure

and mode of

auditing.
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' Summary of results

Sentence no:

A1

Question no:

1 2

12 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

Reading group W

-

-

112

2 3 2

—

1

- 4 1

- 3 -

Reading group Y

-

-

12 4

^

1-2

1 3 1

111

Listening group X

4 3

2 4 4

3 2 6

2-2

3.1 7

12 1

Listening group Z

1 2

2 14

1 4 1

- - 4

7 2 6

- 4 -

11

8

4

10

6

Listening gps(32 students) 10

17

19

8

26

8

Overall total

28

27

12

36

14

A2

A4

A3

1

-

A3

A6

Total errors:
Reading gps(24 students)

ISentence no:

-

10

A7

A8

A9

A10

A11

Question no:

1 2 3

12 3

12 3

1 2

12 3

Reading group W

- 3 3

2 16

-- 1

1 2

- 3 1

Reading group Y

- 6 2

4 6 3

- 1 -

- -

- 3 3

Listening group X

- 4 4

3 3 7

- 1 1

3 3

1 6 4

Listening group Z

- 3 2

3 6 3

- - 2

- 7

- 6 -

Total errors:
Reading gps(24 students)

14

24

2

3

14

Listening gps(32 students)

13

29

4

17

17

Overall total

27

33

6

20

31
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Qn becoming a member of the United Nations

The Security Council,
when this type of question comes to it,
since it must approve (it) before the meeting of the
Organization^ full Assembly,
the Security Council, which consists of eleven nations,
it is said that it will hold a meeting next Friday,
that it is supposed*
several news agencies have revealed#

Addis ZBnfln. Te^erat 18 1957 E#C.
Sentence length: 32 words, 126 characters
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A1 (continued)

Questions

1. How many nations sit on the Security Council?
a* Ten
b, Eleven
c * Twelve

2. When is the expected next meeting of the Security Council?
a* Thursday
b . Friday
c. Saturday
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A1 (continued)

The two questions set on this sentence were directed simply
towards information absorption* The required facts were set out
in the sentence without ambiguity* There were no numbers given
apart from the one asked

for, and no day ofthe

except for the one asked

for. Althoughthere

week mentioned

is a measure

of

sentence complexity, provided by the adverbial time clause
which is included in the

If im

•• 0| 6<i * ••

causal clause:

A* I

Vlftcg-t!

•••

nWhen this kind of question comes to it
since it must approve (it) before the meeting of the
Organization1s full Assembly..

,

J-et the response to the questions did not require comprehension
of this structure.
However, although there were no errors in the responses of the
READING groups, five of the LISTENING group responded with the
obvious guess (c), ’’twelve’1, to the question regarding the number
of members of the Security Council. Moreover there were five
incorrect responses to the second question, also all from listeners.
This can scarcely be attributed to inaudibility: hamus. arb and
k®dame do not sound alike. It is possible that the complex
structure at the beginning of the sentence inhibited comprehension
even in the relatively less complex sentence conclusion.
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Health conference
His Excellency Ato Yohannes Sege ,
Vice-Hinister in the Ministry of Health ,
to take part in the annual conference of the Health Organization
since he had gone to Alexandria and Geneva ,
having completed the task for which he went *
on Pagume 2 1955 E.C. at 2*50 (=:8*50) in the morning,
in an aircraft of Ethiopian Airlines
he entered Addis Ababa *

Addis Zaman« Pagume k 1955 E*C*
Sentence length: ^5 words, 150 characters

A2 (continued)

Questions

. Where did H.E. Ato Yohann'&s go?
a. Alexandria
b. Geneva
c • Alexandria and Geneva
2. How often is the health conference held
a. Annually
b. Monthly
c • Bi-annually
3. When did H.E, Ato Yohann’
es return?
a. In the afternoon
b. At mid-■day
c

.

In the morning
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A2 (continued)

The time clause carries a heavy information load:

I?'.**,••I g g s g

••

t i n m ? : n | ••rt<V»* .-'ng :

"pagume 2nd day 1955 E.C.,
at two hours and thirty minutes in the morning11,
and the question dealing with the contents of this phrase drew
more errors than either of the others, 14- errors as compared
with 6 and 8 for questions one and two respectively. Of the
fourteen incorrect answers to question three, five responded
with (a), seven with (b)
The source of the

and there were two blanks.

answer to question two is the single word

, "at the annual"; seven of the eight incorrect responses
to this question were of (c), and it may be assumed that these
auditors missed the source word and then guessed that the
unfamiliar form
The word

, "bi-annually", was the correct one.
occurs

uous morpheme f|— *
•

within the boundaries of the discontin

A # * ,and it is possible that, because of its

complexity, even the re-inforcement of a second auditing of the
structure was not sufficient to impress the semantic content of
the word upon the memories of the seven students.
The incorrect responses to question one indicate that six
auditors heard one or other of the place names but failed,
surprisingly, to recall the associated place name*
In Amharic the three alternatives for this question were:
f "annually", n?C04,i , "monthly", and
"bi-annually"•

:1
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Ancient manuscripts are being collected
It being thought that ancient relidts) which are in Ethiopia should
not be lost,
by the gracious permission of His Majesty the Emperor
by the Crown Prince that which is led committee, having studied
and on the basis of the suggestion made,
Abba M&zg&bS-Sellassie WUldU-Hawaryat and
his assistant Ato Haddis &ufale, they who are called,
being sent from Addis Ababa,
in Tigre Province, in Adwa, in Aksum, in iSere, in Agame and
in the two Awlalo districts,as they travelled around
by studying the various books and sacred relics which are found
in the ancient monasteries and churches,
they have thus far listed 1300 assorted sacred relics #

A3 (continued)
Addis ZSman, Tahsas 8 1959 E.C,
Length of sentence: 66 words, 231 characters
Questions

1* Who is the leader of the committee?
a* The Emperor
b* The Crown Prince
c. Abba Mazg'dbU Sellassie WHldS-Hawaryat
2. How many people were sent out by the committee?
a* One
b* Two
c. Three

3. What happened to the relics they discovered?
a. They were catalogued
b* They were bought by the Committee
c . They were sent to Addis Ababa

13 6
A3 (continued)

Although in the errors recorded in connection with this sentence
there is a marked difference in the failure rates of readers and
listeners (8 errors from the 2k readers and 19 from the 32
listeners) the disparity is not so great when the matched groups
are considered* Here the readers registered 7 errors and the equal
number of listeners registered 10 errors*
The errors are spread almost equally over the three questions,
8, 10 and 9 errors respectively.

Although only one auditor suggested that the committee was led by
the Emperor seven gave the priest, Abba MSzgabU-Sellassie, as the
leader, apparently either failing to comprehend the adjectival
phrase

"that which is led by the

Crown Prince", or else failing to retain the information.
Seven of the auditors believed that three

investigators were sent

out by the committee. It is possible that the confusion’arose
because of the priest*s two compound names, Abba M&a&ab&- Sellassie
W’
alda-Hawaryat, the pronominal suffix on

* being then

interpreted as a 3rd person plural instead of as a polite form.
The third question depended for its answer on the main verb of the
sentence, but it is possible that the title of the extract,
which uses the word fin fin*., "to gather", has confused some of the
seven who answered (c) to this question.
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Coffee seized on the way to be sold
W&r£-Ag&n&hu Mulat and Fantahun Nsway, they who are called,
to sell 120 sacks of coffee which had not been examined by the
Coffee Board, having loaded (it),
as they went to Addis Ababa
having been seised by the intervention of the police,
their not having a trading license and
being found with a load of unprocessed coffee,
(at) Jimma, by Security Officer Sergeant BesunSh Hayle,
having been accused at the Jimma District Court,
that each man should pay a fine of one thousand dollars,
or, if they do not pay, that they be punished by two
months * imprisonment,
judgement has been passed upon them ♦
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A^f (continued)

Addis Z%m£n, Miyazya 20 1958 E.C.
Length of sentence: 35 words, 209 characters
Questions:
1• Where were the men going when they were arrested?
a. Jimma
b . DSsse
c • Addis Ababa

2. If unable to pay the fine for how long were they to be
imprisoned?
a. One month
b • Two months
c. Three months

3* What was said about their trading license?
a. They did not haveone
b. They had failed to renew it
c. Although they had one they were wrong in trying to
sell unexamined coffee
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Ak (continued)
*1
This sentence, although long, is essentially linear in structure
as the sequence of verbs indicates:

t

in order to sell", fVdb&t* * !,as they went",
seized",

t "having loaded,
,"having been

; fl(T£>'}’*};£$<0*4
. , "having loaded since they were

found",

* "having been accused". Here we do not have the

problem of suspense; the subject, once generated, remains the
subject of successive clauses until the main clause appears.

The questions set were of the same general type as those set
for the other sentences. There were only 12 incorrect answers
to the questions, none to the second question. Eight of the
mistakes were related to question three, indicating a failure to
perceive the information expressed in the infinitive clause:

"their not having a trading license and being found with
a load of unprocessed coffee".
The clause displays a complex structure, with two relative
constructions and a simple gerund as additions to the infinitive
and its subordinating prefix. It could well be that the semantic
content was obscured by the syntactic complexity of the clause.
Brief analysis of the information load of the clause suggests that
A
The concept is discussed in more detail in chapter 6,
pp. 265-269 i

below.
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A 4 (continued)
there are more than 20 items of information conveyed by the
seven words. The constituent structures may be examined
individually:
$?'■

{<•:

( na trading license",

genitive; word order;
semantic content of each
word

, 11their not having11,

4

relative; number, person,
tense, pronominal suffix,
co-ordinating conjunc
tion, negative, semantic
content

8

, "that which was not processed11, relative, number,
person, gender, tense,
passive, negative, semantic
content
, "coffee",

semantic content, word
order

, !lthey having loaded11,

8
2

gerund, number, person,
semantic content

4

, "by their being found11, subordinating prefix,
infinitive, (passive),
pronominal suffix, semantic
content
The question of the influence of information load on comprehen
sion is discussed at greater length below, pp. 172-4.
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A bus driverfs crime
§age W&ldU-Mikael, a public transport bus driver,
because he carried more passengers than permitted to him and
*1
because he ignored a sign from a traffic policeman for inspection
and went on,
having attended the ^fSlleya district court,
when his driving license was examined,
having attended the number six district court in Addis Ababa,
since he was found to have ignored the order not to drive for
three months, and driving,
combining his offences that he was fined 100 dollars ,
from information received from the Provincial police Secretariat
it is known •

is the word used for "traffic police", not (usually)
for "traffic".

A 5 (continued)
Addis Zamgn, Genbot 2k 1958 E.C.
Length of sentence: ^8 words, 208 characters
Questions
1» Of what was Ato Sage accused?
a. Driving while his license was out of date
b. Carrying too many passengers
c* Failing to stop at traffic lights
2* What was his sentence?
a* A #100 fine
b. One month1s imprisonment
c* Three months1disqualification
3* Where was his case heard?
a. (f&lloya district court
b. Number 6 district court, Addis Ababa
c* The Provincial court
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A5 (continued)

Although the subject matter of this sentence is similar to that
of A4-, the structure of the sentence is not linear but cyclic*
The cycles terminate in subordinated infinitive forms, each
cycle being held in suspense until the main clause appears:

mroi'iii.cr :

^

niJ»<h»ft,:

...

...

no’Im ^Air.. .,

"and by his carrying" •••"by his going on"*** "by his being
found" ••• "by combining"••*
It is noted, also, that, unlike sentence A4-, the subjeels of the
clauses do

not remain constant*

The errors in the answers to the questions are fairly evenly
distributed amongst the three questions: 11, 10 and 15 errors
respectively. This is three times the total of errors for sentence
A4- which is of almost identical length (55 words and 209 char
acters, compared with 58 words and 208 characters for A5)•
The complex hierarchical structure of this sentence is, perhaps,
best reflected by the ten incorrect responses to question 2,
which deals with the sentence passed. All ten had their attention
drawn to the sentence passed earlier in Addis Ababa, responding
with answer (c). The parallel structures of the relevant gerund
clauses aggravate

the difficulty:

SftAJ : <P<LP,:4 C £ •.ft*

4c

p

!

"having attended the fSlleya district court",

Wft.fl

Won :

0,^:

"having attended the Addis Ababa 6 district court".
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A 5 (continued)

It is this same inability to perceive the hierarchical
structure of the sentence which has resulted in the
fifteen incorrect responses to the third question. Here again
the content of the included gerund clause has been taken as
the content of the clause at the higher level of the hierarchy*

With the exception only of sentence A8, which contains almost
twice as many words, this sentence has more subordinating part
icles than any other. It also attracted the largest number of
errors, again with the exception only of A8.
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Tidying up
Specifically, this, of the present month of ‘{e^emt,
that our city of Addis Ababa should be beautified, we should be
those who strive and,
that old houses should be repaired, buildings be attractive with
various paints
fences straightened and provided with necessary paint,
that which leads to the tidiness of street and district,
so that the people’s hygiene may equal their health and
His Majesty our Emperor,
having completed his tour of friendly countries,
in returning to his beloved country,
since it is the time of the celebration of the Coronation
festival,
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A6 (continued)

all that is mentioned above
we who fulfill them diligently we should be •

Addis Z&man, Tekemt 1? 195& B.C.
Length of sentence: 5& words, 257 characters

Questions
1 • When was this article x^ritten?
a ♦ Maskaram
b# Tekemt
*

9

c. Hedar
2* Where was the Emperor at that time?
a. Had

just returned to Addis Ababafrom his trip abroad

b# Was

on a visit to various friendlycountries

c# Was

preparing for a trip abroad

3« Which public holiday

was at hand?

a . Adua
b* The Emperor’s Birthday
c. Coronation Day

14-7

A6 (continued)

The incorrect responses to this section are almost all
associated with the second question, involving comprehension
of the indication of time# In this particular sentence this
requires adequate comprehension of the overall sentence structure.
The specific time indication provided by the verbal forms in
the clauses dealing with the Emperor!s return is not decisive:
LX'toO'*' a>& j

:Ol&IKfr :na*ot>Aft :

"having completed his tour, by returning to
his beloved country...11.
The sentence gains its complexity principally from the use of
the relative construction; there are seven of them (only sentence
A8, with 109 words* has more), but of pivotal importance in
comprehending the construction is
line, with which is to be associated
two forms are separated by a sequence of

, in the second
, although the
words. As a consequence

of this structure the two questions which required only the
absorption of facts which were not deeply embedded drew only
a random four errors. The one question which required a genuine
perception of the overall sentence structure attracted ten
mistakes.
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To eliminate illiteracy

The students of the AlUm Maya Agricultural College, Earar Province,
having gathered some 200 children from their district,
by teaching them along the lines laid down by the Ministry of
Education and Fine Arts,
the National Literacy Associations
plan for the elimination of illiteracy from the country, since the
students have joined in i t ,
by teaching Amharic reading and writing ,

1^9

A7 (continued)

by setting themselves to lighten the burden of the ordinary
people engaged in agriculture or other tasks,
that they might be teaching aids for them,
the National Literacy Campaign,
through the Provincial Projects Director, Ato Mamo W&ldM-S’
d nbat,
75^ assorted teaching books and
similarly writing materials have been sent to them.
Addis Z&m£n, Tahsas 18 1936 E.C.
Length of sentence: 76 words, 319 characters
Questions
1. In which province is the AlUm Maya College?
a. Tigre
b. S&vm
c . Harar
2. Who donated the literacy supplies?
a. The Governor of Harar Province
b. The Ministry of Education
c* The National Literacy Campaign
3* How many children were got together?
a* 200
b. 300
c. 736
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A 7 (continued)

There were no incorrect answers to question 1, which suggests
that it is a matter of common knowledge that the AISm Maya
College is in Harar# The students, however, had some difficulty
in perceiving the information required for the response to
question three# Eleven auditors responded 75 6, the number of
books donated, to the question asking for the number of students
gathered together# Again, no fewer than 16 failed to respond
correctly to the question regarding the source of the literacy
supplies#

Sentence structure, here, is in some features comparable with
the cyclic structure of A5, making use of subordinated infinitives;

...

nunnac:...

n^h+^c

"by their teaching"..."by joining together"..."by teaching"...
"by their setting out",
and, as previously, these clauses are not sequential, but each is
held in suspense until the generation of the main clause#

The 27 errors from two questions may be taken as equivalent, on
a proportionate basis, to *f0 errors over three properly devised
questions# This may then be compared with the 36 errors associated
with the somewhat shorter sentence A5 #
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D I M * • Awtld,*: T-nVb^: +gCXAi'Health conference
The main purpose of the Conference, called the East-Mediterranean
Conference ,
firstly (to find) what is at present lacking in the Health
Organisation ,
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A 8 (continued)
a way in which to help countries in difficulty because of this,
secondly, the present and the required Health Organization budget,
to that which will be held at Geneva in Genbot
the plenary meeting of the Health Organization,
to bring to it and
it is to arrange that they discuss it,T, after saying,
"And the reason for your going to Alexandria,
are you willing to reveal to me?11,
to the question asking this as he gave answer:
"As is well known the World Health Organization,
as it is divided amongst five countries
for some time our section has held its discussion at Alexandria11,
as he said in explanation,
"Then how is it that you were able to go to Geneva?"
to the supplementary question which asked this he replied thus:
"Since some countries had no due reason to join in the discussions
held at Alexandria
our countries* Conference "Committee A" and "Committee B"
being called
by being divided into two the Conference was held"#
Addis EiMmgn. Pagume A 1955 E#C.
Length of sentence: 109 words, A52 characters
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A8 (continued)

Questions

1. Where is the World Health Organisations plenary session
held?
a* Alexandria
b. Geneva
c * Aden
2* Into how many districts is the Organisation divided?
a. Five
b. Two
c* Eighteen
3* What was the title of the Conference?
a. The Alexandria Central Committee
b. Committee A and Committee B
c. Eastern Mediterranean Conference

15^

A8 (continued)

This is the longest of the eleven sentences in this Set, and is
an example of the extended sentence in direct speech# There are
five distinct speech sequences in the sentence, each a complete
sentence in itself, but each brought into included position by
some form of the verb ftA** , "to say11: ‘HA* *.
,

:

, "after saying",

"to the question which asked", *{1A<P*

"having said as he explained" and A,A*

*. ,

; , "saying he

replied". It is only after the close of the direct speech which
follows this last phrase that it is possible to consider the
period closed.
Although the sentence is long, the difficulty for the auditor lies
predominantly in the total amount of information conveyed. Both
listening and reading groups experienced somewhat similar
degrees of difficulty. The errors were distributed fairly evenly
amongst the questions: 14, 18 and 21 errors respectively. One
student clearly despaired 6n seeing the length of the sentence
and made no attempt to answer any of the questions!
The word

"countries", as used in the text, was employed

as a marker in the second question. Even so, seven auditors
were attracted to the division of the local conference
groups, and gave alternative (b) as their answer.

into two
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Fiftieth anniversary of the death of Menelik II

In the 7° years of his life
as King of S&wa and as Emperor of the whole of Ethiopia ,
for 4-8 years for the unity of his country
Emperor Menelik II who fulfilled a great task ,
on the battlefield of Adua ,
with his faithful generals ,
he who shattered the dignity of the enemies of the peoples of
Ethiopia ,
he is the scourge of Colonialism .

Addis Zgman, Tahsas 3 195& E.C.
Length of sentence: 4-0 words, 132 characters

A9 (continued)

Questions

1 • Of which province \^as Menelik King
a* Tigre
b * iS&wa
c • Harar

2* For how many years did he rule?
a. 30 years
b* 4*8 years
c * 70 years

3* How old was he when he died?
a, 4*8 years
b • 70 years
c♦ 78 years
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A 9 (continued)

This is the first of the three copula sentences . The structure
is well balanced, the subject adumbrated in the first four
lines and the complement in the remaining four lines. There
is no subordination and the complication arises only from
the two qualifying phrases with a relative construction at the
head of each,
and

"he who completed it", in the subject,

Prtnti, "he who broke", in the complement.

The questions asked were again purely factual but the content
of the first question was almost certainly common knowledge
for it drew no errors. But even in questions two and three,
where some confusion might, on the pattern of that observed in,
for example, sentence A7, be expected there was almost no
difficulty to be deduced from the results: 2 errors to question
two and k- errors to question three.
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Fiftieth anniversary of the death of Menelik IX
He who came from the line of Abeto Ya*kob, eon of A§e LebnSDengel,
he who was grandson of the famed King of 3&wa, Sahl£ Sellassie,
he who was born of King Haylh-MMlhkot, A§e Menelik II,
he who was able to provide the firm foundation of Ethiopian unity,
in the story of his reign as Emperor
it is right that any Ethiopian should boast of it,
he is a great personage,
Addis Z&mUn. Tahsas 3 1956 E.C*
Length of sentence: kO words, 160 characters

A10 (continued)

Questions

1* Who was the father of Emperor Henelik?
a. Ase Lebn& Dangel
b. Abeto Ya^kob
c. HaylH M&l&kot

2. Which of the following is named King of Shoa?
a* SahlS Sellassie
b. Hayla MSlakot
c. Abeto Ya*kob
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A10 (continued)

The second copula sentence is slightly more complex in structure
than the first, although again subject and complement are
elegantly balanced* The genealogical complexity is conveyed in
a syntactic structure that does not give much assistance to
comprehension* Although general knowledge might have assisted in
the responses to the first question it could not assist with the
second question,to which there were

incorrect replies* The

answers to both questions are found in the subject, the structure
of which is complicated by the sequence of relative constructions*
In understanding the passage it is, of course, necessary to bear
in mind the two periods to which reference is made: the period
of LebnU-Dengel and his son Abeto Yafc^ob, and the more recent
succession of Sahl&-Sellassie, Hayl&-M81&kot and Menelik II.
The correct answers to the two questions, however, stem from two
unambiguous phrases:
Ph<r» » "Tv®1•• ?(fa !

: •• •

"the well known king of SUwa, SahlU-Sellassie*s..."
and

"he who was born of King Hayl&-M81Hkot**."*
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Defence Commission
This which is now being held at Accra ,
(the) meeting of the Defence Commission ,
for the future, in the area of defence,
joint action which Africans might take ,
to discuss what form this might take and ,
firstly to the Foreign Ministers of the African countries,
then to the Heads of the African States ,
that they should bring a considered plan ,
it is to complete necessary preparations .

Addis Zstm&n, Takamt 17 195& B.C.
Length of sentence: 37 words, 161 characters
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A11 (continued)

Questions

1. Where is the meeting to be held?
a* Addis Ababa
b, Accra
c. Nairobi
2* To whom is the Commission to submit its report initially?
a. To the Foreign Ministers
b. To the United Nations
c* To the Leaders of the African States
3* What is the subject of the conference?
a. The future form of defence
b. The future form of foreign policy
c* The possibility of trade development
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A11 (continued)
The answer to the first question is expressed clearly in the
opening phrase of the sentence and the question drew only one
incorrect answer# But the other two questions indicated the
complexity of the remaining structure; question two drew 16
incorrect responses and question three 1*f. It is the complement
which demonstrates syntactic complexity. As in sentence A6 the
co-ordinating conjunction-4*‘ , suffixed to the infinitive, is
held in suspense, in this example for 15 words, until the co
ordinated infinitive

, “to complete’1, is reached#

Fourteen auditors failed to perceive the information regarding
the initial recipients of the projected report. The even
distribution of the 13 incorrect responses to question three,
concerning the title of the conference, suggests that these
auditors failed to perceive the information and then guessed at
the answer, seven responding (b) and six responding (c). The
answer to this question is located in a clause with a high
information content:

"to discuss what form joint action might take” .
The information load is of the order of 20 items rather than the
30 of the phrase discussed in connection with sentence A*f, but
still a sufficiently heavy load to produce an adverse effect on
comprehension as measured by this test.
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SET A; Factual content testing* Synthesis

a* Validity of results

It is, of course, difficult to construct

questions of the multiple-choice type which will give
results which are both objective and significant# In the discus
sion of the results for individual sentences it has become
apparent that the answers to some questions were matters of
general knowledge* It was decided to investigate the results of
the testing to see if student performance in the tests could be
correlated with ability in Amharic as measured by the results
of the Ethiopian Ministry of Education 8th grade examination in
Amharic•

Two groups were constructed from amongst the $6 students* In the
first group all members belonged to the 90+ percentile of the
test and in the second all fell below this level* If the testing
used in the present study reflects ability in Amharic then the
former group should register fewer errors than the latter. In each
group 3 students were listeners and 3 readers.
Table 1s Correlation between student errors and Ministry grading.
Group 1

Student: W 6 X2 13 Y8 Y10 111 Z1 Z17 Z18 Z19

90 percentile -jNo. of
errors

2

7

2

3

7

6

3 3

6

Student: W1 W3 W 9 X3 X13 X14 Y6 Y12 Z4 z8

Group 2

90 percentile -No. of
errors
....... .

■

i—

. i

6 12

8 9

12

9

8

4 5 5

4
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The total errors from the two groups are 4-3 and ?8, the group
with the lesser ability in Amharic, as indicated by the Ministry
of Education1s testing procedure producing 81% more errors than
the group with the higher ability* The result suggests that the
errors recorded here are not random, but are related to ability
in Amharic*
b* Comprehension and sentence length

Although sentence length

simpliciter can adversely affect comprehension, as is
evidenced by the fact that languages do not normally exhibit
sentences of inordinate length, the present results do suggest
that sentence length is not an adequate index to sentence
complexity*

Eor the purpose of the attempt to correlate sentence length and
the number of errors attracted by the sentence some adjustment
of the totals of errors was necessary* Thus for some sentences
there were two questions, for others three, and experience
indicated that some questions must be disallowed. To give an
approximation in these cases of deficiency the number of errors
has been scaled to an equivalent for three questions by proportion.

In the table that follows one question has been disallowed for
each of sentences A7, A9 and A1G, the answers being shown by
the tests to be matters of common knowledge. Reference may be
made to the discussion of the individual sentences for further
information on this point.
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Effect of sentence length on comprehension
Sentence no.

A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

A7

a8

A9

A10

A11

Length (words)

32

b3

66

55

58

58

76 109

ko

*f0

37

126 150 251 209 208 257 319 ^f52 152

160

161

„ (characters)
No* of errors
No* of questions

10

28

27

12

36

1^

27

53

6

20

31

2
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3

3

3

3

2

3

2

2

3

15
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9
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0
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100
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*f00

Sentence length (characters)

500
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The graph shows that, as might be anticipated from a priori
considerations, there is a tendency for the longer sentence
to be more opaque to comprehension than the shorter sentence*
But it is clear that other factors are also involved so that
sentences of similar length, say A2 and A9, have notably different
opacities*

c* Comprehension and syntactic structure
The graph draws attention to two groups of sentences; in the
first group sentences A*f, A6 and A3, and in the second group A9,
A10 and A11* The sentences within each group are of approximately
equal lengths but one member of each triad attracted a mhrkedly
different total of errors from the remaining members of the group*
Thus A5 attracted 36 errors compared with the 12 and 1*f errors of
the other two sentences of the group while, in contrast, A9
attracted only 9 errors compared with the 30 and 31 of the other
two of its group.
Comparison of sentences A4 and A3 is facilitated by the fact that
their subject matter is similar and in each the main verb is a
passive form. A*f has 35 words, A3 has 38 words. The structure of
A4- is essentially linear, a sequence of gerund clauses interrupted
by a subordinated sequential imperfect form. The subject appears
in the first line and remains the subject of succeeding clauses
*

until the main clause is reached. This structure is discussed in
greater detail in chapter six, p . 266

below.
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In sentence A5 we have a cyclic structure. Again the subject
is expressed in the first line, but the subjects of the
succeeding clauses vary. To add to the confusion the time
sequence is broken although the simple gerund + C P :

» !lhe

having attended", fails to mark this break decisively#
The cyclic nature of the structure is marked by the caesurae,
defined by the sequence of subordinated infinitives* Each of
the four infinitives marks the close of a subordinated clause,
which is then held in suspense until the clause
6? : -W: ‘

^ ;

"that he was fined 100 dollars",
is reached#

This cyclic structure appears also in sentence A7, which attracted
27 errors from two questions, equivalent, perhaps, to some ^*0
errors over three questions# In contrast sentence A8 is essentially
a linear structure, with co-ordination, the simple gerund and
sequential subordinating particles (‘p/V *HlA*.
<I06h

*
. , "giving a reply",

,

, "after saying",

"having said, as

he explained") as the principal means of expansion. Although this
sentence attracted 53 errors this total is smaller than sheer
sentence length might have led us to expect.
It was the shortest of the three sentences A9, A10 and A11 which
attracted the most errors. A9 exhibits no subordination. In A11
we note, in addition to subordination, the appearance of^bhexsuspended
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co-ordinating conjunction*?:*Inthe discussion on sentence A10
attention has already been drawn to the confusing nature of the
genealogical information but it is reasonable to suppose that had
this same information been expressed in a less complex syntactical
structure it might have been more transparent# The concept of
linearity of syntactic development is lost because of the
subordination employed and semantic linearity is lost as the time
reference varies bewilderingly: from the sixteenth century to the
nineteenth century, the twentieth century and back again to the
nineteenth.

It is recognized that the approach to measuring complexity by
comprehension and absorption of information can lead only to
approximations. But it would seem clear that ifhile comprehension
is in a general way adversely affected by increasing length the
further factor of sentence structure is decisive in determining
opacity# In Amharic it would appear that subordination, particularly
where this involves the suspense feature, may 1 : Inhibit comp
rehension.

d# Comprehension and mode of auditing

Of the four groups of

auditors one group from each school READ the sentences
and one group from each school LISTENED to them from a tape
recording# On average the boys had the better ability in Amharic
so that direct comparison between the groups was not possible.
However four sub-groups were set up, matched for ability in Amharic
as indicated by the Ministry of Educationfs 8th grade examination
in Amharic. Five students were selected from groups W and X and
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11 students from groups Y and Z. There was thus a total of
sixteen students from the listening and sixteen from the reading
groups, the two sets matched in ability.
i. The matched groups. The student*s number and the mark gained
in the Ministry*s examination is given:
Heading group
Student no:

W1 W3 W*f W 6 W9

Exam mark:

77 57 ^7 98

b?

Y3

Y6 Y7 Y8 Y10 Y11 Y12 Y13

95 90 89 99 98

96

82 100

97

Listnng group
Student no:

X 3X13X3 X2X1*f Z 1 7 Z3 Z8Z20Z19 Z 18 zi

Exam mark:

77 59

b7 96

51

98 90 89 99 98 97

zh Z7

98

82

100

Reading group
Student no:

Y14

Y16

Exam mark:

96

100

Listening grou p:
Student no:
Exam mark:

Z2
98

Z12
100

ii. The distribution of errors. When the number of errors
recorded over the entire range of
eleven sentences is considered there is no significant
difference to be observed between the listening and reading
groups'. Sub group W registered 36 errors and the listening
sub-group X registered M

errors; sub group Y registered

errors, precisely the same number as sub-group Z,
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The overall totals of 80 errors in the reading group and of 85
in the listening group, an increase of 6%, do not permit any
conclusion to be drawn regarding the possible advantage of the
one method of auditing over another* It is possible, however,
that one method might prove advantageous in relation to some
specific syntactical structure* To test this hypothesis the
sentences were divided into two groups, those attracting a gen
erally high total of errors and those attracting a g^rally low
total of errors* There were five sentences in each group.

The less opaque group consisted of A3, A4*, A6, A 8 :and A9, the
more opaque group of A1, A2, A 3 , A10 and A11. Again the matched
groups of students were used and their totals of errors in relation
to these groups of sentences considered* For the low opacity
group of sentences there were marginally fewer errors in the
listening group, the totals being 39 and 32 errors. But in the
high opacity group there were

more errors in the listening

group, 44 as compared with 3 0 *

The results may most conveniently be tabulated. For the purposes
of comparison the (misleading) figures obtained for the unmatched
total groupings of all participants are included* In this case
since the numbers of participants in the two groups were unequal
the errors recorded by the smaller group have been increased
proportionately*
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Unmatched
all 11
sentences

Matched
all 11
sentences

5 simple

5 opaque

sentences

sentences

Listening gps :

168

83

32

Heading gps:

128

80

39

30

The statistics obtained from the unmatched groups, involving
all the students, and with Zh students in the reading group
and 32 in the listening group cannot, for obvious reasons,be
used for deducing any advaiage of the one method of audition over
the other*

However there appears to be a measure of significance in the results
obtained with matched groups and the more opaque sentences*
Here there is a h-7% increase in the number of errors recorded
by the listening group over the 30 errors recorded by the reading
group* This would suggest that the visual presentation provides
some measure of re-inforcement assisting in comprehension* With
simple sentences, that is those with apparently transparent structure
as measured by comprehension, no such advantage is apparent*
e . Comprehension and information load

In considering the errors

attracted by the questions the question of
information load has twice appeared* We do not have any welldeveloped theory of the way in which the brain apprehends the
information conveyed by prose which might enable us to define
the meaning of the information load of an item* This will, however,
include the semantic content of the word and those features of the
word which distingtiish it from other words and define its
relationship to its environment.
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The total information load of the verb will include all
affixes as well as indications of number, person, tense and,
in the singular, gender. Nominals may be modified by plural
markers, definite article, the accusative suffix or by pre
positions. In the computation note was made of broken plurals
and of all variant forms of words.
The sentences are here listed in order of increasing information
load. Sentence length is also given and the information load
per word has also been calculated. The number of errors recorded
in the table is the corrected total, allowance having been made
for divergences in the numbers of questions set*
Sentence no:
Information

A9

A2

A1

A11

A10 AA

78

83

98

105

117 136 160 161 175 183 337

32

37

*f0

2.9

2.<9 2. 5 2 .8

31

30

A3

A3

A7

A6

A8

load:
No. of words

.Information/word 1.9 1.8 3.1
Total errors
9 28 15

55
12

58

36

58 109 .

66

76

2A

2.3 3.2> 3.1

27

kO A

53

Once again it is clear that sentence length, here measured in
terms of information load and information load per word, does ■
.not decisively determine sentence complexity as measured by
comprehension. There is a tendency for sentences with heavier
information loads to attract the greater numbers of errors, but
other influences are also operative. And information load per
word shows no correlation with sentence opacity.
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The figures do suggest that one of the differences between
sentences A9 and A10, both of ^-0 words, is theirinformation
content. Sentence A10 carries

$0% more

information than A9

and this, together with the differences in syntax discussed
above, possibly explains the very much larger number of errors
attracted by the sentence.
There is an obvious weakness in the information count approach
to measuring sentence difficulty in that no allowance is made
for the ordering of the items of the sentence; a subordinating
particle counts as only one item of information as does an
unmodified nominal but while the former governs syntactic
relationships over an extended sequence of text the latter may
be spacially related only to its immediate environment•
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CHAPTER SIX;

COMPREHENSION AS PROJECTION OF GRAMMATICAL
STRUCTURE

Selection of sentences; Set B: the sentences (text, translation,
commentary); Set C: the sentences (text, translation, commentary);
Summary of results; distribution of simple and compound verbal
forms, selection of active/passive forms of main verb, loss of
concord and the pendent nominative, the concept of linearity.
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CHAPTER SIX

Comprehension as -projection of grammatical structure

This chapter presents the results of tests in which auditors
were required to supply a suitable conclusion to incomplete
sentences* Two sections of testing are included in .the. chapter,
the first in which only the final verb had to be supplied and
the second in which a complete phrase was omitted* The two sets
of sentences involved are designated Set B and Set C. The
sentences and test results for set B are discussed first, then
the sentences and test results for set C and finally the overall
conclusions to be drawn from this aspect of the testing are
discussed in some detail.

For Set B thirteen sentences were selected, with sentence lengths
ranging from 23 words to 32 words* The sentences were presented
to the auditors without the closing main verb. As in the testing
of sentences of Set A two groups of auditors READ the sentences
from wall charts and two groups LISTENED to them from a tape
recording. In preparing the tape recording care was taken to
ensure that the falling intonation belonging properly to the
closing word of the sentence was not transferred to the closing
word of the incomplete sentence.

The sentences selected fall into distinctive groups. The first
three sentences all employ the copula as the main verb, two of
the forms being in the third person masculine singular and the
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remaining sentence using the third person plural. The next four
sentences are all context orientated, presenting pronouncementtype structures. Sentences B8 and B9.employed active' and passive
forms of the same verb,

and + J A «, these two then leading

into a sequence of three sentences all with an original passive
main verb. Sentence B13 is an example of a contrastive sentence
structure employing

t , with the added feature of the

infixed preposition - 0- * assodiated with each of the contrasting
verbs•

Although the sentences have been re-grouped here they were
presented to the auditors in the date-order in which they were
originally published. This brought together sentences from the
same articles but concealed from the auditors the underlying
pattern in the types of structures being presented to them.

Information sought from these tests included the point of break
down of comprehension as indicated by a proposed verbal form which
failed in concord, in semantic cohesion or in some other way,
an evaluation of auditor response to situations where a passive ’j
verb was required, an indication of student preferences for simple
or compound verbal forms and the employment of epexegetic pro
nominal suffixes.

Set C also consisted of thirteen sentences, each being presented
to the auditors without the closing phrase. The break in the
sentence was introduced to test the student's ability to recognize
sentence structure to follow at an earlier stage than required for
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the provision of a verb only. In the first group of sentences
the break is made after the appearance of a modifier for which a
nominal head and a verbal form must be provided. The original
constructions are given here:
ci

1 fifiCT Cb/lfr Alt

^opftvnnf:
a farewell

feast they have made for him
■W>c: fc£c7<pa ;;

that which contained

speech he has made

that which he had

faith he explained

fft'ij.C:

4,*{14V 7»n"5.::
factory he visited

C3

of sugar

C5 ?nrt >
what worse

VlC :
trouble can be found?

Sentences C6 and 07 are two open conditional sentences employing
O r: or

: plus simple imperfect in the protasis and requiring

A,— ’
, plus simple imperfect in the apodosis. Both C7 and C8
investigate the auditors' interpretation of the preposition
as locative or accusative.

Structure to follow in sentences C9 and C10 is signalled in each
case by a preposition

from the information office

the report which was sent
has revealed

C10 TlH<n>*3«Fa>'i ?C :
with their friends

by joining together they have helped
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Both C10 and C11 were used to examine epexeg'esis, the object
made explicit in a subordinate clause being re-iterated by
a pronominal suffix to the main verb by many auditors* In
C11 the break occurs immediately after a verbal form:
C11

n<n>iW<* *.
holding by parading

•'Ss+nnA •JS£i.?.s;
they made a pleasing reception

and in C12 similarly the break occurs after a verbal form, here
a gerund:
C12 ? f v n V - rnn*? :
having established a place
containing it

■JSnc'iWjAi:
they have performed a very
valuable service*

The final sentence in this set is one requiring some form of
the verb

nto say” , for its completion:

that they will support it

we have set, 6hying; they ^

for us our hope

indicated*

Set C clearly continues and extends the investigation begun with
Set B and further examination was possible of auditor preferences
for simple and compound verbs and of the breakdown in concord
and semantic cohesion in the verbal forms provided* The principal
additional features examined in this section are indicated above
in the discussion of the sentence types selected.
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Set B: The sentences

The. text of the thirteen sentences is.set

out so as generally to indicate the structural units*
A rather literal, line for line translation follows the text of
each sentence* The structure of each sentence is then discussed
with special reference to the test results* Discussion at this
stage is confined principally to the one sentence under review,
although comparison with other test sentences of similar or
contrasting structures may be made*

As has already been indicated above the sentences were not
presented to the auditors in the sequence used here, a sequence
which reflects the structural groupings of the sentences, but
in the order in which they were originally published.
Although the results of the tests for those listening and those
reading have been kept separate the numbers of auditors from
the different groups who made strictly comparable deviations from
the overall patterns of response were small. No consistent
attempt has been made, therefore, to compare the performances
of the two groups.
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B1

!

!

g

p

y

*

'•

>°iao+ ■rtfrdd?:

VHtp'.Oit**! ftas**®**'«.?: n + W . IH,I
fcre^asi ?&,*?•&? ! <h'H,fl !<?><>?! niH^-tfoTinvX

>i?^; u»rt>! n < p ^ 4- f

»

: ft9®6 : t f Dt f M+I

£ ) V <rtn ••

4••rt<J>*: M ?

: i'l<Vi,

: + ‘>‘n ^ : t o f c M C ?

Anniversary of the passing of the Empress Mermen

One year from today, when the news of her passing was announced ,
that the spirit of the entire Ethiopian people was moved with
sorrow,
that the whole air was filled with wailing and the voice of
mourning ,
children: rtQur mother*. Our guardian!” ,
the weak: f,Our protector! Our helper! Our comforter!”
as they cried
that each person*s soul was smitten,
it is recalled this day.

Addis Zaman, Y&katit 7 1955 E.C.
Length of sentence: 35 words
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B1 (continued)

The results suggest that the signal supplied by the relative
construction

made the prediction of the copula a

simple matter* Of the 63 responses all but ten supplied the
form given in the original,
or

, and a further six either

. One simply corrected

’
•

to

and there was one blank*

Of the remaining three forms offered two were clearly aberrant
an-d to be ignored:

* and

fhUKl f . The former of these

two came from an auditor(in a listening group, group X) who
produced a number of a-typical responses, possibly having failed
to comprehend the original instructions#

The third unacceptable form was Sfl*r:, clearly intended as such
and not merely to be ascribed to poor writing. It is surprising
that the break in concord with the preceding relative was not
apparent to this auditor who has taken the pronominal suffixes
to the infinitives and the plural form of the subordinated
imperfect

as indicators of a plural main verb, or,

alternatively, has supplied the name of the Empress as subject
and has employed the plural copula as the polite form#
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•IC ^ + iJs-fca:<roir^I
:$ H ; A'H'rt'? :Afl+n'flC®-: ?£H>£

‘n/W'p •
*ASq.fl T tt<^A0» •"1<*?»••
:££<*>:

&+?■* ; Vjfi^* :

:t

l

TllhS : fc*fr2-. r t - f lA :
Y lM - X t

W M

Z

■

a H

; ARA»+: A8$V’ ?£A-7

e

$

:
t

f

*

: t , , 9

■■

PC :

■ tt&T*<7: $ 8 . 3 ^ * • M ^ a

£\%: n H ^ W !

/ W ? H = ?*«>’::

Anniversary of the passing of the Empress Menen

Her Majesty the Empress Menen,
One who claimed both the love of God and thelove of

the people

One who ministered rather to the spiritthanthe flesh,
rather to prayer and fasting than to worldly pursuits,
with those who, in the power of faith, overcame various testings,
with the great Empresses of Ethiopia
with Empress Sabl&-W*angel
with Empress Maryam Sena
One who has historic stature and wisdom
she is a great and spiritual example.

Addis ZSmgn, lakatit 7 1955 E.C.
Length of sentence: 41 words (although written as separate words
the two occurrences of *ft^l?-:are treated as
affixes)
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B2 (continued)

The sentence displays co-ordination in the first relative
clause, but a loose, asyndetic, constructionin

the second

relative clause. The structui'e

, with the
*f t •

nominal in the singular ( contrast
types of people”) is a common form

, “various

ofsynesis in which the

semantic concept of singularity over-rides the expected plural.

In the testing 44- students used one of the forms
*fOK

i
:

HOL, * W V : or

• A further fifteen, however, used

, suggesting that ) W 1H

:

:

or

, "example", had been

taken attributively instead of as a substantive. There was, again,
one blank and one nominal supplied, v n !
as the unacceptable verbal

, "Empress", as well

, "it has been said to

her" •

Examination of the sentence structure shows that the nominal
phrase

"a great spiritual example", has been

qualified by three relative clauses, the whole supplying the
complement for which the subject is

{

; <n> S ^ !

1

"Her Majesty the Empress Menen". Apparently those auditors who
were not acquainted with the form M
such attributive forms as

•

H

*

compared it with

, "one-ness" or

"completeness" and thus deduced an attribxitive function for the
word. But this then leaves the attributive relative clauses
modifying an attributive, not a substantive, noun which is
required as a parallel to the noun phrase of the subject.
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B5

ftA •

••

“b f f -

rh<iV. <?l£ : S H : llb^'i: hftCtfA* I
'hthgv ■ nnYhrt* •.

I

<n>c*+••

?<rq*vn6i'e; *.<?•• p r u : A n * i

nh*t,&tP -.n'n-t\ ■

P ii.(V t

+

: +«»6a>t: ?i?,lah$o :
0 ® V u>C* : 9*V.t4>91>: A O W + ■ ? A 0 4 ^ «
n+m<74<)>:

Vkhj^ jd :

A,£d>.4><P<:

: fnAA ••

:
k^An^l

:

ftliqdh: ‘‘IfyfiCh-. fra*;,*

Concerning community life
When a mother offers the breast to her child,
just as he,for his part,must assist by drawing it (to him),
(so) in his leadership and in his counsel the leader of a community,
when he is quick to carry out his tasks of responsibility and
leadership,then
the one who is advised and led ,
the tasks which he ought to do for his own profit,
that he should do them diligently and responsibly,
without needing to ask anyone
he should realise that this is his duty #
Addis Zaman, Pagume A 1955 E,C*
Length of sentence:

words
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B3 (continued)

The pendent nominative in the first line,

!^ 5 J

* , "a small

child, its mother"# is not a common feature of Amharic style
although this example is by no means unique* The asyndetic
construction of two nominals governed by the repeated preposition,
nh+SiSW**'*

leadership, in his counsel", is, however,

typical of good Amharic style.

The great majority found no difficulty in supplying the copula to .
follow the nominal
with

, "his duty". In fact 57 responded

and one replaced the less familiar

with

%&'• *

"his work", before adding the copula. One must assume either that
the student intended that the relative should be omitted altogether,
thus eliminating the repeated pronominal suffix, or simply over
looked the suffix on the relative.
Three responses employed the verb IPV*

,

, "It is", or, "it may well be",
, "it is for him", or, "it may be for him",
WVhAOV.

»

ought to be".

In employing the infixed preposition the second and third of
these appear to be reflecting the studentsf appreciation of the
parallel preceding construction
The suggested

"he has offered", presumably reflects the

repeated use of th$C(\1 in the sentence • It is possible that this
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B3 (continued)

has concealed the essential parallelism of the clauses:
"When the mother offers her breast
then the child has to assist

A1
B1

and just so
when the leader exercises hisleadership

A2

the led must play his part”

B2

for the verb

occurs in the non-parallel clauses

A1

and B2, suggesting a form of chiasmus so that A1 parallels B2
and B1 parallels A2.

Brief consideration of the results of testing with the three
copula sentences suggests that this form of sentence is not
well adapted to the type of testing used in this section♦ When
the copula alone must be provided the overall sentence structure
is so transparent that there will be few who fail to perceive it*
The result is a homogeneous body of responses with only a very
few divergencies from the majority response.
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: tlA4> ; I M * : f+qfl^ih :

flgin? : ^o^cfl: fcm4 : 3»S)S?^ :

:O A : f i i i n ) ^ 7

A®11 A£? ‘U-A* =

fine••m o * : ?<rm.$ J
nefVi^i-

: nPjtfi :

6VW0O: n<n>Art/v» : i h f a f i >f+ w I
fl-r tH * !

: ?<HL<Pm^ : A ? < * * V - A <!» *'• f ' n z j n ^ :

^ T C l - : « ® W *<&*?:

T A ftfA ::
The establishment of the Freedom from Hunger Campaign

On this day two officials of the United Nations (Organization),
"From all of the consequences which follow food shortage
those which are found to be worst,
because of poverty, ignorance and suffering,
because of factors such as this
children counted in millions are fitted only for death, these are
the things"
they revealed.

Addis Zaman. Y*akatit 7 1955 E.C.
Length of sentence: 53 words
The relative construction appears seven times in this comparatively
brief sentence with varying degrees of complexity: cf • f*frq H4.^ :
"united", with

fl . •...* f'+H'M .* , "as a consequence of" and
, "from that which arises".
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B^f (continued)

This measure of complexity leads to the separation of the
subject, H

"officials", from the main verb by

25 intervening words* This has led to a wide range of incorrect
responses, including passive forms such as

; , "they are

known", and forms failing collocationally, in addition to forms
failing in concord such as )S

^

, "we have known".

The incorrect responses are here summarised:
a* Passive forms
(2 )

jfrO’jjA*.

(1 )

(1 )

(1 )

A •• (2)
+ £ 3 * 7 ^ : (1)

(1)

b. Forms failing in concord and/or tense
TAftJ

f.nAU'-

(1 )

&7A
A © 4 ’:

(1)

(1 )

(1)

• (1 )

Me*#i\^:

(2)

J'i'WpSO: (1 )
(1)
d)
c. Forms failing in collocation
*?<(*: (k)

The form

should probably be identified as an error of

spelling for the required plural

• Neglecting also, for

the moment, the copula forms, we note that 19 of the responses
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B*f (continued)

indicate that the suspended subject has resulted in a failure to
comprehend the structure of the sentence so that the verb supplied
leaves a pendent nominative.

But the stispense feature is not confined to the subject. It is
also involved in the completion of the relative phrase
If*®.;

, 11those which are found to be hard” ^hich is

separated from the infinitive
complement of

: /’their being",by the

words.

It appears to be this double complexity which makes thissentence
notably opaque to comprehension, anacoluthon resulting from
complexity of structure within a not notably long sentence.
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B5

:m>Vf^.f.;j.: f<ju
V+ :
AH,V0T>:
i . l H l ' h 1)

<? -. (’ b

t f r g c f o

t

;A4<!I+Cl

:

?<L+ •<^£i^ -f<T.?/?<i,irt<,? ^ t < ' ^ ^ ■ n n r b H ' a l
■■

<1<fc :

•• 7 - • ■

n < h A p ; /Iff?ft®?#: Pn j f A a W : Hft.:
M #

•*

:

: * C $ + : *1 * . & * > :

M«n-- h^^fb :i
Towards the establishment of a Freedom from Hunger Organization

The Principal Director of the United Nations Food and Agricultural
Organization,
in considering the horror of starvation and
also recognizing the necessity of taking specific action about it,
starvation and malnutrition,
one which would seek a way to banish from the earth,
that an Organisation be set up,
he presented a suggestion.

Addis Z&m&n. Yakatit 7 1955 E.C.
Jjength of sentence: J>2 words
This is a further example of sentence structure in which the subject
is held in suspense, here through a succession of clauses
extending to 2^ words* Sentence B^f featured the relative con
struction and this sentence features the infinitive: six of them
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B5 (continued)

appear. Note the complex synthesis of the form
nthe not obtaining (accus)" in which the infinitive of the
verb 1ST1? : ,”to obtain” , is modified by the negative
proclitic

further modified by the preposition and the

suffixed accusative marker.

To most of the auditors the noun

, "thought", was an

adequate signal and most produced responses of the simple
perfect type, h+id/n* f h«t7/7-T <prtyh * !!he brought” , "he made” ,
"he suggested” • In addition to the fifty acceptable responses
of this type there were eleven responses using the compound
imperfect in

!\/v. .

The three unacceptable forms were the copula
"it was considered” and

the passive

”he said to them".

The copula makes no sense since it presupposes the word /hAHV.

,

"idea” , as complement for which no subject can be identified*
The passive was apparently suggested by the word A A H I : , but
it leaves the sentence with a pendent nominative. The third
incorrect response,

, "he said to them” , correctly

interprets the situation in which the sentence was generated and
correctly identifies the subject but fails to take account of
the nominal

We have in this sentence what is essentially a direct speech type,
but so modified in the penultimate word that the simple }SA* ,
"he said" conclusion is excluded. The three failures arose from
a failure to recognize this point.

: (®j&HC? : “V4--. ©C^M
to'l&il’ :
Au*A7 : ‘tic ■ mi,?}

&h*

0 OAJh^C-. A AiP*il< X

to{,ovi,m% •■ hmg.^H' i
1 U<Ai X

‘hiiSo • flOM-fr •/\p :o o f ^mt^ ; a,p^ : f,a,pt, :iJ)'}7?'$ X
-AH’! I * ■ nftA’fl: A M p i c X
S t F > B > < ? - .

ffcSpfV ; A A *

:

<”»<f»V)^T>: av'ld.ft;

» *ifIC :

ISA V S ::

The value of the telephone
And since she (Wayzaro Teru W'drk D*asta) is a housewife,
when I asked her how she chose her life~partner:
"Just as there is a starting point for everything
so I, before ever I met my husband face to face,
when we conversed frequently on the telephone,
his voice, and the manner of his speaking
had made a very favourable impression on me"
she told me.

Addis 2aman. Tekomt 17 1956 E.G.
Length of sentence: 37 words
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B6 (continued)

The sentence includes both direct and indirect speech and
caused the auditors a measure of difficulty indicated by four
failures to complete the sentence at all and nine occurrences

h(\C :

of

, re-iterating the closing word of the incomplete

text, presumably suggesting that no further addition was required.

Ten of the acceptable forms included a pronominal suffix, thirty
did not:
:

simple perfect, no pronominal suffix

22

HI A A " V

compound gerund, no pronominal suffix

8

aa"^ •

simple perfect, 1st sing, pronom. suffix

7

Hi

compound gerund, 1st sing, pronom. suffix

1

compound imperfect, 1st sing, pronom. suffix

1

A^>-‘

*A?AV

and the more elegant
with the pronominal suffix appearing pleonastically
on each element•

With these 4-0 correct forms we may contrast
, both possibly intended as the polite
third person, in deference to the married
status of the speaker,

7>A:

which possibly, but if so, surprisingly,

is to

be referred to the husband, and
ISA?*:

which occurs three times and indicates a
failure properly to interpret

* as

being in the first person. This may also explain the form

A

mentioned above, for it has been noticed that many Ethiopian
schoolchildren interpret both
third person masculine singular.

and

as the

,
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B?

hWnabM ••n + n n c * •nwM* ••ftcgfr

:■>■<»& m-»

Xc^*®>gt> : (J^h+C : TA,*\ : <l<j7.3Wnf|:) 1
n<s^6'n! O ’rt"?:liv^axrl
ftAn m o * * ® ’’X^ertS ••
P+iTl{,®’ :

;A,$-n<H I

%tti

•' ngi.rtfl't’ : U'A’-<rt>AV\g®

A + ^ d n n * : ?0»i)<n>A : + « l f t C

X ’f

s f + ^ i i A ^ i :<toip
p

n

,

’•

Vlff’Wi'fsJD : A .ft:
p + a n v * : <rm / * y - * ••?l\4,n\ m c ; <h *<; ••
9h^-<5T^ *.
: AO’cfmC :W ^ I U A T ’W
AX$6Vl :

m

^

a

i

j

j

)

^

: n rtd i© * •• A < P » A t f ^ ! at»^F/V^

:
'■

Africans selected to work at the United Nations
And he (that is, Mr Nalin Banagumb&s),
as he toured round Africa
in discussing some of the experiences which befell him,
that in every place visited by the Appointments Board it had
been given a warm welcome,
that in addition to finding Africans with abilities suited to the
selection principles under which it was sent out,
the principles of recruitment to the United Nations and
the qualifications necessary in African appointees
that it was able to explain in detail to African govern
ments ,
he revealed.
Addis Z&mUn. Hedar 23 1958 E.C.
Length of sentences 4-3 words
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B7 (continued)

Although the sentence structure is involved it is clear that
this is a statement sentence, collocational requirements
indicating a main verb of the

7 A ft '
*

or

type. There

were 64- responses, thirty of them incorrect. Three auditors
offered the copula

and another the form

ought to” * There were three passive forms:

: , !,he
: , "it has

been confirmed", rl*rMH<p <h\ ,"it has been revealed" ,
"we have understood"

6\ :

,

and 23 verbs of the correct collocational

class but singular forms.

The breakdown in comprehension arises as a consequence of the
references to the Board in the singular, in particular in the
infinitive which immediately precedes the main verb, ffDj/VS* *
"its being able", and the polite form used throughout for the
speaker. This failure cannot be referred to incorrect spelling
since there are fifteen singular forms in the perfect, where the
distinction between singular and plural is not ambiguous, and
eight in the compound gerund, where it is possible for poor
spelling to result in an ambiguous form,
This sentence certainly indicates that where the subject is held in
suspense while subordinate clauses are inserted^concord is likely
to be violated when eventually the main verb is reached.

The distribution of simple and compound verbal forms for this
sentence is considered in detail below ^.

^

p p . 25^

ff♦
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;5\>T ••
(Ijecp ••

$ : groVl*^f4 * fO’V ' S ^ I

<*,AW- n + i n i r d / t ^ ;

ft* •• A T ? •• A £ : fSfli.®*:

•• 48?- ••fno.$ :
fclMtoii:

A A T ? ^

:©4,:

fcTg, : A J M W P

•*
:

: 'AH’ •«hW'fl- n<nz,Anrt-nn+ : &£(W£‘- M > •■
f c 'i f i. 'N o -

tfhob--

m

■

- H lA ® !

■ n A T ? ® ’ ■+*l/W+(P’:

§?fl* : rtft£+? ~

$?a»\nhi,?,:^^ :

Mft.iptfO’-. Mr v & L ’h :
AUlA ! A,m+9T?nsF«>*‘? ••A.TA'JAIT'O* •

The Telecommunication Board improves its services

And the reason for my writing this,
those which were on the telegraph office at Yorga Alam,
tihe loud speakers which broadcast the news put out by the
Ethiopian radio station,
their operation was for the building, not for the people and
the loudspeakers, in the square where great crowds gather ,
that they should be set up, as it was suggested,
as a consequence of a newspaper suggestion,
these loudspeakers, being removed from the building
one in the Sed&t&nna District, the second in the Arada District,
by ensuring that they be placed?
the people have been able to profit from them and use them.
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B8 (continued)

Addis Zaman, N’
dhase 13 1955 B.C.
Number of words: 52

The subject of the main verb of this rather long sentence
appears near to its end and it is made clear that ih'HHl ' ,
"people*1 is to be taken as singular and not plural by the two
subordinated simple imperfect forms which separate it from the
main verb*

Although the structure appears to be transparent there were six
incorrect responses, the copula, which makes no sense at all,
two passive forms, +£41 ** and
appearing twice) and f

l

%4\' , "it was done'1 (each
, "it is because it was able**.

The articular infinitive apparently refers to rh'Hdl , and is
possibly a reflection of

by its doing" in the clause

preceding the word rhUffli • This clause, however, refers to
a different subject, the Board, but it is quite probable that for
this auditor, as for the other five who responded incorrectly,
the complexity of the earlier part of the sentence has been
allowed to conceal the essential simplicity of the structure of
the main clause*
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B9

( l e f t : yU*<5r.^ ••

A ?

hi\H,M : ?nc&. ••
■■ A.rfVE : flirt* : (lAflJ.9C : V H :

■A & :

Mfc&fhV* • fig<N• Vi^TiTi/V •. rtpffn: iV<m‘n^ I
H r ^ v -

Ajro1’, ••

<£01?: fl<M :

: n m * •

%

•■

fi'MaffcV- rt®*-.
A/Win®1'•
•*
« gtti,! to* •. lhA<0T>:

•• fl^V M£ofc£64:

: /*fjsir^X

:h$g; : fl+^HC: Cl<n>ttIA<>i!P&'Z
:-fcA> •• 0,0”% ? »

ffflAOHii : hCfrA* : Afl’jo?'?* ■ + ? A “

The Telecommunications Board improves its services

Thus the Board’s officials
like others, that is to say, whether in respect of an individual
or his work
when they are advised by a newspaper to remedy some failing
crying, ”Why . is our error exposed” , like those who grumble at it,
and adopting an attitude of hatred
like those who view the one who made the suggestion with a
malignant eye, not being (like these),
(but) revealing their desire to see the work progress by their
labours:
”What would it be if everyone resembled the Tele people?”
vit was able to obtain this tribute.
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B9 (continued)

Addis Z&m'an, Nahase 13 1935 E.C.
Length of sentence: ^3 words

The sentence structure here is flexible so that the main verb
inaj'- be passive, as given originally, or active* Where a passive
verb is used the translation closes
flit has been possible to obtain this tribute*'
and where an active verb is used the subject is ?PC ft.*
"the Boardfs officials" and the main verb must be in concord with
it. Thus if passive the verb must be singular, if active it must
be plural, and semantically suited in either event.
The distribution of verbal forms offered is as follows:
ACTIVE
Simple

PASSIVE
Compound

Simple

Compound

Singular Plural Singular Plural Singular Plural Singular Plural
1 jfA-: b
1 f r w 13 *t*?A: 1
*

hWAil-

1
hh%\A-. 1

f AfA: b
dfA^nC'.-i
2
a
i.b'b'. 3

1

M+jAgp: 1

3
if

1
Mi*: 1

(VSU/fA*.1

:1

1

WWft; 'j
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B9 (continued)

There are 36 occurrences of forms of the verb

, "to be

able*', but only one of them the form supplied in the original.
Five passive responses and 19 active responses of the ;FA J
verb are acceptable* Amongst the incorrect forms of this verb
which were offered is the first person plural

, offered

four times and fljFA' WC** » which belongs to the apodosis of
a conditional sentence* There is one negative form,
which unmistakeably indicates failure to grasp the semantic content
of the sentence*
Of the other verbs supplied (ten different verbs appear, in addition
to the verb
and

) the 21 active plural forms are all acceptable

probably the simple passive

: also, although the semantic

suitability of this form ( ffo*?*. , "to be convenient1') is, perhaps,
open to question.

We find, then, a total of k6 acceptable responses, 2k of them
using the same root as the original, and 16 incorrect responses.
The sentence structure is notable for the suspension of the
negation of the comparison effected in the opening phrase:
!

f "like others" for a sequence of 23 words until the

subordinated I'lecp'h! , "\tfithout their being", appears•

'
•
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B10
m

w

: n i H + c : n p k a h ■■m

? ; W *

••

?i A :
•

.

'bg;rt<f>^i : fc-VfiJiTirt-:

: ptiKM?

,aTlf}An.?f‘
%:

«>&.£<*% ■ <n?dh :
0 - W : iMft.jM)*: ‘q&i,! s

(W4>rtV

I

iZH: no^Pf ?}^ 7

A4A> 4 4 4 * ***»: * * + ? * :
A+rtm®-•• pHirj^: flTfArtd,^-fcw-H'*! <?CT:

: cmAti:n ^ h m ^ b l

c?^: ? . - *7/ * » P ;
P C S . V f t f l M # ? ® ’! lFf:H-7^t/ii’
.
The Telecommunications Board improves its services

And besides this, whether in respect of its work or its workers *
to the advice brought to it by newspapers for the remedying
of deficiencies which have appeared *
by giving a prompt answer »
after explaining the situation underlying the deficiency
by improving in dtie time those matters which require improvement^
(but) for their own ends or in order to belittle the employees
without a cause ,
to such advice given by the newspapers »
by extracting the truth from it and giving an answer 1
the swift action which they take
has been found to be that which causes the Board to develop.
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B10 (continued)

Addis zamgn. M h a s e 13 1955 E.O.
Length of sentence:

k? words

(£A* ftTH'fl * , although written as

two words,is counted as only one)

The subject of the sentence,which appears near the end of this
extended structure, is qualified by two infinitive clauses, and
the c o m p l e m e n t , , "that which causes the Board to
develop” , while indicating a measure of synthesis, is concise.
Since the copula is only a quasi-verbal form its gerund is supplied
by the verb l?*i* .

Of the

6k responses

57 employed the verb ft'l'1? * ,

3k of

these

being passive forms. The six plural (and therefore incorrect) forms
were all in the compound imperfect

:

, and are almost

certainly to be attributed to poor spelling. There was, however one
plural active verb, a simple perfect, and this could not be explained
as a spelling error. However the gerund does not necessarily require
the following main verb to be in agreement with it. With an active
plural main verb the subject of the copula sentence is different
from that of the main clause, an unspecified third person plural.

The negative form

*

was offered twice. While this form

is acceptable structurally it indicates the failure of the
auditors to comprehend the sentence meaning, which clearly demands
a main verb in the affirmative.

20k

B10 (continued)

The distribution of the principal forms offered was as follows:

COMPOUND VEPBS

SIMPLE VERBS

'tlTi

Singular

Plural

Singular

Plural

7

38

ftA+nljD: 2

1

7>n:

1

1
STM I
1

1
I

1

In addition to the forms using the verbs listed above there
were three attempts to re-structure the end of the sentence,
two turning If?.' into a compound:

If

*

and if? :

\

,

and one simply rewriting U7*?: as IfV* . The one exception to
the general pattern of response was

*fl>^ ’
*

, again using

a passive verb and producing an acceptable conclusion•

The transparency of this sentence, as evidenced in this test,
is due to the construction which places the expanded modifiers
before the subject of the copula sentence, leaving the subject
itself, the complement and the copula in proximity the one to
the other# That there was but one blank and a very high level of
correct response must be attributed to this simple end-structure#
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B11

H 6r<g = k g •

n(?'9<L+ .
-^ca^in:

6®-+^: <?ASa>*:

I

n W ^ K V n t ■ St?! *7a?; im^: A v m •?A*>;

Pao+g,^ «+«iqc •

?J9)

•
R*:

ft : p <n}£T qd>>:

U»V.:

+£CP^“

Concerning community living

Scholars who are highly qualified in the field of social
studies, as they explain it,
in the sphere of community life and the work of communal living,
in this place
that it ought not to he hindered,
it has been ensured that it be clearly understood.

Addis ZSmKn, Pagume ^ 1955 E.G.
Length of sentence: 23 words
Comments: The verb of the main clause is a passive but a deceptive
apparent subject is presented in the first subordinated
clause. As a consequence most auditors appear to have taken the
plural

scholars*1, as the subject of the main clause.
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B11 (continued)

The structure of the sentence is complicated by the litotes
in the subordinate clause:

”the work of communal living that it be hindered
that it ought not to be” •
However just over one half of the responses employed the same
verb as appeared in the original text* Of these, however, only
three i^ere in precisely the original form, six others were
passive forms and the remainder active, twenty of them in the
plural*
PASSIVE

ACTIVE
Plural

Singular
K&6T:

11

+£i.V-

4

h&tnfA:

8

+JW%As

3

fch'h&LT’*•

1

i

2

2
2
8

Plural

Singular

1

1
fci'lhQ.A’
. 2

1
1

+MCA:*

1

«i»fUriC£As 1

fcfH'YWn^:

2

fll&ftpti'-

1

lAMtl'.

1

1

2

20?

B11 (continued)

In addition to the forms tabulated there were five occurrences
of the copula
form

, the binary

‘rfth• and the subordinated

, none of these being acceptable.

As was the case in sentence B9 it is possible to permit either
a singular passive form or a plural active form as main verb,
provided that collocational requirements are satisfied. The two
passive plural forms are most probably to be attributed to
spelling errors: with less probability the two occurrences of
the singular
*

may similarly be explained. The impersonal
is acceptable leaving a total of 12 incorrect responses

with a possibility of an additional four errors here ascribed
to spelling*

What is interesting here is that although the original sentence
used a passive verb only 12 out of 6^- auditors supplied a passive
verb. Referring to sentence B9 we find again that, although the
verb in the original sentence was passive, only ten auditors
attempted to supply a passive verb. Only in B10, where the
end structure of the sentence is markedly transparent, do we find
an overwhelming majority using passive forms to complete the
sentence,

out of 6b responses.
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B12

frtfrA* ••

••

•.<Pj6 •• ? + h a •.o^ S

a

S!

+ d , k ! ? n . C ! ? + 0 A ® - V . r t A ^ ' E ! ft®’ :

flO,l,S(*l^$ : VBijJ’:*7,ffA»fy •'ftA SAC i
fl+T^flh: <n)ftt?| ••<reu»i4 •.
nft $ A + 1

:ftA + U £n * I

T'fifc: H - ^ t ^ A o + : 4»cn : f t A + ^ r t U

• fK<i.n* •■ * H : n + o A ^ k i c *
‘
.1% •■< h ;3 5 : “>•?*• n S :
m n ? -. t f o ' n ' n A:

?ft^A^ ••

:-ha.

::

Criminal hanged

A criminal named Nafso W&y,
a harmless man named T&fslrra Sobir
since he killed him in a frightful manner,
on the basis of the evidence that was obtained ,
since it was decreed that he be punished by hanging ,
since the matter was brought before the High Court and confirmed,
in the place called M&ki, where he committed the crime,
at 8 o Tclock on Tahsas 16 1956 E.C#
in the centre of the market,
the sentence of hanging has been carried out on him#
Addis Zgm*an « Tahsas 20 1956 E*C*
Length of sentence: kk words
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B12 (continued)

The sentence is linear, being constructed homogeneously with
three clauses subordinated by

, "because11. It was selected

for testing because of this linearity and to examine two other
features: the extent to which auditors selected a passive verb
and the extent to which epexegetical inclusion of a pronominal
suffix occurred.
There were 63 responses to this sentence, 61 employing a passive
verb. The two active forms x^ere h T ’i ;

, "he received" and

, "it descended on him", the first talcing the
subject of the first subordinated clause as subject also of the
main clause, and the second presenting one of the very few active
verbs which could be associated with the subject of the main
clause.
The distribution of the various forms offered is tabulated so as
to display the extent to which the pronominal suffix was offered.
GROUP ONE: Forms capable of taking infixed -ft -

Simple perfect
Simple perfect + -0 Compound gerund

■RJWPi 3
13

1

2

1

1

't'd.fMDfcA *• 1

Compound gerund + -H - -KfrwltyA: 7

3
26

sSCf'OjWt: 1

13
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B12 (continued)

GROUP TWO: Porms not capable of taking infixed -H 7 trtmcD*: 2 *WVf>/r. 1

Simple perfect
Compound gerund

++*04,^ •

8

;1

1

11
9

.

The tables show that in those forms capable of taking the
infixed preposition 39 out of k-3 did so, thus paralleling
the original construction which demonstrates the delicate
balancing of clauses,for the infixed preposition occurs also
in the second subordinated clause.
The evident transparency of this structure,which is apparently
not impaired by the passive verb, is evidenced by the fact
that there was only one unacceptable response,
nhe was hanged” ,and that,in spite of the comparative complexity
of the original main verb,seven of the auditors offered
precisely that form.
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B13

’
•M

'•' M M * ■

> AYW<P)Oh •• aiH-fl : ?fil$hiibrh'b :*l<UfrT|, +
: fVf.^,

r

p<p.u;0t)^^^

+

-r If'tAo^’ -r «nrv •

f t * •. S K i H ^

<f%

+

:

+ (pf?‘t(lh : <rc>££0O<?; O Ti + g ^o : A rtq ^ a *: ^ 3 ^ .1

ftl*®!®*:
ftA M

Ofl^rV-i- fie.: fcAYl:f c :

: ^C.^6 ; W P •
! Hq&ah

P ^ v ifia ® .^ : ‘T R . f ^ : p tflj’ ? :

■

^ it Pi <lv+1

TI+ PkJ.^cP': X * < W + A I
p p ^ jro v c -*: n -fcv «, ' n * s n o ^ f ijh
a q iq rq a ^ ;
pa>.ft<J)4:

x ^ n n rti

: 0p<n>tf»Yiq, :

s<rt>i?fcv

Prtq?a>igo::

The responsibility of the Municipality

Moreover those things which are necessary for the people of the
city: clinics, schools, water points, churches, mosques,
hotels, drink-shops
they should establish and permit in due proportion but
the entire population of the city, from one end to the other,
having become purveyors of alcohol,
while causing the young women and fellows of the place to
forsake their parents,
and attracting them away from their responsibilities,
and while enticing young people of the schools with music *
recognizing that they turn them into advertisements for alcohol,
they must not forget that this is a sign of debasement#
Addis ZSmgn< Hedar 16 195& E.C.
Length of sentence': $0 words
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B 13 (continued)

Three groups of people are mentioned in this sentence, the
distinction between them being not always very clear. The three
groups are the Municipal authorities, the people of the city
and the young people who are being enticed# The sentence closes
with a typical litotes

”to neglect they ought

not to” . It was anticipated that the infinitive would function
as a signal to the auditor that a verb in the negative must be
supplied. The verb

1

, ”to neglect, ignore” is interesting

in that where it occurs alone it is almost invariably in the
negative but in the binary construction such as we have here
the verb in the positive is followed by a negative.

The expectation that the signal would prove effective was
realised; there was only one verb in the positive, ISAdV1/:

#

”we ought to” which fails in concord as well as semantically.
There were 63 negative forms and these must now be considered
with particular reference to the employment of the infixed
preposition. Three pronominal suffixes were used, the third
person masculine singular, the 1st person plural and the third
person plural. It was this last form which was required, being
signalled by contrastive

:

, ”they ought to, but” ,

which, however, is separated from the main verb by a complex
sequence of 29 words. Here again, then, suspense is seen as the
feature of Amharic sentence structure which inhibits comprehension.
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B13 (continued)

The verbal forms offered are tabulated:
3rd masc,sing,

1st plural

3rd plural

suffix

suffix

suffix

?A'0af2h: 17

21
3

jM5iniF<i>\0V>: -i

?iA'fln»:

1

( IV’iHsp^:

1)

There were,in addition,eleven forms \tfhich used no pronominal
suffix and one blank response. Thus there are ^f8 incorrect
forms here and only three xtfhich correctly associate the
marker

with the main verb. This sentence is a very clear

indication of the effect of suspense, for the sequence
and

i

ishould be transparent when in

a less extended environment.

*1

But see the comments on this construction in chapter seven,
p. 28*f below.

21*f

Set C

The sentences of Set C were presented to the auditors without
the closing phrase, which they were expected to provide. There
are thirteen sentences in this Set.
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ci

oortsnn» •

jnc : a j t j * :

ti\ltitc
: P

: Y?<S<!>t <)>{•; 6.4,^+C iPSnW - :

<ro‘frt? : ®C<fc ;
©ft s A>/\: f/UVl$rt.‘ rtA,h*f®4-1
htfr

i

P^d , ; Xfc$£T<0’‘
<h$»A> i nR2.
:4 V
^

7S5
h S • “i.JP.
hi- i-tr— f—f

n7 s iip*feA *
f<rortson # :

(^9f !A£C7 0M*<p^ «)

Farex^ell

Of the Ministry of the Interior
he who was Director of Personnel and Head of the Finance Department
Ato M&kkuriya W&rku
since he has been transferred to another department
his associates
(on) Hamle 27th 1955
at the G&nn&t Hotel
a farewell

(banquet they have given for him)

Addis ZSmSn, NShase 2 1955 E.C*
Length of sentence: 33(+ 2 to be supplied) words
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C1 (continued)

The sentence is notably transparent in structure, demonstrating
an extended subject of 13 words in the subordinate clause but
with the uninterrupted sequence of subject, adverbial phrase of
time, adverbial phrase of place, object, verb* The break in the
structure was effected after the adjectival form P<TC>fthT 0? J

,

"farewell", signalling a nominal to precede the main verb*

The transparency of the structure is evidenced by the test results
only one student failed to supply a nominal although six others
supplied a passive verb leaving a pendent nominative. There were

6k examples

offering the nominal

'♦ , "feast" (variously

spelled) and one student offered the nominal

, "word", making

it a farewell speech instead of a farewell dinner.

Considering the verbal forms it is remarkable that the verb
"to do", in various forms, appeared 63 times, the one alternative
verb offered being 7 - f l H , "they have feted", the verb obviously
attracted by the nominal. The distribution of the various verbal
forms follows:
Simple
verbal forms
— —
k W h

s/K&'M*®.-.

Compound verbal forms

^2

9

£,c/M:F f A :
fcfcC'l'TA:

+

3
2

1

MG1
Tifi'CTffl’ '•M C :
[

MI1W ■11.i.liri
l
m

k

1
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C1 (continued)

It is noticeable that, although the main verb of the original
is a compound form,the auditors indicated a decided preference
for the simple perfect form# It appears likely that the infixed
preposition-6s-: is responsible for this# The construction with
the simple perfect,

, 11they made for him" is not

particularly difficult but the construction with the compound
1

verb is more difficult.• Thus 31 auditors supplied the pronominal
object suffix with the simple perfect, but only 9 attempted to
supply it with the compound verb. Fifty two of the students
demonstrated their undoubted grasp of the overall sentence structure
by supplying both a suited nominal and a suited verb together with
the pronominal suffix.

^ More difficult to construct, that is.
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C2

d»rt*nn+ :

?1C I “in* :
fin-C :

‘’H ^ K

'•

'h%: ?irt4. t 1-rti ; niCft®r

P H V l * : fltf*.* : ?TC •
'«14^> • aiih^C. :
na,iI\:F»’*.
/M'rt'Tni : ?/»<?* : 2 £ ? ••
+ ia • ftfSOhV POTi'^qfl?
pai’M'fl :

.•
:
:

pw^ujju)^ .•

:

i‘iAn'7'7®' ' f o m A f ? *
! £*(1+ :

•

( ^ n e : Ti^ClfA::)

Farewell

The Vice-minister for Administration of the Ministry of the Interior,
His Excellency Ato Ass&fa GHbrS-Maryam,
in his own name and that of the employees of the Ministry of
the Interior who were guests,
to the colleague who was being farewelled,
that which revealed (Amharic nrevealsn) an appropriate word of
farewell and
(for) those Government employees who are public servants
that attitude of diligence and that spirit xirhich they should
have ,
that which contained many helpful suggestions ,
(speech he has made)
Addis ZMm%n, Nahase 2 1955 E.C.
Length of sentence: kO itfords, plus 2 to be provided
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C2 (continued)

In this sentence we note the feature of expansion: the subject
of the main clause is expanded to 11 words, the adverbial phrase
to 8 words and the word W C !

, "speech11, is preceded by a sequence

of 18 words involving two co-ordinated relative clauses as
modifier* While the sentence is unmistakeably more complex than
C1 it did not prove to be unduly opaque; of the 55 auditors who
supplied an acceptable verbal form only one failed to provide
the nominal signalled by the modifier

, "that which

contained them”,although a further six auditors failed both to
provide a suitable nominal and to supply an acceptable verb.

The form

*7ASV**, 1!he revealed his idea11, indicates only

a superficial perception of the sentence structure, overlooking
the signal of the modifier and pre-supposing the provision of
some form of the verb
iMV;

, f1to say11. The unexpected suggestion

i "people they were", suggests an tmdue concern with

the superficial singular/plural ambivalence of

, and this

has led to a twist in interpretation by which the guests have
become the subject of the main clause leaving the real subject as
a pendent nominative. There appears to be no explanation for
the suggestions

, "they became able", and

"he ought to". The binary

,

: apparently treats the relative

as a simple imperfect after the pattern
but fails to be meaningful. Finally
that it is" ileaves the modifier without a head.

,
"it reveals
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C3

P^A ^g ••

MfrfrSv A.fcnT.i

! <sy^C I ®-f»T f
n«M<fr: a,A0D:

: +«?ac .• r?9V^4.R*<rD0H<r ••

H M H # : 3»i?c : Pngd/** ! T'lfi*'-

©ft :<"><{,8«*,$©,: (aifCHl ;©>U'^',|:
P(SO*^ :

n<TO'V<j>fj 1

: A$f ©•• PlMli : fc'?i?’*i« :

^<o A<r*( • ©.«!,* ; t o Z

‘.

H S titff ■

PU-A+S : ATfi!}.: A H P ^ : ®*i£li4 s

:^£©I,$m-fl4>©.:
: titlTiHfba )

The President of Poland visits Ethiopia
In that (land) which discharges such an important task*
amongst the countries of Africa, even,
that (land) which has been able to achieve fame throughout the world,
the land of Ethiopia, the present tour of which
recalling that it is now drawing to its close,the President (said)
his present visit, for the long standing association between
the two countries,
that it would bring fruitful results and
that it would strengthen the foundation of the friendship between
the peoples of the two countries,
that which he had

(belief he explained)

Addis ZSnfln, Hedar 25 1958 E.C.
Length of sentence: 55 words plus 2 to be provided
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C3 (continued)

The subject of the first subordinate clause is the same as that
of the main clause iand, in a sentence of this length ,this would
normally mean that the subject of the main verb is separated
from the verb itself b y ,perhaps,30 words* The involved structure
of the opening clause, however, leaves the subject to be expressed
in its penultimate word,so that only 18 words separate it from
the main verb. As a consequence only 3 out of 6*1- verbal forms
offered were unacceptable:
are",and

'
*SftlVHM •

'-frahfe(h

"it is known that they

, nit is recalled that he is", in both

of which not only is the verbal form incorrect but the infinitives
leave the relative pendent. The suggestion

: , "he

reveals the mode of work", even though the nominal phrase is just
possibly reconcilable to the preceding structure, still fails
in that the compound imperfect breaks concord with the subject.

Although the verbal form of

* ,"he gave a friendly

address",is acceptable,the nominal phrase leaves the relative
, "that which he had",out of consideration# In
addition to these four incorrect forms there was one blank response,
but five failures out of 63 responses suggests a basically
transparent structure.

The nominals favoured by the auditors x^ere

i , "desire",

16 times,

"point of view", 14- times and the rather

colourless

idea", 19 times.
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* kty-foy <Vfc/?•?..•

ok

flfhC « "’U + C ! kfr<PC£: Nrh^n •
Yl-flC*

!<*l t,0O:

(lM-frfr* : f U g C * * 1
* ! fxflH * n«<|>fllAI
K T * • ft?Pi i n<n>iK6+ :
: P<R,17«N^ :
f

<n<hy^<,

• a.A+?f :
1

i pa>.u :

!"tnjavK;

<’<P'*£,',i i

*

(4,1161] ,

w

V -i)

The President of Poland visits Ethiopia
His Excellency Mr Edward Ohab ,
President of the People’s Republic of Poland and
Her Excellency Madame Rosalie Ohab,
continuing the visit they are making to Ethiopia,
yesterday, that which is being constructed at Awash ,
the numbers two and three Malkasa dams and
the electricity power station and
the W&ncli sugar

(factory they visited)

Addis ZamSn, Hadar 2? 1958 E.C*
Length of sentence: 31 words, plus two to be provided

\
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C^i* (continued)

The sentence structure here is essentially linear, the subject
of the subordinate clause and that of the main clause is the
same; the expanded nominal phrase which extends to twelve words.
The direct object of the main verb, which is broken for the
purpose of this test at its penultimate word, consists of three
co-ordinated nominal phrases. Auditors were required to complete
the third nominal phrase and to provide the main verb.

Out of 65 responses a total of nine failed to provide a nominal
to follow the modifier

"of sugar", four from the listening

groups and five from the reading

groups. This suggests that there

is no advantage of the one method of auditing over the other in
the case of this comparatively brief and uncomplicated sentence.

In fact,so transparent was the structure^that
used the same verb Tod*1! :

Gb

out of 65 auditors

, "to visit" although, of course,

various forms of the verb were offered. The only exception was
they saw". There were two occurrences of the
infinitive
and

1

: , "it is known that they visited",
, "they were in the process of visiting"•

The first of these, quite properly, leaves the subject of the
subordinate clause out of the main clause,which then takes a
passive verb. There were, in fact, no verbal forms offered which
were not acceptable.

22 4

Cg

f » * ••

‘n+6.A.»><i ; ■ntv- n+n'?«<: c t n + ;
fUfcftifrsro: no^TS-if.:

••“* ?+£$*,:

•AH<i rt>rtA 1 ItffloCA'lH : f l f l l , ® * ! :
: ntS30‘
.
(1 <k ■'90S* :

•• q rt«vyA*V* 1

?®iin7i!“ic? •• a

ftHiU:fnrt:0W !

m

*

••

I

(VlC :#7?A?)

The destruction of the forests

By the moisture which is obtained from the mountain and the forest,
while being aided by the springs which are found within them
our land, from which we used to obtain so much pasture ,
since it has become dry and has turned into a desert,
since we cannot obtain sufficient pasturage
and since it is pasturage, water and the dew which bring on
the cattle,
than this what worse

(problem can be found?)

Addis Z£man, fi&hase 18 1955 E.C*
Length of sentence: 50 words plus 2 to be provided
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C5 (continued)

Although this sentence is one word shorter than CA its
complex structure contrasts strikingly with the linearity
of structure and transparency of form of the earlier sentence*
Attention is drawn to the relative phraseswhich qualify the
nominals at the beginning of the sentence:
**f t •fm*s ®* * c'vn* *.
nby the moisture which is obtained from the mountain and
the forest"
ntrn*5*+.*
"by the springs which are found xsrithin them"
•flH.:

:PMiCfr I

!

"our land from which we used to obtain so much pasture".
Note also the co-ordination of clauses
£C<H 1

i niiH?o: h W i ■

"since it has become dry and since it has become a desert"
and the use of the subordinated articular infinitive: nAttojf'A'VV',
"since we are not able". There are seven co-ordinating conjunctions
to add complexity to the succession of subordinated clauses.

The construction of the penultimate clause caused some difficulty
to a number of Ethiopians with whom I discussed the sentence,
a difficulty which they eventua3JLy traced to the placing of tie
direct object, clearly marked by suffixed — V*, in extra-position
before the subject.
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C5 (continued)

The sentence proved to be outstandingly opaque to comprehension.
In fact

b0% of

the 65 responses were not acceptable, primarily

because the relative

90 f*l '•

, “that which is worse11, which

signalled the semantic content of the closing phrase, i^as
not properly interpreted. A secondary cause of difficulty was
the interrogative J&V , nwhat?n , immediately preceding the
break in the sentence, which perhaps demanded a higher level of
intuitive interpretation for the production of a suitable
conclusion than would an adjective. One auditor, indeed, made the
difficulty explicit by offering

! *7^^

*

, "there

is no greater disaster than this", deliberately omitting the
interrogative particle.

But even the figure of

^0% failure

suggestions such as

is probably too small,for
"(what) can we do?",

probably do not represent "what can we do worse than this?", but
an attempt to write "what should we do about this?", neglecting
the signal of the relative.

One family of incorrect responses employed the negative verb;
they will not suffer hunger
suffering cannot overtake (us)
it is not possible to find
there is no tragedy
no help can be found
there is no evil thing
and all of these responses neglect the interrogative
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Cf> (continued)

The failure of auditors to perceive the signal of the relative
led to constructions such as
do?",and

"what should we

:<>i0V*••W o * '.firfil: , "what hind of land shall we get?11.

A small group chose to treat the adjective as an interrogative
pronoun,and offered acceptable forms such as

*

»

"what worse could befall us?",but several suggestions simply
indicated the confusion of the auditors:
&A-nVand

, "we should realise that we are going to have trouble” ,
; , "so that no accident befall us"*

There appears to be no reason to assign the high failure rate
to anything other than the complex structure of the sentence*
Its subject matter would certainly fall well within the range
of interests of the students most of whose parents and neighbours
would gain their living from a smallholding.
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r,6

gaSCDf.d-: A^3>:

o.ft'V: *ff: a*c= u ^ $ V *<Vnftn4>-.-‘n0nu7i-s®:fl40l
noDTiVlA? : «??»*•• fcritl' 50 i HA* :7 A.9P :
n-fiH* :
jew^s *•
:
A i n $ •• ?<n,s4C'fl : M W
tic 1£ A : 7 # ^

:l

:

;

1
jH

; a s ^ ^ n * I
: Y l f f O : A>A I

: ^ 4,: A^fl'l’i :

hrtifll

(^(‘Min*5Sft&Apil« )
Lake Marcherita
In addition to there being many types of aquatic life assembled
in the lake,
since there are many fish found in it weighing on average an
estimated 50 kilogrammes,
taking advantage of this,
if an industry were built on it to bring this to the market,
not only would this produce great profit,
since it could (also) produce work for many people
(this ought to be considered)
Addis

^okemt 17 1956 E.C.

Lengthof sentence:

35 words plus 2 to be provided
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C 6 (continued)

The break in the sentence occurs at the close of a subordinate
clause, leaving the auditor to supply the entire main clause.
The structure of the subordinated conditional sequence is
somewhat complex since the apodosis contains two subordinated
clauses:”

if the industry is established
not only would it be profitable
also it would provide much work” .

The problem here was that the subordinated verb was an inadequate
guide to structure to follow, and the intellectual effort involved
in constructing a complete and collocationally acceptable clause
proved too much for more than one half of the auditors. Some 27
out of the 63 responses provided some variant of the general
pattern n ,* ti< flr t+ iJ’
oA'ngD! ^Cjh : , nit would be good if thought were
given to it” , in which the copula is associated with a subord
inating conjunction and the simple imperfect.
That the auditors found difficulty in projecting the structure of
this sentence is indicated by the overall lack of pattern in the
responses:
MH. '
•(tyli; Pin'.

••hrtlh!

’'because it will provide work for many people”
•nH*: An-n
••
"many people are found in it” (\\rith no apparent antecedent
for the pronoun),
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C6 (continued)

fa’l J f u U W f*®’:
?nwe ought to be able to profit from them"?
A & H iv .

A

,

h

v

-

j61*A A :

C s o \

!,there can be no doubt that the people can profit from it” ,
in which the imperfect of the verb 3 A : ,"to be able” is followed
by an auxiliary verb instead of being subordinated as the
proposed construction requires.

The structural difficulty is also reflected by the apparent
opacity of the subject of the main clause. A common alternative
to"the establishment of the industry” as subject was

Si'H'-fli ,

"the people” :
<ronc^*J|.
"they ought to get busy”

f,it is necessary to ensure that they are cared for"
*•

A

*•

^ :

"when the workers have gone to the lake they can
start xtfork” .

This sentence, with its intricate interchange of subordinating
particles, in the absence of firm signalling of semantic content
to follow, proved to be significantly opaque to comprehension,
and to result in a more variegated pattern of responses than any
other•
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C7

'

<nl*'V-r#rt<P.^* /UIJXMt K+'fiA'fe'V?:WcdlM*
6<im •• f<n»rtrtON%: Ihrt»:
nptfnT:
Klfc: m^AiJ

:rmcj
: 'VA'fl:A i n l

Mt r - A, *<11 1<5>&9t : A Tic I
A<n>£,ft<\4 : ftfV.^AnT'V =Hft,:

fl?Hi»l<?: na7h*®<fe$ : ASi'M'fl:S^SlC sart^I
SHlV VIHAI : <f>£?0 : })%<>?,£. 5 5®>‘- iM>:
A + T 7^®. : 07C :

(deft* : A*?£c«l s j&7}>A*:0

Helping one another

The wealth of each of the provinces
the honey, butter, meat, vegetables, grain
and all such produce ,
if it is announced in newspaper or proclamation,
when one province has a glut
(and) one is hungry or in difficulty,
a way of assisting one another
if advice is given to the people in nex^spaper or proclamation,
just as hitherto the people have helped one another,
to the district which is in difficulty
(they (Amharic "it") can give help)
Addis Z&man, M h a s e 18 1955
Length of sentence: 38 words plus 3 to he provided
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C7 (continued)

We have here a sentence of the open conditional type,\tfith two
conditional clauses in the protasis,one of which in its turn
includes three subordinated verbal forms* The apodosis is to
be completed, a prepositional phrase signalling an object,in
addition to the required verbal structure. From a total of 66
responses 59 used some form of the verb

L$\ •

, "to help",

indicating a general perception of the semantic content of the
sentence,but the open conditional sentence, which lacks the
formalised structure and distinctive marker (compare

)

of the closed conditional, proved to be difficult to comprehend
structurally.

The responses are here divided into seven categories:
a. Acceptable responses:

C P|^ ! A,

"it will

be possible to give it aid"

"it will

be possible to give aid"

"it will

give aid"

"it will give aid toit"
"it will give its assistance"
Cfi*:

"undoubtedly it will give aid"

C

"it can give aid"

: A<n>fimV'

C P,fiat's-.TKn>ftm*:

: "it will not refr&in from giving aid"

b. Responses assuming a closed conditional sentence:

£rt*vs *inc:

&L${\*?nC :
nH'-fl .*

n] i *|flC :

(3)

"it would have given aid"

(10)

"it would have helped"
W ould have sent money"
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C7 (continued)

?Vi
£«<■?•• we:
A ^
M«S!
ntfj • *iOC :
tePi*-. £&cl; •'AC:
(U5nd>*V:6<HA;snci

"it would have held out its hand in
"it would have been able to help"
"it would have helped"
"it would have given help"
"it would have sent even more aid".

There are 19 of these responses, all assuming a protasis of
the form H, ^TC**

or (1+ ^TL!

«

c, Responses indicating a failure of concord:
<n&CM» *KAdlV rfl

• (2)

"he said that we ought to help”
"if we help it can do no harm"

A** U ® ’:

■■&$'*t:

£:

"we have meant to be a help to the

troubled"

These four forms involve the 1st person plural and the forms
i
£ T D C .*

"they have given assistance" and
*

"they ought to give assistance"

use the third person plural instead of the third person singular.
d. Responses which assume A~i objective

A,APr

(6)"it can help"

'■

A,i.V-

<iAt:

(ILP,-. 'V<r --

(2)"it could help"
"it would be good if it helped"
(3)uit is necessary to help"

^ 1 KA
<n>C^.*£WA:
A, AT

(2)"it ought to help"
"it ought to help"
"it can assist"

H *

"it ought to help"

2^4
C7 (continued)

:fl4 1\ A* :
Y|

A:

H^P^I *

"it could easily help”
*«it ought to share”

There are 19 examples of this interpretation of the sentence
structure.
e# Responses assuming a direct speech structure:
5<|>Lfb**

"he offered this idea”

<H)C

:
ft :

**1:

fl+jA :
0*1A6,^7*^ •7A&* *

11he explained its help”
"it agreed to assist”
"they indicated the necessity of helping
aQ ^ar as possible”

f. Responsesinvolving the copula:
nit is good
"rOh:
<rc*C.$l*|» : 1

if help is given”

"it is good if hehelps”
"it is to aid”
”it is well known that they help each other”
”it is necessary that he help”

g. Miscellanous responses:
L% :

£ L$\

”he helped”
*

<TQ£s$\§j i

"it helps"
iijit will be a help”
"that they should give everything needed”
"he suggested that grain should be given”

From the total of 66 responses only 8 are entirely free firom
objection, although the gross semantic content has been correctly
detected# This type of sentence would appear to be difficult for
the student to construct.
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C8

• rh'H'ff'i'i gOCffU*'•

fS-fli.rfU'C :

s ^5,?^ * ?6*t* ••“»*+'?>*? :

fcAM-SP1 SflW *fHurt •*Aft *Afr:
: w>oj^»+ :
h

i

i

:

: ft, A : ?IT) f

l n ^ , 0 ' r>>

(P^oT

•'^ 0 ? ^ + : ^56,+ Sji^I
(hfr-kfi •• ?> ^ c n < F A ” )

A + o n v v ^ 'H ^ y -* :

The people of Gibraltar and their choice

The taxi drivers and street cleaners of Gibraltar and
similarly also the employees of nine different departments,
the Spanish Governments
saying "Their country belongs to me" in rejecting its demand,
that they should be ruled by the British Government,
to

the

United Nations

(theyhave brought an appeal)

Addis ZgmStn, Tekemt 17 1956 E.C.
Length of sentence: 2^f words plus 2 to be provided

In this sentence note particularly the interplay of direct
? "the country, she belongs to me") and
indirect- ( H-06;H£:

,

"that they should be ruled

by

the

British Government") speech. The pleonasm ofthestructure

in

the

first and secondlines is a common device: —

&“I4*> :

, "...and similarly also".
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C8 (continued)

The end structure of this sentence parallels that of C7,and
here 13 of the 61 auditors took ft~* as objective and ^

as

locative* The other two also treated it as locative but analysed
^ "United Nations",as a modifier, supplying, quite
properly

, "Department",to complete a nominal phrase.

The distribution of some of the nominal forms supplied is given
here since it gives an illustration of the use of the accusative
suffix. It is notable that the suffix appears once on a singular
indefinite nominal:
fifVte*:

10

ftiVfcjhV

1
1

ftfVW^asy.

2
1
1

1
M h:

1

D
* n iw

1

1

The accusative suffix appears on 2 nominals modified by the
definite suffix: and on 3 nominals modified by a pronominal object
suffix. It also appears, exceptionally, on the unqualified
form ftrvtv*'1!

.

Examination of the proposed verbal forms suggests that the auditors
have been confused by the encased clause, with its interplay of
pronouns and pronominal suffixes. Some appear to have taken the
subject of the subordinated clause as subject of the main clause
also:
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C8 (continued)
ttsft?1^ • n W P * •
« ftlWfffl-'V -yil? A V ^ A:
Pmf4>®^ •n<ro^4>^o;
"The Spanish Government:
*Their country(accus),she belongs to us*, saying
what he requested(accus) in rejecting.•."•
Here "The Government of Spain" is treated as masculine,and this
might well explain the eleven masculine singular verbal forms
offered:
and

six times and ^^flt W A Y W 11 fch'MA d, V
once each.

The retention in the memory of some auditors of the feminine
suffix of the verb

*f**7

, "she belongs to us (Amharic

1me*)",may explain the three feminine verbal forms supplied for
the main clause: S4>(.n^ * ftft*©<{>3.; and
In this sentence only 13 words separate the subject fi*om the
main verb. This subject is clearly plural, but a measure of con
fusion is introduced by the masculine singular subject of the
subordinate clause and the feminine singular subject of the
included predicative clause. But the plural form required for
the main verb is clearly attested by the subordinated plural
form

V *. , "that they should be governed"^ immediately

preceding the closing prepositional phrase. That, in fact, 1^ of
the auditors should fail to comprehend the signals provided
is admeasure of the complexity of this sequence of only 26 words.
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09

? 4 s M ® ” I'fickt'i't • n^a- A ^ n c :
<

4

A n .

* n>«7c •• rt<n>3i-hs1:

SfH’rtfl’jTflhi (l?<n»,yift.s P,C i

•* 1143

? < H ( U t m « h 0 : 1 H 4 : TXft •9t •.

rt>* s

$ •
■

n V V M ^ f i : nfnH<p®c<i:

n N ^ M c fr: (Pga^iTa^'flrt.Vns fl<n>Wift:

11$ I %A ■■ 6 c f & : f g c ' b : <n>U'?4®*V
‘nrfii.C i m<|>4£'1,,lH 4 -‘ ?7Vt,ft ! <^h;KJ><fe? ••*51^;(ft:
(f&.ito : 6?*C^:7(Afi^(ft::)
Police have given aid
In order to observe

the feast of Gabriel atItulbi,

by going on foot to

ICulbi and

thus, because of sudden illness,
becoming v/earied, 11^-3 or so travellers who fell by the wayside,
officers of the Harar Province main police station,
by touring round by
by taking (them)

ambulance and
to the clinicfound in the

area,

that they have given significant assistance,
from the information office of the Harar Province police
(the report which has arrived has revealed)
Addis ZSn&n, Ter 2 1956 E.C.
length of sentence: A7 words plus 3 to be provided
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C9 (continued)

The sentence may conveniently be divided into two parts,from
the point of view of syntactical analysis, the first part
consisting of an extended sequence of qualifiers ,for which the
word

travellers’*,is the head, and the second part,

with three subordinated clauses, providing the signals of structure
to follow. The essential signals are the accusative marker,
suffixed to the infinitive,

:

, ''their being", and the

preposition.:.prefixed to the nominal

, "Harar"*

The accusative suffix indicates that a passive verb will not be
acceptable ,and the preposition shows that the extended nominal
phrase is not the subject of the main verb ,but a qualifying
phrase for which a relative construction is required* There
were 36 relative phrases supplied, of a remarkable homogeneity:

fgirtv

:

(23 )

<*?■'

W

"news which reached us"

(1)

"news which arrived"

(1) "the news which arrived"
"news given us"
"nexvs which was received"
:tif: (3)
"news which was transmitted"
ea>«]Ob: K»?-*
(1)
"news which went forth"
f a>rt)tfhV H,?;

(D

"news which went forth(accus)" ,
this last form failing ,since it makes the prepositional phrase
subject of the main clause*

2^0

C9 (continued)

There were 21 examples in which 110 relative phrase or its
equivalent appeared. Ten of these supplied passive verbs:
•mnr»:

(2 )

"it was i-evealed"
+1<AfWi;

+ ■>

(2 )

"it 'was said"

(1 )

(1 )

"it has been written to us"

■■‘iflC; (1)

(1 )

"it has been revealed""it had been said""it has been transmitted
to us"

(1)
"it has been confirmed to us"
+L? i m :

(1 )

"it was confirmed"
and the remaining eleven forms all indicate a failure to note the
signal of the preposition.

Thus out of a total of 61 responses ten passive forms indicate a
failure to perceive the signal of the accusative suffix* To the
ten forms which failed to take note of the preposition must be
added the subordinated structure A , £ C i W ^ : ,

"it has been possible

to reach us", and to the 36 acceptable relative structures offered
we may add the three suggestions involving a subordinated relative
structure:

n g.1 rt”!:
fl'M

,"by the news which has reached us"
"by

fl+ AAdtflh'}1K>*? \ "by

the transmitted news"
the transmitted ne\tfs" (accus).

The total of 22 failures in comprehension out of 61 responses
confirms the structural diagnosis of a moderately complex sentence.

a*n

cio

PVliNV dcfi*:

=

: n4»C : <Pfc: flUA-; /u»$4, : K-fltffl'1

:

flames -fltf*: ?+■«“«:
: YlMdffijFT®-; + A ^ + a > - :rt.O'H ^ :7*1/1^

546 •■H

f i f l : 25 '•

^ :1 H W £ i

••

*A?Dfl+:

•'ft??*

‘nHoe^SFT®': PC t
( n m r 1;* ••Afc-MVii:)

Police have given aid

Moreover, those who went together to the festival site,
arising out of the size of the crowd
they who were separated from their relatives and friends
and x^andering about ,
5^-6 adults and some 23 children between the ages of one and
five years ,
with their friends
(by re-uniting, they have helped)
Addis 2Mm&n« Ter 2 1956 E*C.
Length of sentence: 32 words plus 2 to be provided
The essential linearity of the sentence is attested by the
sequence of gerund forms and possibly the only point of real

zkz

C10 (continued)

grammatical complexity lies in the sequence of modifiers:
rt.nust-. f w v w *
"•••from their friends having become separated
they who x^ere wandering,.,n

The end structure of the sentence is made more transparent than
it might have been by the fact that the subject of the main
clause is separated from the main verb by only six words.

The sentence was broken at a point which permitted its completion
either by a single verb or by a subordinated and then a main verb.
The responses are tabulated so as to demonstrate the relative
preferences for the two alternatives and also so as to indicate
the extent to which an object pronominal suffix was employed.

Singular verb
No obj. suff

Plural verbs

With suffix
Jn? ??»•*.

1

No obj, suffix
&T ? 1*:

With suffix

1

MfS/FW*:
:

X n r t ' M W A : 12
: <]

1

*

—

5

1

3

‘P'F'Wi: 1

21

2k3

C10 (continued)

In considering this first table of results, those in which a
single verbal form was offered, we note the high preponderence
of plural forms, as required; in fact

of the singular forms

are more probably to be attributed to poor spelling than to any
failure of perception. We note also the four starred forms
offered, mistakes in spel3.ing here due probably to the attempt
to add the objective suffix to the reciprocal verb.

Next we consider those responses which involved a subordinated
verbal form, a total of 33 of them. Firstly the subordinated
forms are tabulated and then the main verbs:
a. Subordinated verbal forms
Infinitives:

:
now?*:

(if)

•

(1)

(I*)

Other verbal forms:
Plural verbs

Singular verbs
No obj. suff

With suffix
1

No ob j . stiff
rt.Si?'1*:

2

With suffix
M l 9"!^®*5

• 12
h'I'i'S
1

**

1
15

8

7

2^

C1Q (continued)

b. Main verbs

Singular verbs
No obj. suff
•+££.7 .'

Plural verbs

With suffix

No obj, suff.

1

With suffix

*Cfin?®* :

i\£<•■?>

2

ifc+fdr-

3

1

14

1

1

1

6

4

Examination

-

26

3

of the 33 responses which made use of a subordinated

verbal form,reveals three singular passive forms and one active
verb in the singular,to be added to the total of unacceptable
responses5 there is also one plural passive form. This makes
a total of ten unacceptable responses, of which

k may

be attributed

to poor spelling. A possible score of 37 acceptable responses
out of 63 is a good indication of that transparency, for this type
of test,which is produced when the subject is generated close
to the end of the sentence.

It was noted that 39 of the auditors felt it necessary to
introduce the object pronominal suffix into the verbal structure
offered, 62% of those participating, although it did not appear
in the original end structure.

2%5

£31
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The President of Poland visits Ethiopia

His Excellency the President,i^ith His Majesty the Emperor,
being in a special car and
escorted with particular honour,
setting out from Addis Ababa's Jubilee Palace,
on the occasions when they travelled to M&lkasa,
the inhabitants of Dukam, D&brS. Z’
dyt, Moclo, Nazareth and
the schoolchildren found in each place,
photographs and flags of the two leaders
holding in large numbers and by parading
(they made a pleasing reception )
Addis ZUman, Hedar 23 1938 E.G.
Length of sentence:

kO words

plus 3 to be provided

24-6

C11 (continued)

The principal mode of structural extension here is through the
gerund:

, "they being1*
, "they being escorted**
i , "they setting out**
, "they holding*’

and the gerund here provides us with a linear development* There
are two principal subordinated clauses ,each displaying the
included clause, three gerund clauses included in the first and
one gerund clause in the second. The subject of the main clause
is the subject qlso of the second principal subordinated clause.
This results in the comparative proximity of subject and main
verb and thus to lack of difficulty in recognizing end structure.

Xn presenting the charts to the students of group X the mask
over the sentence conclusion slipped so that this group was not
able to participate in the testing on this sentence. We are left
with a total of 51 participating students. All supplied a verb
in the third person plural, and 14* used a verbal form which
required no direct object equivalent to the
"pleasing reception", of the original text.

There were, however, 37 auditors who offered constructions
generally paralleling the original structure. Forms such as

?3At

, "a warmreception1*, OpA t

:

, "with warm

in a remarkable manner", predominated*

24-7

G11 (continued)

It was noticeable that although the original text made no attempt
to introduce epexegetical

~

fl*: , the 3^d person plural object

suffix,a very large majority of the auditors did. The results
are tabulated to make this pattern clear:
Compound verbs

Simple verbs
with suffix

+4*0

without suffix

without suffix

with suffix

'
*

if

:

2

6

5

1

19

*$4 A

l A W M W A i

TAmfAi

3

A •• 1

1

14

1

2

A5n<f»<o.i<,(\C: 1

1

30

7

-

Thus 86/^ of the auditors felt the epexegetical use of the object
suffix desirable, presumably since the object (subject of the
first subordinate clause, indirect object of the main clavise) is
separated from the main verb by 36 words.
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Police have given aid
The main office of the Harar Province Police,
in order to preserve the peace of the site of the Feast
since .it

had considered it in advance,

in the environs of the church:
2 temporary police stations, one principal centre,
one clinic giving medical aid,
one site, equipped with loudspeaker, for bringing together
friends who were separated,

it

having established

(it has fulfilled its high responsibility)
Addis Z&mSn. ^er 2 1956 E.G.
Length of sentence: 38 words plus k to be provided
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C12 (continued)

Like the preceding sentence this sentence is developed x^incipally
through the use of the gerund. In contrast with it, however, the
subject of the main clause appears in the first line and is separated
from the main verb by 34 words. In mitigation, however, the
stibject remains the same through each stibordinate verb and the
third person masculine singular gerund appears only three words
before the main verb,so that it should be clear that a singu3.ar,
and not a plural, form is required.

Since the word preceding the break is a gerund it is permissible
to close the sentence with an auxiliary verb,thus providing an
elegant stylistic parallel to

”since it had thought

about it” . Seventeen auditors chose to do this,and it is possible
that the mode of auditing determined this 5 the statistics are as
follows:
Listening groups
No . in the
groiip

Reading groups

No. offering

No. in the

auxiliary verb

group

No. offering
auxiliary verb

w

13

8

14

2

X

lY

16

6

20

1

Z

31

14

34

3

That

k5%

of the listening group but only

9% of

the reading group

selected the alternative of an ending employing a compound verb
and thus the provision of only an auxiliary verb might suggest,
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C12 (continued)

although the evidence is too scanty to do anything more than
suggest, that the mode of auditing may, in some circumstances,
influence the auditor*s expectation of structure to follow.

Where the second alternative was adopted, that of supplying a
complete main clause, 12 auditors offered forms failing in
concord:

Hw.

;lS£cn?a;

(3 times);

. fc0,A4><iv.

(t*\rice) and +i‘l9fc+4x: •tfK: .

This failure is almost certainly to be attributed to the holding
of the subject in suspense. We have seen that the three gerund forms
point to the singular subject, but it is well known by educators
that it is precisely in this form of the verb, the gerund, that
students
(e.g.

experience difficulty in differentiating singular masc,

*nft« : , Rflfl*

,^

- ) from plural (^HAOh:

in the third person.

,

*
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C13

! ftWl1? t

X^H,y^O:

l»5£

0»^+?'!j, :

: nfi+A
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?'t'0n<r^ !
*n;M$ :

:

s

:7-^jb :‘no<njl-fc :

spt:

H'fl'fli.'1)• A««pe : $ , m :
+ H '•

(iS£CT?a ! rt.A’ :

:
«)

The decision of the people of Gibraltar
And these employees of eleven departments,
in the messages which they have transmitted to the Organization,
The Committee on Colonialism of the United Nations ,
with Great Britain
the desire that we have to live united* that it will support
for us
hope

(we have placed, saying, they have revealed)

Addis Zam’
a n, Teksrat 17 195& E*C.
Length of sentence: HA words plus 3 to be provided
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C13 (continued)

For the completion of this sentence two parts are required, a
verb to complete the predicate of the direct speech clause and
a verb for the main clause. The former t^ill be in the 1st person
plural and the latter in the third person plural. One auditor
failed to provid.e the former, offering onlyndWV*

,

"saying,they have indicated". There were 27 auditors who failed
to supply any form of the verb fcAl

, "to say" or its semantic

equivalent.

Considering firstly the verbal form associated x*/ith signal of the
, "hope" fwe find A-3 atiditors supplying tofccpAV-

object

,

the compound imperfect,and only three occurrences of the form
supplied in the original text, ft£c 7 9 A '•

, the compound gerund.

Two auditors allowed the readily perceived general context to attract
the 3^d person plural forms
rt'f+f A 1
.

, "they have announced", and

, "they have given".

In the original text a subordinating particle precedes the verb,
but the auditors preferred a less cumbersome conclusion, supplying
5SA***

, "they said", 1*f times and

, "they have said" 113

times (or 14 times also, if we accept the form
an error of spelling, as is likely) . Of the
three employed the infinitive, • *

as merely
svibordinated structures

! » "saying they revealed"
"saying they announced"
* , "saying they have

announced "and the fourth came close to the original text with
I'M'.’ ftft*®^

, "saying they announced".
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C13 (continued)

There were two curious suggestions
words which say are found in it"
, "the idea which says is found in it"
the explanation for both of which structures must be found in
the double plural

, "messages". This would have been

turned into an indirect object and its plural form overlooked,
the verb

ar?:

, "to findn ,in its passive form, supplied ,thus

leaving a pendent nominative.

We thus find a total of 32 failures, three from the first part
of the required response and 29 from the second part. The majority
of these failures were due to lack of comprehension of the direct
speech construction. This would suggest that,although the tise of
direct speech is a striking feature of Amharic idiom,the formal
marking of the idiom is not regularly observed by schoolchildren.

25^

Summary of results

1» Distribution of simple and compound verbal forms

Superficial examination of the verbal forms supplied by auditors
for the conclusions of the sentences in Set B and Set G
suggested that there was a significant deviation from the
original pattern of distribution of simple and compound verbal
forms. We shall consider first of all the actual distributions
of these forms in the originals and amongst the auditors for
the two Sets separately,

In examining the sentences of Set B for this purpose we exclude
sentences B1, B2 and Bp, all of which are copula sentences,
and sentence B13 which required a negative verbal form. The
remaining ten sentences displayed in their original structures
the following main verbs:

Compound

Simple
B5

B7

B6

b8

s

£9

B 10
B11
B12

*fr

•

ka

VS

+ £A-.
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However, although there were twice as many compound forms as
simple forms in the original texts,the auditors proposed 286
compound forms compared with 2*1-0 simple verbal forms* The
distribution was as follows:

Sentence

Original

no •

verb

Proposed by auditors
Simple

Compotmd

B4

'TAR'Pfi:

32

24

B3

■■

52

11

B6

56

15

B7

29

51

9

32

15

43

11

48

18

59

+AR,^ n ^ A !

40

25

Totals

240

286

B8

U

B9

+ JA :
4 7 ^ $<?»:

B10

*

:

B11
B12

It will be observed here that in five cases the preferred form
of the majority of the auditors agrees with that of the original,
there are three cases of disagreement, one of them a decided
preference for a compound verb rather than the simple verb of
the original, and for one sentence the auditors are almost
equally divided between the two alternatives*
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A slightly more detailed analysis was made of the testing results
for Set C, to determine if the same trend was discernible there,
and if there was any correlation between the forms selected by
the listening groups and the reading groups* Here we consider
eleven of the thirteen sentences of the Set, omitting sentence
C6, which was treated by many aixditors as a copula sentence, and
C12, the end structure of which made possible two distinctively
different conclusions*
Of the original sentence structures 8 employed a compound verb in
the main clause and 3 a simple verb. The original forms were as
follows:
Compound

Simple

01 XfcCKPvVBfA*

C3

fc h riH < v

02 KJfCTtfAi

C^i*

T»nV.

03 £ 7 ? A?

011

07
C8
09
010

013
Here the total of simple verbs is 37% of that of the compound
verbs but the auditors offered a total of 291 simple verbs as
compared with 383 compound verbs, and the former represents 77$
of the latter •
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Heading groups
Sent
no

Original

Gp

Gp X

Z

Listening groups
Gp Y Potal

Total Gp W

9

C2 X£<nf<V-

10

2k

3

k

13

6 23 10
9 19 15

8

6 11

C'f 7«nV.

5
2

9 12 7 17 16
u. 11 6 20
Q
✓

?<?|5

C7

3

6

5 16

c8

ISfrcnfA:

8

C9

70

k

k
k 2k

1 17

k

10

3 21

9

k$

19

7

6 13

3 20

9

^3

19

7

7 10

36

28

27

37

9

17

29

1 13
25
8 12
19 12

7

*f8

Z!-3

21

8 10 21

21

kk

3 26

15

31

7 12 19

17

k?
ko

10 11

5 13

03

3 12

7

6 17 13
9 10 21

k

7

k

23

3
2 12

9

7

7 13 11 23

2 13

8

3 13 10 25

2 13

3 13

C11

5 10
2 11

3 12

9

C 13

3

3 17 35 28
6 13 11 21

6

3 12

8

7

11
*■*

10

C1C

total

T

Sim(>om 3imCjomi3im(/om£Simt?om!S i a A 3om£5im(3om Sim Com

C1

C5

Overall

9 19

20

61 83 93 11? j!5^20C 51!
- 99 83 8*t 137,183 291 383
l
i
I
i

What is remarkable here is that for 9 of the 11 sentences
the preferences of reading and listening groups is the same
although in four examples the original form of verb differs
from that preferred by the auditors. For sentences C1, C2 and
C8 the auditors preferred a simple verbal to the compound form
of the original,and in C11 they preferred a compound form to
the simple verb of the original.

When the preferences of the two reading groups are compared with
those of the two listening groups we find an almost precisely
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similar distribution of preferences between the groups.
There are only three examples in which one group clearly
indicates a preference different from that of the others and
five more where the preference of a group for simple or compound
form is not clearly discernible, almost equal numbers of auditors
selecting each of the two alternatives. In fact 42,8% of the
listening groups responses were of simple verbs and 43*5% of
the reading groups responses were of simple verbs. Thus there
would appear to be no response differentiation produced by a
particular mode of auditing.

We may now compare the responses of the auditors of Set B and
Set G sentences. In the first Set we have three out of nine
sentences exhibiting simple verbs in their original end structures,
and in Set C we have three out of eleven sentences with simple
main verbs. In the responses to Set B we find 45-6% of the auditors
responses in the simple verb category compared with the overall
figure of 43*2$ in the responses to Set 0, These figures would
strongly suggest that the selection of a simple or a compound verb
for a sentence is conditioned principally by stylistic consid
erations and only secondarily by semantic requirements. There
remains, however, one further possibility, that selection of the
one form rather than the other is to be attributed to the auditor1s
ability in Amharic• This theory was tested from the statistics
obtained both from Bet B and from Set C of the sentences.
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For each of the two sets of sentences two groups of auditors
were selected, the one group consisting of auditors whose Ministry
of Education Amharic examination placing was less

Jrhan 90

percentile and the second group having only students with a placing
more than 90 percentile. The assumption was that the first group
would show a significantly higher percentage of simple forms
than the second group. The contrasting groups used in examining
the results of the tests on Set B were not the same as those
used in connection with Set C thus ensuring that we would not
measure simply the selection patterns of a possibly unrepresent
ative minority. The results follow;

SET B

Group I, less than 90 percentile Group II, more than 90 percentile
Verb selections
no •

Simple

Compound

Student
no.

W2

Z12

Totals;

Totals:

Verb selections
ample

Compound
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SET C
Group I, less than 90 percentile Group II, more than 90 percentile!
Student
no.

Verb selections
Simple

Compound

Verb selections

Student
no •

¥1

2

12

W6

¥4

5

8

X2

¥9

2

12

13

X3

1

13

X 13

11

X14

t Simple

Compound

1

11

|

11

0

i

^

y8

|

2

3

Y10

I

5

11
r
O

5

10

Y11

7

5

Y6

3

13

21

3

10

Y12

9

6

6

10

Zk

6

8

217
Z 18

9

6

28

11

3

Z19

I

1

15

Totals:

39

88

Totals :

35

83

7

___

These two sets of figures present striking confirmation of the
fact that the selection of simple or compound verbal forms is
not to be related to proficiencjr in the language but is a highly
idiosyncratic process. There is no overall pattern of selection:
thus the table for Set C indicates that from Group 1 two students
show a preference for the simple verb, six favour the compound
verb and two show no clear preference. In Group II we again f£nd
six favouring the compound verb, but 3 favour the simple verb
and one shows no clear preference. In other words preferences are
not related to ability in Amharic•
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The examination of the verbal forms supplied by auditors
to conclude incomplete sentences, shows that the form supplied
is not necessarily to the (simple or compound) form of the
original, nor to the mode of auditing of the-incomplete sentence,
nor to the ability of the auditor in Amharic. The fact that, when
the original texts showed simple verbal forms in 33% of the
sentences (Set B) and when the original texts showed simple verbal
forms in 27% of the sentences (Set C) the auditors responded
with simple verbal forms in

kS % >

and 43 % of the responses suggests

a trend today towards the favouring of simple forms at the
expense of the compound verbal form.

2. Selection of active/passive forms of main verb
Four of the original texts of the sentences of Set B displayed ?
passive main verbs. Sentence B9 employed

, "to be possible",

and we have seen that, for this sentence, the active form of
the same verb is acceptable. Sentence B11 is a second example of
a structure in which either an active or a passive main verb
is permissable. Both B10 and B12, however, formally require
a main verb in the passive. The forms actually supplied by the
auditors are here tabulated so as to indicate distribution.
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Response of auditors in .Set B
Sentence

Active forms

no.

Gp . Gp. Gp. Gp.
w

B9 (+£A:

) 13

B'lcK+rfytfr-

)

1

B11 M*£CJ<Sr.) 11
1

X

Y

Z

11

12

13

3

0

13

7

1

0

1

Pass ive forms

Gp. Gp. Gp.
Total Gp *
Total
X
W
Z
Y
Zf.9
>3

1

k

k

12

9

15

18

3

37

1

k

13

15

19

61

/{.

140

3

2

1*f

13

Although in the original texts all four of these sentences
employed a passive verb in the end structure,the structures
of B9 and B11 permitted either an active or a passive main verb.
The figures above show that,where a passive verb is clearly
signalled and unambiguously demanded by a structure,the auditors
were able to supply that form of verb. But where the structure
permitted the alternative the majority preferred to siipply an
active verb: B0% of the responses to B9 and 7&% of the responses
to B11,were active forms.

3 > Loss of concord and the pendent nominative

The pendent nominative is adopted as a stylistic device in
sentence B3:
3i<h :

'•

ftMC-flA*;

,la baby, its mother, when she offers it her breastn ,
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but the pendent nominative more frequently arises as a
special case of anacoluthon,when a lengthy sentence or an
involved structure conceals the early sentence structure,
while offering a plausible subject for the main verb in the
immediate environment of that verb,

The feature of suspense appears to have been decisive in
producing opacity in some six sentences and these must briefly
be considered. The relevent statistics are as follows:

Sentence

Sentence length
(words)

number
B4

Bxtent of suspense

No ♦ of

feattire (words)

errors

23

19

B7

33
A3

38

30

B9

¥*■

23

16

B13

50

2-9

48

c8

26

13
3A

12

012

|

42

Suspense as a feature of Amharic grammar does not operate only
in relation to the subject. Thus in sentence B9 we have what
appears to be a positive comparison of the officers of the
Telecommunications Board with certain others but this comparison
is negatived after a sequence of 23 words. Again in sentence
B13 the formal structure of the sentence employing contrasting
is clearly signalled,but the completion of the structure

26k

after the signal of the contrastive particle is delayed for
29 words,and this has resulted in the failure of ^8 auditors

to perceive, or to retain, the structure*

There are various ways of minimising the suspense effect; thus
in sentence 03 the complex structure of the first subordinated
clause brings the subject to a point in the sentence only 18 words
from the main verb,and as a consequence there were only 9 failures
of comprehension in this sentence. In C8, however, while only 13
words separate subject from main verb,the structure is made more
opaque by the varying subjects of the clauses: 3rd person plural
for the main clause, 3rd person masculine singular for one sub
ordinate clause and 3rd person feminine singular for another.
Occasionally, where the subjects of successive subordinate clauses
are unchanged, subordinate verbs may re-inforce the signal of the
subject which is itself held in suspense. Thus in sentence C12
the subject is held in suspense for 3^ words but the gerund form
in proximity to the end structure functions to remind the auditor
of the required structure to follow; in spite of the lengthy suspense
there were only 12 failures of comprehension.

It would appear that where the subject, or any important structural
marker4is held in suspense over a sequence of the order of 20 or
more words anacoluthon is likely to occtir.
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k. The

II l|l IH«|

concept of linearity

IW HU W W W*—

—

^

»l «MI— tl—

I

It is more easy intuitively to recognise the linear sentence
than it is to define those structural features which are typical
of it* It may be suggested, however, that subordination is
the feature common to all non-linear sentences* This is not to
suggest that a linear sentence is one in which subordination
processes do not appear, merely that apart from subordination
the non-linear, or cyclic, structure does not appear.

It is x3°ss2*kle for the linear sentence to display one or moice
subordinate clauses which,in their turn,display the included
clause, but it is particularly in the suspended dependence of the
subordinate clause on its principal verb that the characteristic
of linearity is found to depend. Thus the non-linear sentence will
be characterised by the generation of one or more adverbial
subordinate clauses, separated from the qualified verb by an
extended sequence of the order of

"\3

more words in length.

The contrast between the structures of linear and cyclic sentences
is best seen in sentences A*f and A 5 , the former with

33 words

and

jrhe latter with 58 words* In the testing the latter attracted
three times as many errors as the former* The essential structure
of each sentence is best displayed by examination of the verbal
f orms employe d •
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Sentence A4-

Sentence A5

(linear)
1.

subject
nhaving loaded,

2.

to sell"
3.

k.

;

5. f&HOb'

subject

1.

2 . ftcofiiv? "by his giving
place to, and"

"as they went”

3.nflM>¥r*

"by his going"

"being arrested"

k. 4>co*

"he attending"

"being found

ntf’Tty*®’- having loaded"
6 . +‘
nAiW>

(cyclic)

"when it was seen"
6,

"he attending"

"being accused"

"that he not

"that they pay"
8. na'ns./w

drive"

"if they do not

"he being found

fl^TVfe•
*

pay"
9. V}6.4>crv-

"that they be
punished"

-lO.+AXfWP&s

"it was decided
against them"

ignoring and
driving"

9#fWffl£A<Sr* "by combining"

io.m?yv
11

"his being"

* "it is known"

The two contrasting features here are at once apparent; in the
linear sentence the subject of successive clauses remains the
same (and even the passive main verb reglects the subject of the
subordinate clauses), and the clauses are time sequential# But in
the cyclic sentence two of the subordinate clauses have subjects
other than that given at the opening of the sentence, and the
time reference of the second clause in

4CO

*

precedes
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that of the first clause using the same verbal form. In fact we have
in

A3

the suspense feature in which the completion of the first

two subordinated clauses ,(themselves co-ordinated) fis held in
suspense until a third subordinate clause of parallel structure
is generated, and the three structures can then be concluded.
The key to the structure of this sentence is the repeated use of
the infinitive:

, nbecause he went off"
because he gave place to"
» ’‘because he was found".

It may sometimes be found that a sequence of gerunds produces
a linear sentence structure as in sentence C11 where the
successive clauses end

, "they being and"
i "they being escorted"
, "they setting out"
» ’’holding, by parading"

but it will have been noted in the example of sentence A 3 that
where the gerunds do not form a sequence, but are interrupted, by
subordinating particles,linearity may be preserved over only the
possibly brief, un-interrupted segment of the sentence.

We may compare also sentences C*t and C5* the former with 33
words, a linear structure, and the latter with 32 words and a
cyclic structure. In the testing 26 incorrect responses were
associated with the cyclic sentence and none with the linear
sentence.
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In sentence CA we have an extended subject and an extended
direct object for the main verb, a nominal cluster which
includes a fairly complex relative phrase:
i
P<^0 i 'IgnTf. :

V

:

" The second and third M&lkasa dams found under construction
at A\tfash",
but there is only one,relatively straightforward,subordinate
clause and the subject of main clause and subordinate clause
is the same•

With this position may be contrasted the structure of C5 and
the variations of subjects for the verbal forms:
"while benefitting ourselves"
"because it has become dry and"
nfc'YJOihAtfV.

"because it has become a desert"
"since we are not able"

iliA<rc1$<f»nv>;

"because they bring"*

We are here presented with logical dependencies rather than with
chronological sequences and the former would appear to be more
opaque to comprehension than the latter*

While it appears that a change of subject need not disturb the
essential linearity of a sentence provided that the chronological
sequence is not disturbed (c£* sentence C11) the testing of
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sentence C8, a comparatively brief structure of only 26
words, showed that the variation of subjects within the
clauses made the sentence opaque: there were

incorrect

responses. The plural subject for the main clause is generated
at the beginning of the sentence but the direct speech
construction introduces the other subjects:
, 11she belongs to meM
as he said”
, ”in rejecting” (no indication of subject
explicit here)
, ”that they be governed” .
This sentence also displays the breakdown of chronological
sequence, the subject for the subordinated infinitive clause
being held in suspense while the chronologically earlier direct
speech clause is generated*
Fairly typical linear sentences are

Ak1 B12,

C^f, C10 and C11

and contrasting cyclic sentences are A5* A7, B13* C5 and C8 .
Cyclic sentences are characterised by subordination, linear
sentences by chronological sequence, the absence of suspense
features associated with clause structure, and a common subject
for successive clauses.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:

COMPREHENSION AS ABILITY TO TRANSLATE

The sentences; Structures offered by examinees; Sentence
complexity and student performance; The nature of the problem
Analysis of the translations: apparent failure to comprehend
the English structure, the influence of information load, the
effect of sentence structure*
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In this chapter an attempt is made to correlate the complexity
of the structure of a sentence with the difficulty experienced
by students in generating that sentence* Access was obtained to
the examination scripts for the General Certificate of Education
Ordinary Level examination in Amharic . Included in the exam
ination was a question requiring translation from English into
Amharic of relatively short sentences. Scripts from two years
were available, and when the relevant examination papers for the
two years were examined it was noted that for one year the type
of Amharic sentence required in each case was reasonably clear
and distinctive. This set of sentences was, therefore, selected
for the present purpose.
The sentences

The seven sentences are set out below in English, in the order
in which they originally appeared, and an Amharic translation
is supplied for each. The Amharic rendering is based on the
following considerations:
1. The sentence form in the Amharic language reflected by the
form of the English sentence. Thus in sentence (h), below,

The ready co-operation of the University of London School
Examination Department and of the University*s Examiner in
Amharic is gratefully acknowledged. Any conclusions reached
or opinions expressed in this section are, of course, my own
and not those of the University.
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the construction in contrastive

best reflects the English

sentence,although the less elegant

is also possible*

2* The sentence form and vocabulary approved by the examiner as
suggested by his marking* Thus a somewhat literal rendering
of the English is accepted,since the marking indicates a
greater concern with structure than with vocabulary*

3* The forms actually offered by the students* This criterion
is clearly subordinate to the two mentioned above* In no
case did any one student offer the entire sentence structure
finally selected as the required rendering. Differing parts
of the overall structure were selected from the range of
translations given.

Seven of the eight sentences were used in this section, the
eighth being omitted since it consisted of two parts and the
marking of the two could not be distinguished.

(a) Closed conditional sentence
"If the teacher had realised how ignorant the boy was
he would never have let him into the class'1
n,S«h$ : <fe:
••

: 'ifte :*

(b) Negative predication
"I do not know whether or not I can take you
to the theatre tomorrow"
<r®{Bhv
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(c) Complex sentence with relative clause
"Let me introduce you to an old friend I first met
many years ago"
■nrnn. ;

w

A<n>ga»6£

=

••

:

«pc ;

(d) Complex sentence with reported speech
"Please stay in your places until I tell you to
step £or\*ard"
hn'lY^tli: © £ • i/4 : fclftWa®*.:

:

nq'^O’n ^ ; H "
(e) was omitted
(f) Copula sentence
"Either of these two cars will cost you the same"
: A lM -feSVicroVt^^. ; fjo + fl^ A o h : <pp : h<\%'
(g) Semi-conditional sentence expressive of doubt
"Perhaps the day will come when everyone possesses
his own house"
X S W f i . ■(h) Positive/negative contrastive sentence
"This is not the best coat I can show you but
it is the cheapest"
•• 1H

:A a ^ W

s YtS^'VF®'

Xfc£Ag*>::

* H®* =

:
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Structures offered by examinees

The errors noted in the translations offered fall generally
into four categories:
1• Spelling mistakes. These were usually quite unimportant,
alternative forms of the same word: jVQ fa t/ ft$ In *
and

and

being common examples* However a

frequent, and important, error was the substitution of a
third order character for the sixth order in the prefix to
a simple imperfect form:?tf,l1(Dhft't) ** for
: for '(150?®.$:

for Adtflfcy. ,1rtR«Vt£! for
are a few of the very many examples noted.

2. Failure to comprehend the English. This was not generally
an important factor, except in the last sentence, where
perhaps one half of the students appear not to have under
stood the English. The English contrastive but appears to
be relatively opaque to the Ethiopian student.
3* Failure to include all the information given. This failing
was particularly evident in connection with sentence (c),
which had a heavier information load than the other sentences.
Here such items as nfirst11 and 11old11 tended to be omitted.
*f. Aberrant forms could usually be attributed to mere careless
ness but simple imperfect

instead of

appeared

several times and the remarkable imperative SVKlh* was also
noted.
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The general impression gained from^a careful examination of
the scripts was that the students mostly fail in their grasp
of the overall features of sentence structure,rather than in
the details of morphology* This is probably to be attributed
to a lack of regular reading in Amharic*
Sentence complexity and student performance

In order to determine whether or not a homogeneous system of
marking had been applied to all the papers they were divided
into two groups,on the basis of the examination centres from
which they came* There were twenty scripts in group 1 and
fifteen in group 2. If a consistent system of marking has been
applied throughout then the two groups should show a similar
order when the sentences are listed in order of the total marks
awarded to all students of the groups. The results are tabulated,
not only for the individual groups but also for the entire 35
scripts.
Total
Sentence number

Group 1

marks

Group 2 Groups 1 Sc 2

h

28

24*

52*

c

33

25

58

33

26*
26*

59*

d

j

f

61

b

4-2*

28*

71

8

39*

31*

71

a

4-3*

30

73*
... .

_

J
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It is noted that there is general agreement between the two
groups of marks; sentence (h) is the most difficult sentence
as indicated by theiamarking of each set, sentence (a) is the
easiest in group 1 and apparently more difficult than only one
other sentence in group 2* Over the total range of 35 scripts
there is an increase of k0% in the marks awarded to the least
difficult sentence over those awarded to the most difficult
sentence,and with such a comparatively small range of divergence
closer agreement could not be expected, particularly where only
such a small number of scripts is involved* The actual rankings
of the sentences follow;
R a n k

Sentence number
Group 1

Group 2

Groups 1 & 2

'h.

1

1

1

c

zi

2

2

d

2$

3i

3

f

k

3i

!

k

b

6

5

i

54*

S
a

5

7

54

7

6

7

This preliminary examination of the system of marking suggests
that it has been applied consistentlyland that t&e marks
meaningfully reflect sentence difficulty#
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The nature of the -problem

Translation is clearly a test of the examinee’s competence in
two languages. In the translation of isolated sentences the
extraneous influence of anything other than immediate context
is removed,so that difficulty must be located either in the form
of the original sentence or in the structure required for the
translation of that sentence. The difficulty may lie in the
nature of the information conveyed by the sentence, in its
vocabulary , in its word or sentence structure or in the total
information load of the sentence. In general, examination of the
translations offered by the examinees made it possible to identify
with a fair degree of probability most of the errors to be
attributed to the various factors.

It has been shown for English that,where the total information
load is the same,the passive sentence is no more opaque to
'I
comprehension than the active sentence . Previous experimental
work which suggested that this was not so has been shown to be
due to a failure to control information load. It is, then, clear,
that for English the information load of a sentence influences
in some degree its opacity. The seven sentences, in Amharic, were,
therefore, examined to determine the information load of each.

Philip B. Gough, "Grammatical transformations and speed of
understanding" in JVLVB, M1965), P-110, refuted by Edwyn
Martin and Kelyn H. Roberts, "Grammatical factors in sentence
retention", JVLVB, 5(1966), p.216.

2?8

The principles by which the information loads of the sentences
were measured are those discussed in connection with similar
1
measurements in chapter 5* above • The information load of a
word will include its affixes, its semantic connotation and
some measure of its relationship to context. It is assumed that
the marking of the sentences in Amharic, as practiced by the :
Examiner, will take into account the proper transfer of all
information from the English original to the Amharic rendering.

The test set to the examinees was also one involving their
ability to comprehend structures of varying types or, to use
2
Yngvefs terminology , varying mean depths, both in English and
in Amharic. Fortunately the.students do not appear to have
experienced great difficulty in understanding the English
structures, with the exception of sentence (h)* The Yngve mean
depth figures for the seven English sentences and the seven
equivalent Amharic sentences were calculated and found to be
1.8 and 2.5 respectively. Thus the examiner has been able to
request a fairly complex response in the Amharic without
unduly confusing the student with a correspondingly complex
English original*
1

2

PP. 172-3
V.H.A. Yngve, ”A model and an hypothesis for language structure” ,
PAPS« 10^(1960), p p . T h e
sed in the appendix 3*

hypothesis is briefly discus
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Analysis of the translations

The translations offered were examined and the results are
discussed under three headings: failure of comprehension,
influence of information load and effect of sentence structure*

1* Apparent failure to comprehend English structure* As we have
'I
seen this failure may be in the area of vocabulary or
of sentence structure. In sentence (a) there were only three
vocabulary errors:

’
• , ”if he had let him go” ,

instead of ”if he had known” , OfDnfc J

'
*&

,

which

corresponds poorly with English ”ignorant” , and the word
which fails to supply the required singular form of the
object and indicates a failure to comprehend the general meaning
of the English sentence. Several sentences failed to represent
the English adequately, as indicated by the Examiner*s low
marking:
1

fimOfc :

••

© & : Sl4i(V :

«

11If the teacher does not know that the student has a good
character he does not let him into the classroom**,
1
<n>?0W

: -Hove*s

••lntf"r :

!lIf the child is the kind who simply doesn*t understand lessons
then the teacher does not let him into the classroom11,
An English tract entitled ”He took my whipping” was translated
into Amharic and published by the Sudan Interior Mission in
Addis Ababa as
corrected to « i e v M :+4nA*..

, ”He took my weeping**, later
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+
toSt/TH : n«fr$»>-*

:'n+ 7^HfT:

=

"After the teacher had realised the child's insolence
he absolutely refused to allow him to enter the room1**
In sentence (b) the vocabulary appears to have presented no
difficulty and only one translation suggested that the examinee
had difficulty in generating the required structure:
*ll ' M

+ V

©ft 1

ift* :

: (©0*0! Tils : ? C ••A<n>{*fcjfr'

(IPIPfcVM
**To take you to the theatre tomorrow (or that you are able
to go with me) I do npt know if I can** *
In the translation the positive/negative contrast is absent
but the general sense of the original is preserved*

Although there is no reason to suppose that the students failed
to comprehend the English 11(whom) I first met many years ago”
six quite failed to include this in their translations,and a
further seven rendered it incorrectly* But only one student
quite clearly failed to comprehend and then communicate the
sense of the original:
• ‘nn<>+ :© f $

'
■

TVflH-’ZH-- (U*'!,Let me introduce you to an old friend,
it was a long time ago that I met you***
£he other failures indicated simply an inability to handle the
relative clause modified by a preposition*
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In sentence (d) the lack of precision of English 11you11 has
caused some confusiont and the additional guide of the plural
"places"has not assisted in clarifying the English. As a result
some sentences offer unexpected collocations of singular and
plural:
W s m

-XnjW =

«

"Will you(sing) please, until he calls you(pi)
will you(sing) remain in your(sing) place",

"Until I tell you(sing) to continue your journey(sing)
will you(sing) please in(your)places will you(pl) remain"*
As in previous sentences the students appear to have understood
the general contents of the English original,but have then
found some difficulty in constructing

the required Amharic

equivalentf particularly of the English indirect speech clause*
Although there is no reason for supposing that sentence (f) is
difficult to comprehend in the English,two students made no
attempt to provide an Amharic translation and a third student
gained no mark for his attempt* It was interesting to note the
varied sentence patterns used in the attempt to generate the
required Amharic structure* The copula sentence was the favourite
pattern; 13 out of 18 sentences from one examination centre were
of this type.
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Other verbal forms offered for sentence (f) were
11it will cause you to pay"
"they will produce"
(l>*i written for if: ?)
"it will be to you"
AHA:

"it will get for you"
"it will cost you, exorbitantly"

Probably the main difficulty here was the unwillingness of the
students to depart so far from the English text as to produce
the Amharic

:<re‘a <5?^ -**Fp*.fag-.

"The price of the two

cars is the same", which is probably the best equivalent of the
English•

Sentence (g) involves the generation of an essentially complex
structure involving a relative clause in a sentence with a
qualified predicate. The qualifying "perhaps" has been rendered
by initial 507^0+*, by final

or by both items. The

difficulty of rendering English "possess" has been recognized
by the Examiner and in addition to

has accepted, apparently

without penalty, structures employing *?H*' , "to take",
"to obtain",

* * "to buy" and

* ,

, "to construct". But there

is nothing in this diverse assembly of verbal forms to suggest
that the English text has proved opaque to comprehension.
The last sentence of the set, however, presents a different
picture, for a number of students appear to have failed to
comprehend the English original. Two of the translations are
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notable for the confusion of syntax displayed:

£SJ •. T V i f ? :

' K !<pp :<"1AA*:

'Xi.'nTi

AO*::

"This is not a good price} another good price, that is to
say a cheap one, I will show you",

£>hi■<\0£ A ? «

*T * *

k c ’n f r * S<0**

nThis it is not, what I showed you ^ good coat
but it is the cheap one".
Other translations suggest only a very general grasp of the
English and a failure to conceive the required Amharic structure:
••f1* ! ViJBfcA^O : A A M * : W S -A A ih :S IC : «?V- X c t i T i * SOU*

"This is not a good quality coat, I can show you.
But it is cheap11,
mt\£> • 1P4 :- K ••?»je.£A^» ••

«l^ • fp®. j’hC.'qTl: Vd>•«
"The coat which I am showing you is not good, but
the price is cheap11,

& V * g y ? :<pp : fcj&gAflO >A A / ^ A ^ l
sic* «

I

V

: X C n T l : s ® - :-

"This is not a good price, I will show you; however
it is very cheap” .
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Of the 33 attempts to translate this sentence at least fifteen
suggest failure of comprehension of the English sentence* If
immediate constituent structural diagrams for the English original
and the two variant Amharic renderings are analysed,using Yngve*s
hypothesis, two considerations emerges firstly the English
sentence has a mean depth of 2.0, highest of the seven sentencest
and secondly,by rejecting the Amharic construction in
adopting

‘
.^V*

•
' and

instead the mean depth of the Amharic

structure is reduced from 1*7 to 1*3*

0

1

0

1

1
0
l° *

1

0

0

1

P

0

0

h

I0

0

1

p h 1o p

l°

This is not the best coat I can show you but it is the cheapest
2

1

3

1

2

0

1 1

Mean depth 2*0
0
0

1

0

r

m

3

3

2

1

1

0

1

0

1

0

1
l °

0

Mean depth 1*7

f

l°

2

1

I

11

0

1

0

Mean depth 1*3
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In fact of the 35 examinees 27 selected the construction
WC

*', three used Oli&lfV*and only three

'
• • Two students

used no contrastive marker*
2* The influence of information load* YJe have already seen that
in English, where information loads are equal, sentences
of differing types are of similar opacities. Thus apparent
complexities ,as measured by marks awarded in translation
exercises ,cannot be compared unless allowance is made for the
effect of the respective information loads.

The information loads were calculated for the seven sentences
both in English and in Amharic, using essentially the same
principles. It will be noted that in each case the Amharic
employs approximately twice as many "morphemes1* as the equivalent
English sentence.
Sentence

Information load

"Morpheme" count

number

(from English)

(from Amharic)

a

14*

27

b

12

24*

c

25

d

15
14*

f

9

15

g

10

25

h

11

30

29
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To illustrate the general principles followed in the computation
the analysis for the English of sentence (d) is given here:
Sentence (d)
Please/ you/stay/imperative/in/your/place/plural/until/
step-forward/1/tell/future/you..............1*f items
and similarly the analysis for the Amharic of the same sentence:
Sentence (d)
fcnVl-/

<££*'/ M 5/X!Wr?/person/plural/imperfect/f^^i/AAVl-*./

1st person/singular/imperfect/k+ft *• /-A- A&0/ftLh* / fl- * /
relative/perfect/2nd person/plural/ X A ‘
*/fl-AV*/ imperative/
2nd person/plural/^^ i / .............#.,##. .29 items

When the table is examined it is at once noted that,with the
exception of sentence (f),there is no large variation in the
r,morphemefl count for the Amharic sentences: the average.figure
for the six is just under 27* with a spread of from 2k to 3 0 #
So that, although the information load must be considered.in
relationship to the results for sentence (f),it should not
be a significant factor affecting the ability to generate the
other sentences#
Further examination of the results of this count shows that
there appears to be n o .relationship between information load,
either a s .measured in the English original or in the Amharic
equivalent, and the sentence difficulty as measured by the
marks awarded by the Examiner. This simply confirms what has
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already been noted in the earlier, experimental, part of this
study, that in comprehension it is sentence structure that plays
the decisive role.

3« ffhe effect of sentence structure. It would clearly be of
great value to have some objective measure of the
complexity of a given sentence and Yngve*s hypthesis professes
a y
/V
*
to provide such a measure. It was decided to examine the structures
of the seven sentences and to construct Yngve immediate constit
uent diagrams for them, to calculate the mean depth of embedding
of each and to compare these figures with the measure of diffic
ulty indicated by the marking of the translations.

$he principles observed in following Yngve*s theory were as
follows:
a. Basic Amharic sentence structure is subject + predicate,
the latter including such items as direct and indirect
objects. In the binary system of re-write rules the subject
may be aero but the predicate may not.
b.

Clauses are treated as transforms of kernel sentences and
are therefore subject to essentially the same form of analysis
as is applied to the full sentence.

c. Prepositions and. subordinating conjunctions are treated as
words and not as affixes. Where the preposition or con
junction has two parts it is treated as a discontinuous
morpheme1.
-“
I
nA model and an hypothesis for language structure’1, p*^55*
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The mean depth figures for the seven sentences are here
tabulated, together with the total marks awarded by the
Examiner to the 35 examinees for the individual sentences#
The sentences are listed in decreasing order of difficulty
as this is indicated by the Examiner’s marking.
Sentence

Marks

Yngve

number

awarded

mean depth

h

52-J

2.9

c

58

3A

d

59f

2.0

f

61

2.4

b

71

1.8

S
a

71

2.8

75-1

2.0

With the exception of sentence (g) there is a measure of
agreement between the sentence complexity,as measured by
Yngve*s mean depth figures,and the sentence difficulty,as
measured by the test marking. The agreement is suggestive only,
but the exception provided by sentence (g) requires some
explanation if Yngve *s hypothesis is to be allowed any
validity at all when applied to the Amharic language.
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Sentence (g) displays five items:
<1)
rta*:

(2)
n&iV *-<vt»;

( k)

(3)
‘

(3)

£{ron]<iS:

<H:

Examination of the scripts shows that the ordering of the items
within the sentence varied considerably. Clearly the re-ordering
of the items radically affects the mean depth figures, which were
therefore re—calculated for the various alternatives:
Eo* of scripts™"
Order of items
Mean depth
with this order
1 : 2 : 3 : 4: 5

27

2*8

5: 1: 2

k

1*6

2: 3: V. 1: 5

2

2.7

2 : 1 : 3 : b: 3

1

2*6

3:

What is happening here is that transposition of the subject of
the main clause to sentence initial position,and the transfer
of the relative to a position of minimal depth,significantly
reduces the mean depth figure, in the skeleton structure
outlined above,from 2*8 to 1 *6 ,and in the full structure from
2*8 to 1*4* The analysis of the transposed structure follows:
1

0
1

Mean depth '\*k

0
1

0
G

1

n

p — 1°
1

lo

r i 0 rn ° I

'• Arc"!*' rt®. *U«V :
2
1
2
1
3
2

ft*
1

0
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It is* of course* a common feature of the copula sentence
that the relative construction should displace the copula from
'I
sentence final position. Goldenberg quotes two apposite examples:
>»%•• k 1*11

IW * V

"It is not I that have set the house on fire"
and

"Is it not a small piece of dynamite that blows u p i
the great mountain?11.
Of course the noun/verb ambivalence of the relative facilitates
this displacement process, but the present analysis would
suggest that more than style is involved: the sentence is
thereby made less opaque to comprehension and less difficult
to generate*

If* then* we think of sentence (g) not as the cumbersome structure
of mean depth 2 *8 * which most examinees were attempting to
generate* but as the re-ordered structure with mean depth 1.4*
then this figure may be brought into general agreement with the
marking of the Examiner as indicating the measure of difficulty
of the sentence.

-j
"Studies in Amharic syntax", pp. 16-17*
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This summary consideration of the process of translation
as a measure of complexity, and the attempt to examine the
validity of Yngvefs mean depth concept as applied to Amharic,
suggests that,for the relatively brief sentences discussed,
the figure may provide a meaningful measure of complexity.
Certainly we have a better measure of agreement between the
mean depth figures and complexity as measured by student per
formance than was obtained with other hypotheses.

It is, however, clear that the use of the translation approach
to measuring sentence complexity is open to many objections:
we are dealing with two, not one,languages, marking must always
be in some measure subjective, certainty of the form of trans
lation required cannot be attained, there is no control of the
examinees (although tests could be devised for selected subjects),
and so on.

One interesting fact emerges from the present chapter. The most
difficult sentence, that given the lowest number of marks by
the examiner, was sentence (h), using contrastive

. This

same construction proved markedly opaque to comprehension in
A
the testing of sentence B13 in chapter six, above .

1 p. 212

CHAPTER EIGHT:

CONCLUSIONS
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CONCLUSIONS

i .t—

■'

'i i j e»Bpaw »

Amharic sentences may be expanded, through subordination and
co-ordination processes and by the addition of qualifying
elements and phrases, to provide structures of considerable
length# Examination of six novelsindicates that
consisting of more than 25 wordsmay comprise

sentences
as much as ten

percent of the overall sentence complement# Analysis of the
structural elements of some 600 Amharic sentences shows that
the average sentence of

words would include, in ^addition

to the verb of the main clause, one subordinating particle,
one relative construction and one further verbal form, either
an infinitive or a gerund.

Within such an assembly of syntactical units there is clearly
facility for the construction of sentences of not inconsiderable
complexity# It is true that length may add to the difficulty
of comprehension of the information conveyed in a sentence#
This is effected both by increasing the total of information
to be retained by the auditor and by adding to the possible
total of syntactical complexities which may contribute to
sentence opacity# But length itself is not the decisively
factor in determining sentence opacity. A short sentence may be
more opaque than a long sentence#
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The testing shows that even in very extended sentences only
exceptionally do we find the Ethiopian unable to grasp in a
general way both grammatical structure and semantic content.
However, while a general grasp must be conceded,it is also clear
from the experiments that very frequently the auditor may fail
to perceive detailed structure, or accurately to comprehend
the total information load of the extended sentence. But, as
we have already seen, this opacity is not necessarily to be
attributed to sentence length as such, but to the specific
sentence structures made possible by the process of expansion.
Of particular importance in the process of obscuring the structure
of the sentence from the auditor is the feature of suspense.
This feature may operate on the word or phrase, which waits
for its completion or qualification through a succession of
bridging items. Suspense may feature in association with
co-ordination,or a subordinated clause may be held in suspense
until eventually the principal clause is generated. The suspense
process is in many cases aggravated by the word order customary
in Amharic, subject first and verb in sentence final position*
This makes possible sentences in which the subject is separated
from the verb with which it is in concord by sequences of twenty
or even more words.

Where the feature of suspense is present in a sentence which
displays a number of clauses comprehension may seriously be
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affected if the subjects of the clauses differ the one from
the otherf or if the time references of the clauses vary# In
such sentences,and where normal processes of sentence generation
are involved, anacoluthon is more likely to occur than in
linear sentences of comparable length. The cyclic structure,
typified by subordination of clauses, by change of subject from
clause to clause and by the consequent suspense feature will
usually prove notably opaque to perception both of grammatical
structure and of semantic content.
The grammatical markers ,which determine and indicate sentence
structure to follow, appear to be of less importance to the
process of comprehension than the auditor*s overall ability to
perceive gross structure. The presence of accusative -'V., of
adversative

of an interrogative pronoun does not appear

materially to assist the auditor in comprehension if he has
failed to perceive the sentence structure as a whole*
An intuitive recognition of the possible lack of cohesion of
some elements of the extended sentence appears to be suggested
by the use of epexegesis. This feature of Amharic presents a
convenient means of re-introducing an indirect or direct object
into the end-structure of a sentence, as a pronominal suffix
to the verb, if it was generated initially so early in the
sentence that its relationship to the verb may possibly be
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either misunderstood or overlooked* We have here a very useful
process of information re-pinf orceraent and the auditors who were

^

tested indicated their awareness of its value.
The process of re^inforcement may possibly also be significant

-n

in comparing the mode of auditing of a sentence. For sentences
of average complexity no significant difference in comprehension
appeared between those who listened to the sentence and those
who read it. However, where the sentence was notably more opaque
to comprehension than average, it appeared that reading the
sentence provided a visual rej-infor cement that materially
assisted in comprehension. If it is recognized that,in reading,
most Ethiopians move their lips, forming the words, then we
may deduce that reading may provide the reader with most of the
information signals of the listener (except for the valuable
interpretative factor of intonation) as well as the signals of
the visually perceived word contours.

Although in comparing auditor reaction to favourite pattern and
minority pattern sentences of simple structure auditors, predict
ably, prefer the former, sentence type is not important in
determining sentence opacity for the extended sentence. Even here
the auditor will, again predictably, project the end structure
so as to produce a favourite pattern sentence if this choice
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is available to him# But where a minority pattern end structure
is unambiguously required no marked difficulty appears to be
experienced in providing it#
In selecting the main verb for an expanded sentence the auditor
is guided by collocational requirements and semantic consider
ations, including the time reference# The selection of simple
or compound main verbs appears to be highly idiosyncratic#
Individual subjects may indicate a decided preference for simple
or for compound verbs# The tendency, however, appears to be
clearly towards favouring the simple verb at the expense of the
compound verb# This tendency is not to be associated with ability
in Amharic, but where choice is possible there appears to be
a decided preference for the simple verb.
Throughout the study a continual problem was the absence of any
objective measure of sentence complexity. Several possible criteria
were examined such as the information load per word and the total
number of verbal elements, but no correlation between such features
and apparent complexity, as indicated by auditor response, could
be found. Yngvefs hypothesis claims to provide an objective measure
of sentence complexity for English. It is not impossible that for
the simple Amharic sentence the hypothesis may provide aosimple
measure of structural complexity#
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APPENDIX n

TEST RESULTS. SET A (chapter five)

a« Group W

These students READ the sentences from wall charts.
Eight of the original group of students were elim
inated as they arrived after testing had begun.

Sentence no:
Question no:
Student

A1 ! A2

1 2 ; 1 2 3! 1 2 3

W1

A3

Ab

A3

-

c

b

c c c

1 2 3

12 3

A6
12 3
a

2
3
b

a

c

b -

c b

a

6
7
8

c
a
c

9
Total errors: --- - 1 1 2
Sentence no:
Question no:
Student

W1
2

A?

c
c

2 3 2

c
--- 1

A9

A8

12 3 1 2 3
..... :
a
o!
a

12 3

- b 1

A10

A11

1 2

1 2 3
c

b

3

b c

a

c b

b

b

b

c

6

b.

7

b

8
9

b;

c
b

Total errors ■- 3 3

a b
2 1 6

a
b
b

;

c
c

- - 1! 1 21 4 5 1

- 3 -

500

b . Group X

This group LISTENED to the sentences from a tape
recording.
Four of the group were eliminated as they arrived
after testing had begun*

Sentence no:

A1

Question no:

1 2

Student

X1

c

2

c

A2
12 5
b
b

c
c

7
8

c

c

c

c

a

c

a
a

b
c

c

b

c

c

b

c

a c a

c c

A 3

Z k k

5 2 6

b

a

a

c
c

c

b

c b

1^

12 3

1 2 3

c

13

13

1 2 3

c

c

9
10

1 2 3

A6

A5

b

3
3

kk

A3

a a
a a

c
c
c c b

16

Total errors

2-2

3 1 7

12 1

Group X (continued)

Sentence no:
Question no:
Student

X1

A7

A8

12 3
b c

2

A9

12 3
-

-

1 2 3

A10

A11

1 2

12 3

-

a

3

b

b

b

a b

c

a

3

c -

7

b

8

c

9

c b

a

a c c

b

10

b c

b

a

c

13

b c

b

b

c b

1^

c

b

a c

15

b

16
Total errors:

b

c c

b

c b
- k k

3 5 7

- 1 1

5 5

1 6 k
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c . Group Y

This group READ the sentences from wall charts

Sentence No:

A1

Question No:

1 2 ;1 2 3

Student

A2

A3

Y1

12 3

AA

A6

A3

12 3

12 3

1 2 3

c

b

2
3
A

a

c

3
6

a

c

a

c

V
8
9
10

b

11

c
b

c

12

c

13
1A

c
a

13
16
Total errors:

a

c b
-

-

1 2 k

- 1 -

1-2

1 3 1

1 1 1

!

Group Y (continued)

Sentence no:
Question no:
Student

A7

a

1 2 3

8

A9

12 3

12 3

A10

A11

1 2

1 2 3

Y1
2

b

a
:a c

3
Zj,

c

a c

3

b b

6

c b

b

7
8

b

a c

b

9
10

b

Ic b b

11
12

c c

b

c
b

a

b
c

13
1^
15

b

16

b

Total errors

!

c

b

- . 6 2 \k 6 3

- 1 -

I- 5 3
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d, Group Z

This group LISTENED to the sentences from a
tape recording

Sentence No:

A1

Question No;

1 2

Student

A2
1 2 3

Z1

A^f

A3
1 2 3

A6

A3

1 2 3

1 2 3

a

1 2 3

b

2

c

3
k

a

c

3

c

6

b

c

a

c

7
8

a

!

9

c

!

b
b

c

10
11

c

a

c

b

12

c

c

c
c

13
14-

b

16

a

c a

a

a

c

c

b
c c

19
20
Total errors

a

c

13
17
18

b

a
a

: 1 2

2 1 k

1

1

—

k

7 2 6

- A ... ...

_

Group 2 (continued)

Sentence no
Question no
Student

21

10

12

20
Total errorjs

A?

A10

A11
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APPEHDIX 2: TES11 iRESULTS._SEI^fi (chapter six)
Set B: The testing results

The verbal form supplied in the

original text is given at the head of each column*
Groups W and Y READ the sentences and groups X and Z LISTENED
to them from a tape recording.
Group W
Student
no,

Sentence

B1

B2

....B4

B3

B5

B6

B7

AA'&V mfrrtfA:
RA^t:
+7<rHfK.
A ! 7A9\ '■ j
1'IWW1rtAH.**!; V®*!•HARfA7AfWVis

W.
W1

s<
p»:

2
x

<
rd>»:
H<Sb\

k

^nc *

i

<r*0h‘.

o
7(

V(P*‘

8

Vos;

hfrca^i I RA1>: J
hA*:
‘ids: +n«n>: ©rtfc:
m 1
*;
^r®»: 7A8-!
7A8-: Men-? hA^.:

Vfl>» i
f W - W V

5

1A8-. 7v«f)LfV:

IHA'•

7A8:
7AS:
7AS;
7A3i

+7?fV RfttfetfA:

9
10

i0<:

V(0»:

AdTflhi

V®»:
6tf?A:

15
1^

iCh\

15

ih^:

16

:

WiAno RftiV.
RflAifl+W
Rfei.?*'. ><1A<PAi K fifA ;
-

Hrtv:

11
12

number

V#!:
V1<r**
*«>.!

fcU.C.7: -<1(WA' (SA
j,q
>
’4>
£?A+ ifr*:
: -AAA^: 7A&4>A!
Ujnifc*. n<M • AA^i : KJlOl!
(Vf+W\\ TjA^ : •WAiWA:
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Group W (continued)

Student
no.

Sentence
B8

B9

number
B10

B11

•ff A •.

W1
i
i

AA+lTjv:

•KA3.A:

+fc£.7a^:

^A<fA:

M+7Tgv

+f,CXA:

+4>n a ••

7>^C»I?A5 • R f r i W A 1 A£7n<M\>!

077A:

"t'^’A f A :

+7^fA:

h

**>*•

^•AS A'-

't'7'^4; A

^<VPA‘
-

+ 7 ^ * As* SftAApA:

6

*A,A:

AfA:
AA+|FA{I®;

7
8

#7HA:

+7^£A;

:

ArtO;

+7^+<fA:

10

^AfA*

3-A<pA:

+ 7 ^ A As

11

'$p,A‘
-

A.A*!

+ 7 ^ &A:

+?*}L<PA:

12
13

? A ‘
.

1^

3*Aq> A

13
16

*A<PA:
:
?A>:

^ A<f A

lAfA:

A£7(\3°:

: £ A < k A p A : + < H A,A ‘

+7^tA:

+ T 5

9

AA<flV

^>A?A:

3

*

|

+ a u-ijftn^A'- MA * ®-?#;

giHApA;

5

B13

•+AC2A:

2

!

B12

++-flA»A ^ ?Afl*0©!

l\£C7<PA:

+4>nA ••

fi/U7<:

MRwn*;

hi.L'b'-

•fxU&a*;

<?A^l'V^?

'♦’A m ® ' :

? A n ;P«'3tt

mMfh'-

PA-fl',i01>'-

'h!,L'b‘ + 4 C & A * *
hWfjlSl '
■W * —
+AC14)A:

ftaAn^A:

—

?Af\*?Vi

+ 7 ^ f A : > A C 7 4 > A ; +4,cpn^>A! ^Aq^OK?©:
+ 7 ^ f AA-* ? A 4 A ? A : +<Nias A aj ?A<fl’’)9o:
+<U£,ft*: ?i?A(ivA7^3»:
+7^+fA: ; AftClfA:

?AflW:

l,r. i ............. ..

* Although forms marked with an asterisk are clearly incorrectly
spelled they are recorded as written by the auditors
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Group X

Student

Sentence

number

no *
B1

Ba

B3

b6

B4

B5

T<A*<PA*.

h+tot

;^<d 4*:

h^UV:
!s 4 l (v ■
.

hA^ :
h A ^ .'

W W ’
fifin;

T>A ')>•■

B7

1

X1
a
3
4

^OK *.

ff®.!

*<fc:

HQ*:

*»<Pt:

VON:
*»a>i:
Sfl>i*

S(l<r:

*I<*:
*idh;

3

*rne :

?
9

*tUS :

10

^d>»:
‘

*»«>*:

:

S<fc:

SW-

*lflh*
.

*inv.

H(b:

•inv:

13

H&h:

vnv:

14

J&tn&A’
.

16

+WVi:

m4>rt<fA:
V®«:
:
•AAfA:

S AJf

'flAA^.: 1 & M A=
iSA^i
hrt:
h4>i*rt* * flAA^.: toftjMt.1
fiA^i; Jsc^ntru:
Ht.v-

+cg,A;

■

11

13

TAa :

VU:
?*©•!

fiA^:

Vd>»*.
TT©*:

s®> ••

*7A ft.:
WUJr
K4>i(V-: <t(\(L‘
V<lb:
. + <r1L*.
+US+fA'- rt'V+f*.- +i£;FAO-: •mifir.
tifc+fA1
.
*KD*:
*iOV*1 4<?1V‘
k &L ’bi
•rtAA^i: U n * :
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Group X (continued)

Student
no.

Sentence
B8

B9

number
B10

■f*?A ••

+WJA-.

4.A7-:

X1
:

2

ft*'

B11

:

B12

«Kfr<r*rv**Ai ?a o ?<»'?b :

fcfci.7:
*<U.£nV

■Ml

+ 7!f*Ai

k
3

f

;fA*.

10

‘rA*:

11

3-ft,A:

13

jei n^t;
JAd^pdr-

13
16

ViM

+u,An*.’ PA'flA 9».-

5t76»ds;iA!
+ 7 ^ hA- h&Vb'^ciA*'
4T7:
•ini.: hfr:
MUV•jtrtmah:
'iSh ■
snc:
MQtnfr'^A<p<h:

7

1^

PAtt^S®:
PAimo:
PAA*^.’

3

9

B13

^ft,A'

&.ATi:

+77?i;A:
IPS:

PA-flASO:
AP/7<l®’35-‘
PAA43P1:

%ti6,bp&\
£fti.h?h' • H U H * *

fcd.AjJA’! +7^$A:
+ 7 % A: •MIA.C'fcA:
■+7^iA'-

PAA4>40:
PA<fl',i^:

'ht'L'b'.

P/WW5®:
+ 4,rft&A‘ PA-fl'Hetl:
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Group Y

Sentence

Student
no*

B1
Scfc:

Y1
2
3

Ho k *

f

B3
i

3k

B5

B6

ftA**:
ftA^> •
’ ftfKft.;
vnv: (W**: MA4 &(&£:
'1(0':
J&jJ’CDjfcfr. M < - n :
ftA^r • 7Afr:
VnfcfOh:
VflM
ftA^i •" ftfl^®^:
fro*:
: h$cn<?to ftAV7A«i
tafrFOh'.

-

3
6

<1(0.:
*1(1)1 :

'rAV’
*

7

VOH *

‘itHip :

*idh:

•AA A V

8

V<fo:

Wdh:

Vdh :

•AAAV-

^

oh:

4(01*.
4o>»:

10

VO)*:

SAir:

11

<?(*:

<?^o k :
Srtip:

12

4«H : • K i V :
:/M6»ah:VO*'

1^f

‘rrtir:

13

^rtOt:

W -

16

‘rip*:

"iHV:

*7(0i*.
+ L& :

ftc^UV.
CPrtV.

fts.t'K.

f t A ^ : 7A ft<P<h(Vll$ !+i.OTH/!l

ftA**:
-

ht.L'l-

*1(01'.

7A^A‘

•AA^A'Jji:

*1(0*:

ftAV

ftftjMxfc:
M

tvhmA

JS+tO-: •flAA V
1H<H(>: •M^A^:

7A (Hi
7A8<Pift:

*ia><\

ftA^:

7 Am.1

Hcfr I

ftAVi: AhfrflV

lOH!

*r(0»:
Hifh'.

13

B7

‘tos:

k

9

I

B2

number

htofyi
nt\ a*;
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Group Y (continued)

Student

Sentence

....

number

no«

b8

Y1
2

3
k
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
13
16

B9

B 10

B11

B12

B13

*SA: +T^*A: + W W - +4(MW1M* prtiST^jo:
n*:
+&<(«»:
ixmfr:
tUg.fl*: (Adl'SJo:
+ n : hfj-vg.i.'v* 'hlh Jtffi4i1«I30:
fA :
jFA:
•MfyfeA'- fti’ifiai’A. +<i,Reon^i: ?Afl*9V.
AA*
. ?Ad,^3A! +(U<1®n*A:?Afl*9o:
*A<TAi
tfcaaA:
fi^flQ,A: ’
+4*’0JXA: mtvsjo:
A
'
.
M<iO‘
> t&flttfUt'. fAfiA*3o;
0 *aa .
* 3>Af
Ajiifgoi
A,A: Tf>\<fhtiUh :
n<fc:
+<U£n4; fAdi'S?0!
j5f*A>: 'hi.Rwn*: ?Adi'S90:
1*A,A! n4**A;
K<iftg,<V- •RiAn*.- ?Adi'S9
0.'
TiM*
?Adi^90:
+n:
W tst*
^ A»Aj
+?A:
i«b>+4»Aa : fAA9,91>!
'H<v*
hir- fcAC.'l'M: •RfrWiMr- ?Adi'SflD:
A«?»A;
kAi'K
•V+flA: ?Af)*91>!
n<«yA»ss<p*:ftA+JAiiflv. i'
+')!?4 A: AfcmfAs 'Kfrqwyd): PAA*90>.
^ A,A1
*
•
;fA:
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Group Z (continued)

Student

Sentence

number

no *
B8

B9

B10

?
*
0>AA:

+ 5FA:

•Kft*A:

A’gcaA:

+7^*4 :

+ARo»n+1

2

IfiA.A •

S fct/h:
+&LV

3

+ gca*'-

k

*?■A.A:

Win^O:
^ A P A : + 7^4A: hATS'HflT'A: •t’A'TAF^A: fcliqo'jo:
+ <Hlfl,As h d W t o :
+^i A.A- + T ^ t A:
fLVii'

+4R<»nV

Z1

^AfA:

3
6
7

g/JqA ••
•F<V A ;

8

jFA

9

•FA:

10

^ A,A:

11

^iWISA:

12
13
14-

+ JU7:

17
18

/S^AA-

20

B13
frtA'FO’/JOi
ft<J7A50.-

SSj&7<7'S30:

?7A«|AA: •t’+'A'XA: ^7qn,3t):
+ <^<flA*)SA: IS&*7r|?»:
•M^ + TA: +-&A7: +<LR<«W*: fA.-fl1^ .*
+ 4<.gn*.- PAH^Sno:
H W -

+<n>‘F :
kf\'b-

?A<1*^:

flct>+<j>A: + 1 ^ 4 A:

+6,i.£ln*: 1SB7TPS0d iA<nc:* IS«liV ^ A ;
■$tl<kA9&:
*A<PA:
PAMS®5
!SftC7fA: •FAnA;
IlH'PA:
PAfl 'F9C:
J&4AJKV: 4 L
• A£i?3»:
ifc'fAirtf. +7"? :
ISgtT-:

■*a >
A.A:

B12

J&7?A:
j6?A^\:
n«Ff 44\‘
- +7^4*:

13
16-

B11

1|>A4,(A:

-KR«*nV

?Afl^O»:

ISfrC1MT- +4fr<p>>iA: pAn+^O:
^Affr.
+ 7 ^ 4 A : AgC7<rA?* + <S,RA>A%:
£<U?A>: i + T !?il;A:
+<i.fr<pifl^A- fignnfo+n^4A'

+ 7^ + <fA: •+gC7fA:

+A4* A:

PAPA'S 90-
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Group Z

Student

Sentence

■r

number

no.
B1
Z1

B2

*
.
Ha*:

B3
*$»;
Sc^*.
VcO'*.

B6
B5
A
a
*T>
Js+io!
h+i.rt-:
VAC:
MC:
A 4<-fbi s t a j w m - 4c a*' fcA? 4 •
7 :
+i&m>
Afr:

2

hi*-

? ^a> :

3

*!<&*•

M * ? ® 1*

4

Ha**.

Ha**.
H<*:

3

Ho**

Ha**.

MAfr'*

6

HQ* i

*10.-.

7

HdV.

So n -.
Wfl^AV

8
9

HflC:

13

H«**.
SrtC:
H(* *.
V(P<;

14

H**.'

10
11
12

18

‘jOK *.
sac:
H<*;

20

Ho m

17

^

:

7A8.A:
AA^®4:
lARfA:

hA^> •• 7 M < P A :
A A $ : Atpim:
•laa: Wi l W P A
fcA^. : 7Am<P<A:
‘iflC:
h A ^ : hA^®4’:

ftfO*:

H<*:

‘iflin'^fl*J

*10**.

£$0*:

H0*'-

h®<fe:

&&£?•■.

Ha**.

A®^:

Is4>crt>-. f c A ^ : 7AR<frfv.

*■»
H<t*:

*i7C:
-

fc44.fr:

HO**.

ha>k:

—

<?*a>i:

13
16

1“» i,fl*:

B7
m^df4S;

SflV:

sn^a**.
Vft£rf0**.

Ha*:
‘tey>Ha**.
Ha*: +7^Mfr!
Ha*:
Ha*'. A®<fe:
H«*t

A4<*IV:
4*.n;

+T7V!
f c A ^ : ISA^®*^A:
K ^ f r - fcA?*: + 97 VV<*:
SnC;
A4<-fr--

Ss4'trt,:
&4uv

h4cf>:

K4c(v?A:

!ifi4ft+W
fcA%: htpaj^s
*»rtC: 7Af^A'. I
!\A"Si’^ :
*inc:
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(chapter seven)

In 1960 Victor H. Yngve proposed

an hypothesis concerning the

process of sentence generation and the concept of structural
complexity* The principles involved are those of a two-stage
memory and a linear concept of the process of sentence formation*
It is assumed by Yngve, and for the purpose of this study his
assumptions are applied to Amharic, that an immediate constituent
framework can be used to provide an adequate description of
language, and that transformational rules can be formulated to
include the entire range of syntactical structures.

The two stage memory system is assumed to consist of an immediate
memory, with a very limited capacity, and a permanent memory with
a virtually infinite storage capacity. The immediate memory can
store between 5 and 9 items. This figure may be compared with, for
example, the number of items in a list which can be read and then copied

"A model and an hypothesis for language structure11, PAPS, 10*f,
5(1960), pp. 444-*f66, and a more popular exposition on the same
ttheme in Scientific American. 206,6(June, 1962), pp. 68-7 6 . His
theory, and in particular his concept of "depth of embedding",
has been used by several investigators including one study
relevant to the present investigation, E. Martine and K.H. Roberts,
"Grammatical factors in sentence retention", JVLVB,
pp. 107-111.

4(1965),
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or recited without error, after a single reading.

When a sentence is generated each word in some sense determines
structure to follow. And with the generation of each word the
immediate memory must store such new structural features as the
ne\* word may have introduced, while retaining structural features
already required by preceding words. The immediate memory, then,
holds in its store the overall structure to follow, while the
permanent memory supplies specific words, affixes, morphemes
to fit the structure.
In general we may characterise Yngve*s theory of expansion as
a binary theory, in which one item at a time is expanded either *
into a two part extension or into realisation as a word. Thus
the item N for noun may be expanded to give N + D, noun plus
definite article, or may be realised to yield, say, "man11.
The important contribution of the concept of an immediate memory
with a limited storage capacity is its relevance to syntactical
breakdown* This is explained by the immediate memory being
required to store more information than it is able accurately to
do, anacoluthon following*
We shall consider the application to Amharic of simple rules for
the generating of a sentence, using a slightly simplified form
of Yngve*s formula.
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Let S mean Sentence; other abbreviations have the following
meanings:
NPms

A masculine singular noun phrase

VP

A verb phrase

Dms

The masculine singular demonstrative pronoun

Nms

A masculine singular noun

Ims

The masculine singular indefinite article

INPms

An indefinite noun phrase, masculine singular

Vms

A verb in the masculine singular

Transformational rules may then be written:
1•
2#
3*

S
NPms

NPms + VP

6 ♦ INPms —► Ims + Nms

«—► Dms + Nms

Dms

J&SJ t J :

7*
8.

—*
Vms — r

Nms — *>
3*

VP — ► INPms + Vms

Applying the rules, one at a time, we obtain the following
sequence:
1. S
2. NPms + VP
3* Dms +Nms

+ VP

&H>' +Nms

+ VP

5. £>V: +^>5: + VP
6. J&V • +A & ! + IHPms + Vms
7. £y: +

+ Ims + Nms

Vms

8* J&H): +AS* + M f t :+ Nms + Vms
9«

• + Vms

io.M*. + Ajji+&■*£••+ rt<p>: +>>?::
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The immediate constituent structure of the sentence thus
generated may be displayed in the usual way:
(s
______________I____________

NPms

INPms
l

Dms

Nms

I

1

Ims

1

I

Nms

i

i

Vms

J

0H>"This child saw a man"•
Yngve points out that for any pair of words the left hand member
is more deeply embedded, has more items to follow it, than the
right hand member. The two branches may be numbered 0 and 1 to
represent this difference relatively. The absolute measure of
embedding, however, is related to the total number of items
still unexpanded when a given word is generated. Thus if the ten
steps involved in generating this simple sentence are examined
it will be noted that when the word J&SJ ’ was generated at step
there were two items left unexpanded, Nms and VP. The word
is said to have a depth of embedding of 2. At step
when the word

A*: was

however,

generated only one item was left not

expanded, VP, so that AS:

has depth 1. When the verb

was

generated there was no item awaiting expansion and this word has
depth zero.
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The same depth figures are obtained if we take the immediate
constituent diagram and number the branches of the expansion
0 and 1, and then count from the word we wish to examine , back
through the various nodes to the beginning of the expansion*
Summation of the branch numbers gives the Yngve depth figure
for the words

«

1

0
1

1

Depth:

2

|0

1

1

2

jo

1

0

.

Even from this rather trivial example it is clear that there
are two basic types of structure here, left-branching structures,
which Yngve terms regressive* and right-branching structures,
termed -progressive* ^Regressive structures lead to an increase
in depth of its component elements while progressive structures
do not*

It is significant that the sentence final position is, according
to Yngve*s hypothesis, the position of maximum transparency* It
is possible that the occasional displacement of the verb from
sentence final position by some other item may be a process by
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which a grammatically or semantically more significant item is
brought into the place of maximum transparency. Thus considering
the sentence

, t!When was it burned?H^we note

that the structure may be modified so that the copula is
displaced from sentence final position by the semantically more
important relative to yield
*n:V(D*‘fJbACO*: f

£ (T1A

**• Thus also

X tell you to come hereiu ,and

■jO'-P^tXTlin®’'- t "Here, it's you I'm callingl11^.

The structural diagrams show that by a small increase in the
mean depth of embedding the verbal noun is brought into the
position of maximum transparency:
L _

0
1

|0

i
1

1

0

Mean depth 0.7

2

*•*
1

Mean depth 1.0

^ G. Goldenberg, GAS, p.1?

2

0

Both examples are from YG, p.22.

